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         Executive Summary 

Videogames became mass market with the internet. Online gaming emerged when the videogames 

market was not saturated; so, it did not really “steal” market share but rather expanded the market. The 

impressive growth of the console videogame eco-system prior to internet has been achieved through 

attention to technology, graphic quality and narrative. Not really gameplay. Like any other consumer 

goods, videogames were supposed to improve with technology.  Same games, better quality. The 

traditional videogame industry has failed to conceive the master model that would comprise all 

videogames business models. The online innovative scenarios are actually re-defining the business 

models of the videogame industry and changing the paradigm.  

The game market is at the beginning of an evolutionary path, moving away from packaged games 

played on consoles to browser-based free-to-play and hybrid hosted scenarios, forming what we may 

call: VaaS, Videogames As A Service. Does this mean that all videogames should be like casual social 

free-to-play games? No. Does this mean that online game developers have been right with whatever 

they have been doing? No. Does this mean that the conception of business models for all videogames 

should take into account what has happened online in the last five years? Yes. 

The first step in the strategic thinking should be about the gamer, within a true consumer-centric 

approach. Empowering the consumer is absolutely central. Focus has to shift from technology to 

consumer. In a marketing driven approach, the top-level segmentation of the population should start 

with usage and attitude about videogames. What level of time (and money) each market segment is 

willing to invest in videogames? Time must become at last an essential part of the equation for 

videogames that, after all, are a time-based form of entertainment. 

Online has commoditized videogames reducing the need for specialized hardware. The dependency of 

publishers on hardware vendors has blinded them for years. There is no point waiting for the next 

transition and expecting them to indicate the new directions and business models. The transition has 

already happened and it is now high time for publishers to determine their own road to market: which 

device(s), which platform(s), which business model(s)? 

Devices with their distinct OS and marketing platforms, with their own terms and conditions, will 

keep on moving and changing. New gateways to users will emerge while others will disappear. Cross-

platform strategies will become easier. The main question will remain unchanged though: which road 

to market will allow my game to better reach its target audience? 

Delivery of videogames should be conceived as a time flow, an ongoing process. A one time purchase 

at a fixed price will become the exception. A game is no longer sold once for all. A user is no longer 

gained forever. Converting new players is a never-ending challenge. User acquisition happens through 
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a conversion funnel. This acquisition –which, for smaller developers is actually implemented by 

aggregators’ platforms - is at the center of the consumer-centric approach. 

Organic recruitment remains a major source of acquisition since for almost all formats, 50 percent of 

users learn about games from friends and family. More generally, discovery comes from metacritic, 

charts, word of mouth, personal recommendations, search, virality and communities. It is in direct 

connection with the perceived quality of game offerings by an audience at a certain point in time. In 

this eco-system of communities –either real-life or virtual- the player somehow is participating to the 

marketing of the game. 

Paid recruitment will discriminate those developers who are able to push their offerings towards their 

audiences and impose their franchises on the marketplace from those who have to bear with lower key 

strategies like niche targeting, hosting on portals or revenue sharing. It includes: targeted advertising 

with display and demo campaigns, paid search, cross-promotion and affiliation.  

User retention is the second step of the strategy. This starts with loading times and access to the game 

that needs to be rapid and goes on with gameplay mechanics. Engagement is the key word. 

Engagement is primarily measured with time spent with the game. Connections, visits, pages viewed 

are less relevant than time. The stickiness of a game, its ability to produce retention is at the core of 

the strategy.  Session times and frequency of play produce a total of time spent in game. Time spent 

per user is becoming a major KPI. 

The equation of monetization is: (nb of installs)*(viral multiplier)*(percentage of active 

users)*(percentage of paying users)*(ARPPU). Boxed products are only a particular case with 

percentage of active users = percentage of paying users = 100 percent.  

Fixed price is a heritage of game as a product that may stay valid for those passionate players who can 

evaluate in advance the time and money they are ready to invest in one game. Subscriptions have 

come with an economy of service but still require a medium to long-term-commitment. This may 

serve again those passionate players who know what they want and may see subscriptions as a cheaper 

way to access games. This may also become the dominant model for the “all you can play” platforms 

where players can access a large variety of games. Virtual items have the major advantage of being a- 

not compulsory, b- being paid when the user decides. Payment is no longer a one-time or monthly act. 

The amount spent by converted user defines the ARPPU. The ARPPU multiplied by the conversion 

rate defines the ARPU. The ARPU is the total revenue divided by the number of active users. This 

freemium or free-to-play model highly depends upon the “whales” the users who spend the most (2% 

of paying gamers generate 40% of revenues).  

Advertising may contribute the monetization of games. However imposed intrusive display campaigns 

may have a lower acceptance among players. Contextual advertising, branded virtual items are a better 

fit. In addition, offer walls may also be an option for players to earn in game currencies while 

watching an ad; a player may then decide and choose between being exposed to ads and get free 
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virtual items or pay for these. Finally, the “convenience model” offers the choice of monetization for 

players including optional subscription, virtual goods, optional ads and also fixed price add-ons. The 

multiple revenue streams may contribute to increase the ARPU overall.  

This makes that the global end-user value of a game (the cost for completing the full game) can still be 

determined by developers. It appears that this price can be high ($200 to $300 for MMOs). The point 

is now to predict and track how many players will reach 100 percent, 80 percent, 50 percent and what 

the lifetime value of each customer will be, making the financial equation more difficult to apprehend. 

The financial risk is not higher than for full price HD console games where development costs have 

increased with technology, implying higher breakeven points, which, in a non-growing market, gives 

lower chances to reach it and be profitable. To minimize these risks, publishers have invested in the 

marketing of AAA franchises highly recognizable by gamers. In 2010, only 3 out of the top 20 boxed 

games were new IPs. 

The value of a game for an individual player is no longer set by the publisher. The value is determined 

by the gamer himself with the time and money he is willing to invest in a particular game. The value is 

individualized and the gamer participates in the monetization of the game. As a consequence, (average 

lifetime consumer value)*(number of active paying players) determine the breakeven point for an 

investment in a game development. However the game development cost must be understood as the 

combination of an initial development and of ongoing improvements. 

Similarly, the gamers’ journey is individualized. Taking the player from novice stage to enthusiast 

stage should be the ultimate goal of gameplay mechanics. The player should also become a participant 

in the game story. The story should come as a result of the players’ actions and interactions with the 

environment and with other players rather than being pre-determined by developers. The focus should 

be set more on gameplay features than on storyline 

Datamining provides so many useful real-time information to developers that game design has also 

become an ongoing task.  Gameplay, monetization, marketing should all be tweaked based upon 

observation of actual players. 

In a frictionless world, acquiring a dedicated gaming device, paying an upfront high price for a game 

that has not been tried before, waiting long minutes for the game to start, spending hours in a tutorial 

mode,  following the unique road the game designer has  set, are entry barriers that are not acceptable 

by non-hardcore gamers. 

Will the two worlds of casual gamers and hardcore gamers remain separate? Will there be two distinct 

industries; one with a gaming culture and the other one with an internet culture? Consumers will 

dictate and most probably will see no difference between the two worlds that will merge at some stage 

in a unique videogame industry. Consumers –whether hardcore, casual, regular or non gamers- are 

exposed to all business models and will pick up the combination of product offering and monetization 
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model that suits them best. For someone who plays a videogame, there is no distinction between 

“gamers” and “users” and there is only one industry. 

 The most important trigger for the entire videogame industry is to start engaging users emotionally 

and then encourage them to commit themselves and convert into paying users. Free is the new price 

but it is obvious that the value offered by engaging entertainment must be financed by players. It is up 

to the player to be a participant in the game experience and decide somehow how far he wants to be 

engaged. Recognizing that consumers want to have control, recognizing that given the opportunity 

they will bring their friends and will get more engaged will generate growth in this business as a 

result.  
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 Executive Summary 

 (French) 

 

Les jeux vidéo ont atteint le très grand public avec internet. Le jeu en ligne est apparu alors que le 

marché des jeux vidéo n’avait pas atteint la saturation ; ainsi il n’a pas « volé » de parts de marché 

mais a en réalité développé l’ensemble du marché. L’impressionnante croissance du marché de l’éco-

système des jeux vidéo sur consoles avant internet s’est faite grâce à une focalisation sur la 

technologie, la qualité des graphismes et la narration. Pas vraiment grâce au gameplay. Comme tous 

les autres biens de consommation, les jeux vidéo étaient supposés pouvoir être améliorés par la 

technologie. Les mêmes jeux avec une meilleure qualité. L’industrie du jeu vidéo traditionnel n’a pas 

su concevoir le modèle maitre qui aurait du inclure tous les business models du jeu. Ce sont en fait les 

initiatives innovantes du jeu en ligne qui redéfinissent les business models de l’industrie du jeu vidéo 

et changent le paradigme. 

Le marché du jeu est au début d’une évolution qui l’éloigne des jeux conditionnés jouables sur des 

consoles pour aller vers des jeux free-to-play sur navigateur et des formules hybrides et former ce que 

nous pourrions appeler : VaaS, le jeu vidéo en tant que service. Cela signifie t‘il que tous les jeux 

devraient ressembler à des jeux sociaux gratuits ? Non. Cela signifie t’il que la conception de business 

models pour tous les jeux vidéo devraient prendre en compte ce qui s’est passé en ligne ces cinq 

dernières années ? Oui. 

La première étape d’une approche stratégique devrait concerner le joueur, dans une véritable approche 

centrée sur le consommateur. Donner le pouvoir au consommateur est crucial. La priorité doit passer 

de la technologie au consommateur. Dans une approche marketing, la segmentation de la population 

au plus haut niveau devrait commencer avec les usages et les attitudes concernant le jeu vidéo. 

Combien de temps (et d’argent) chaque segment de marché est-il prêt à investir dans les jeux vidéo ? Il 

est grand temps, pour cette forme de loisir basée sur le temps, que le temps entre dans l’équation. 

Internet a facilité l’accès aux jeux vidéo en réduisant la nécessité d’un hardware dédié. La dépendance 

des éditeurs par rapport aux fabricants de hardware les a aveuglés pendant des années. Il ne faut pas 

attendre la prochaine transition et espérer qu’ils indiquent les nouvelles directions et les nouveaux 

business models. La transition a déjà eu lieu et il est grand temps pour les éditeurs de déterminer leur 

propre mode d’accès au marché. Quel(s) appareil(s) ? Quelle(s) plateforme(s) ? Quel(s) business 

model(s) ? 

Les appareils avec chacun leur OS et leurs plateformes marketing, avec leur propres conditions de 

vente continueront d’évoluer et de changer. De nouveaux accès vers les utilisateurs émergeront tandis 

que d’autres disparaitront. Les stratégies cross-platform deviendront plus faciles. La question 
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principale restera cependant inchangée : quelle road to market permettra à mon jeu de mieux atteindre 

son public cible ? 

Mettre à disposition un jeu vidéo devrait se concevoir comme un flux temporel, un mouvement 

continu. Un achat unique à un prix fixe deviendra l’exception. Un jeu n’est plus vendu une fois pour 

toute. Convertir de nouveaux utilisateurs est un défi permanent. L’acquisition d’utilisateurs se fait à a 

travers un tunnel de conversion. Cette acquisition –qui, pour les plus petits développeurs est réalisée 

par les plateformes d’aggrégateurs - est au centre de l’approche centrée sur le consommateur.  

Le recrutement naturel demeure une source majeure d’acquisition puisque pour tous les formats, 50% 

des utilisateurs connaissent les jeux par leurs amis et leur famille. Plus généralement, la découverte 

vient des classements de la méta-critique, du bouche à oreille, des recommandations personnelles, du 

search, de la viralité et des communautés. Elle est directement liée à la qualité perçue par un public de 

l’offre de jeux à un moment donné. Dans cet éco-système de communautés –virtuelles ou réelles- le 

joueur participe d’une certaine façon au marketing du jeu.  

Le recrutement payant sélectionnera parmi les développeurs ceux qui sont capable de pousser leur 

offre vers son public et d’imposer leurs marques sur le marché et ceux qui devront se contenter de 

stratégies plus modestes telles que le marketing de niche, l’hébergement sur des portails ou le partage 

des revenus. Le recrutement payant comprend la publicité ciblée à travers des campagnes de display, 

des démos, du référencement payant, des promotions croisées et de l’affiliation.  

La rétention des utilisateurs est la seconde étape de cette stratégie. Cela commence avec les temps de 

chargement et d’accès au jeu qui doivent être rapides et se poursuit avec les mécaniques de jeu. 

L’engagement est le maitre mot. L’engagement se mesure d’abord par le temps passé sur le jeu. L 

nombre de connections, de visites, de pages vues important moins que le temps. La stickiness d’un jeu, 

sa capacité à produire de la rétention est au cœur de la stratégie. Le produit de la durée des sessions et 

de la fréquence donne le temps total passé sur le jeu. Le temps passé par utilisateur devient un 

indicateur –KPI- majeur. 

L’équation de la monétisation est : (nb d’installations)* (multiplicateur viral)* (pourcentage 

d’utilisateurs actifs)* (pourcentage d’utilisateurs payants)* (ARPPU). Les produits conditionnés sont 

seulement un cas particulier dans lequel le pourcentage d’utilisateurs actifs est égal au pourcentage 

d’utilisateurs payants et égal à 100%. 

Le prix fixe est un héritage du jeu conçu comme produit qui pourra persister pour les joueurs 

passionnés qui sont capables d’évaluer en avance le temps et l’argent qu’ils sont prêts à investir dans 

un jeu. Les abonnements sont arrivés avec l’économie des services mais ils supposent toujours un 

engagement de moyen à long terme. Cela peut servir encore ces joueurs passionnés qui savent ce 

qu’ils veulent et peuvent voir l’abonnement comme un moyen meilleur marché d’accéder à leurs jeux. 

Cela pourrait aussi devenir le modèle dominant pour toutes les plateformes « jouez autant que vous 

voulez » où les joueurs ont accès à un large choix de jeux. Les biens virtuels ont l’avantage d’être a- 
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non obligatoire, b- payés seulement quand le joueur le souhaite. Le paiement n’est plus un acte unique 

ou mensualisé. Le montant dépensé par les utilisateurs convertis définit l’ARPPU. L’ARPPU multiplié 

par le taux de conversion définit l’ARPU. L’ARPU est le revenu total divisé par le nombre 

d’utilisateurs actifs. Ce modèle freemium ou free-to-play est très dépendant des whales, ces 

utilisateurs qui dépensent le plus (2% des joueurs payants génèrent 40% des revenus). La publicité 

peut contribuer à la monétisation des jeux. Cependant des campagnes display intrusives peuvent avoir 

une moindre acceptation parmi les joueurs. La publicité contextuelle, les biens virtuels de marque 

conviennent mieux. De surcroit, les offer walls peuvent aussi être une option pour les joueurs pour 

gagner des devises en regardant une publicité ; un joueur peut ainsi décider et choisir entre être exposé 

à des publicités pour bénéficier gratuitement de biens virtuels et payer pour les avoir. Finalement, le  

convenience model offre aux joueurs le choix de la monétisation : abonnement optionnel, biens 

virtuels, publicités optionnelles mais aussi des add-ons à prix fixe. Les flux de revenus multiples 

peuvent contribuer à augmenter globalement l’ARPU.   

Cela fait que la valeur d’un jeu pour l’utilisateur final peut toujours être déterminée par les 

développeurs (quel est le prix pour terminer le jeu ?). Il apparait que ce prix peut être élevé (200$ à 

300$ pour les MMO). La question est maintenant de prédire combien de joueurs finiront 100%, 80%, 

50% du jeu et quelle sera la valeur de chaque utilisateur actif, ce qui rend l’équation plus difficile à 

appréhender. Le risque financier n’est pas plus élevé que pour les jeux pour consoles haute définition 

aux prix forts pour lesquels les coûts de développement ont cru parallèlement à la technologie, 

impliquant des points morts plus élevés, ce qui dans un marché stagnant donne moins de chances de 

l’atteindre et d’être profitable. Pour minimiser ces risques, les éditeurs ont investi dans le marketing de 

marques AAA très reconnaissables par les joueurs. En 2010, seulement 3 jeux sur 20, parmi les jeux 

conditionnés étaient de nouvelles propriétés intellectuelles. 

La valeur d’un jeu pour un joueur individuel n’est plus fixée par l’éditeur. La valeur est déterminée par 

le joueur lui-même avec le temps et l’argent qu’il est désireux d’investir dans un jeu donné. La valeur 

est individualisée et le joueur participe à la monétisation du jeu. En conséquence, (valeur moyenne 

d’un utilisateur actif)*(nombre d’utilisateurs actifs payants) détermine le point mort pour un 

investissement dans le développement d’un jeu. Toutefois, le coût de développement d’un jeu doit être 

compris comme l’addition d’un développement initial et de ses améliorations successives. 

Pareillement, les parcours des joueurs s’individualisent. Faire passer le joueur débutant au stade de 

joueur enthousiaste devrait être le but ultime des mécaniques de gameplay. Le joueur doit aussi 

devenir participatif dans l’histoire du jeu. L’histoire devrait être le résultat des actions et interactions 

des joueurs entre eux et avec l’environnement plutôt que d’être prédéterminées par les développeurs. 

La priorité devrait être donnée au gameplay plutôt qu’à l’intrigue. 
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La recherche et l’utilisation des données fournit tant d’informations utiles en temps réel aux 

développeurs que le game design est aussi devenu une tâche sans fin. Le gameplay, la monétisation le 

marketing devraient être réglés en fonction de l’observation des joueurs réels. 

Dans une monde sans friction, acquérir un appareil dédié, payé un montant fixe élevé pour un jeu 

qu’on n’a pas essayé, attendre de longues minutes que le jeu démarre, passer des heures en mode 

apprentissage, suivre le chemin unique tracé par le concepteur du jeu sont des barrières à l’entrée qui 

ne sont pas supportables pour des joueurs qui ne sont pas des passionnés. 

Est-ce que les mondes du jeu casual et du jeu hardcore resteront séparés? Y aura-t-il deux industries 

distinctes, l’une avec une culture ludique et l’autre une culture internet? Le consommateur décide etne 

fait pas la différence entre les deux mondes qui à un moment fusionneront dans une seule et même 

industrie du jeu vidéo. Les consommateurs, qu’ils soient hardcore, casual, réguliers ou non-joueurs, 

sont exposés à tous les business models et ils choisiront la combinaison de l’offre produit et du modèle 

de monétisation qui leur conviendra le mieux. Pour quelqu’un qui joue au jeu vidéo, il n’y a pas de 

distinction entre utilisateurs et joueurs. Et il y a une seule industrie.  

La clé pour l’industrie du jeu vidéo est de commencer à engager émotionnellement des utilisateurs 

puis de les encourager à s’impliquer d’avantage et enfin de les convertir en utilisateurs payants. La 

gratuité est le nouveau prix mais il est évident que la valeur offerte par un loisir engageant doit être 

financée par les joueurs. C’est au joueur de devenir un participant à l’expérience de jeu et de décider, 

d’une façon ou de l’autre, jusqu’où il souhaite s’impliquer. 
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Recommendations 

1. Explore: 

- The console videogame business environment has become quite predictable, unlike what 

it was in its early days. Publishers should put their entrepreneurial hat on again and 

explore the more unpredictable world of online gaming. 

 

2. Be consumer centric: 

- Segment the audience in terms of time and money invested in gaming, 

- Consider there are as many ARPPUs as they are gamers. The value of a game is 

determined by developers but the price paid is determined by each player, 

- Adjust the gameplay to the audience not the reverse, 

- Premium full games are first and foremost addressed to an hardcore audience, 

- Base strategy on research, datamining and analytics.  

 

3. Turn  IPs into permanent brands 

- Unbundle content and release game it within a planned timeframe, 

- The main strength of IPs is that they generate communities. Manage communities and pay 

a special attention and care to enthusiasts and whales, 

- See what Activision is doing with the Call of Duty franchise. On top of the 2011 game –

retail or download- players can buy the 50$/year Elite Subscription including: free 

monthly DLC (value = $60), Facebook integration to assemble multiplayer matches with 

friends, skill tracking, competitions, episodic NoobTube TV content. Activision sold in its 

first 5 days 1 million of these, 

- With previous installment of the game, Activision sold 18 million Map Pack DLCs ($15) 

to the 23 million COD Black Ops players. 

 

4. Go Smartphones and Tablets: 

- Invest in Smartphone and tablet development. These devices will replace handheld 

consoles, 

- Innovate in mobile gameplay mechanisms integrating real-world, time and geo-

localization, 

- Mobile game revenues are expected to reach $16 billion in 2016 (ABI Research) or $18 

billion in 2013 (Juniper Research), 

- Think cross-platforms. 

 

5. Bring console videogame know-how into social/mobile gaming: 

- Blend casual usage patterns of mobile and elements of high-end console gaming, 

- Make character-driven games, 

- Integrate real-time content and real-world events into games, 

- Keep an eye on what Seismic games and NGmoco will be releasing in the next future. 

 

6. Monetize with multi-stream mechanisms: 

- Opt for the convenience model where the player chooses the way he monetizes: 

subscriptions, ads, virtual goods, 
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- Insert virtual goods in most games but make purchase not compulsory and at the user’s 

discretion, 

- Integrate offer walls in many games, 

- Consider price as an individual variable to be tracked and monitored. 

 

7. Acquire and retain new audiences: 

- Think of user acquisition and retention as a conversion funnel, 

- Use behavioral targeting and recommendations tools, 

- Set metagame mechanisms (badges, achievement The main target should be to transform a 

novice into an enthusiast player and an evangelist, 

- Use line-up and/or aggregators’ line-ups to cross-promote games. 

 

8. Engage the audience: 

- Measure engagement with time of use. Use sessions average time and frequency of play as 

main KPIs, 

- Engage players emotionally, 

- Think stickiness and replay value, 

- Push frequency of use and re-purchase of items. 

 

9. Innovate in gameplay: 

- Narrative and technology should be secondary to game design, 

- Make progressive gameplays: 

o Make difficulties grow with engagement instead of having them at the beginning 

of the game, 

o Skip all time consuming loading and introductory screens and set the player in 

action as soon as he starts. Think frictionless. 

- Make flexible gameplays: 

o Make game evolve with players actions and choices, 

o Make each individual player’s voyage unique. 

- Invest (and innovate) in party gaming for static consoles. Bear in mind Ubisoft’s Just 

Dance and Majesco’s Zumba. 

 

10. Revive older IPs: 

- Revive older IPs and give them an extra life, 

-  Microsoft has re-launched Flight Simulator as a free-to-play version with a store where to 

purchase additional regions, aircrafts and customization tools (that used to be sold as 

boxed add-ons). Doom is available on XBLA, 

- In return, Ubisoft releases a retail box compilation of online games (Dust, Beyond Good 

and Evil HD, Outland).  

 

11. Use players to market games: 

- Personal recommendations have always been the most efficient discovery tool, 

- Virality existed before Facebook and will continue to exist after Facebook, 

- Encourage virality with mechanisms specific to each demographic sub-group, 
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- Use social features on fixed and mobile devices for acquisition and loyalty. See Ubisoft 

free App Autodance to promote Just Dance 3 (1 million downloads and 7 million games 

sold). 

 

12. Integrate in-game advertising: 

- Push contextual advertising: product placement, sponsored goods, actual brand posters etc, 

- Insert offer walls in games. 

- Advertisers are also looking for new ways to interact with their target audiences, 

- See what brands are doing in social gaming (Old Navy with Crowdstar’s It Girl, La 

Redoute with Ouat’s Totally Spies). 

 

13. Make hits: 

- Set high ambitions to game developers. Games on all formats are a hit driven business
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Foreword 

An entirely new videogame industry has emerged on digital formats, away from the traditional 

videogame industry. Very likely, both industries will be at par in terms of revenues in the near future. 

However, they work in isolation and seem to share a very limited common ground. What should be the 

two facets of a single industry remains like two separate entities.  

It is very predictable that digital will keep on growing rapidly while physical will be declining. What 

is it that the traditional videogame industry has to learn from online gaming? For videogames, digital 

does not just mean a new value chain for publishers where digital delivery replaces packaged goods. It 

means, first and foremost, new content and new business models.  

Online has re-defined the boundaries of the videogame industry. From the traditional publishers’ point 

of view, the issue is actually to understand the disruption that happened and somehow be prepared to 

integrate the features of the online business models. Amidst this change of paradigm, what is it 

traditional publishers need to understand from online gaming? What is it they need to take from it? 

 

In this approach, we will detail the various business models existing in each segment of the videogame 

market, one after another. This will lead us to a general overview of online business models 

summarizing their major innovations and listing the main takeaways for a more global strategy. 

This work results from: a- the compilation of news, articles and researches published on the internet, 

b- the observation of the videogames market in 2010 and 2011, c- interviews with managers of game 

companies. The angle we have selected is the one of a traditional publisher considering the meteoric 

rise of the online gaming market and trying to understand whether and how he should modify his 

strategic approach going forward. 
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1. Introduction: the mainstreaming of videogames. 

More and more people around the world play video games. However, the newcomers to the market 

don’t follow exactly the same purchase patterns as previous players have. 

Although there are more people playing videogames, retail game sales were down by 6 percent in 

2011, according to NPD USA, and among video game buyers, gaming's share of entertainment spend 

per household dropped to 8.5 percent in 2010 from 9.3 percent in 2009. "These decreases [in game 

spend and other categories] took place even as household leisure budgets increased by 9 percent from 

2009 among video game buying homes," said Nielsen via its official blog. The firm pointed out that 

while entertainment budget share of video games decreased slightly, the actual amount of money spent 

on video games was nearly the same year-on-year. Nielsen noted that while video game budget share 

dropped and cell phone entertainment share rose, some gamer dollars could simply be moving from 

non-mobile video games to mobile video games1.  

From a retail perspective, the market is decreasing whereas the total number of gamers is increasing 

because the new gamers play different games with different business models2 than those the 

videogame industry has been offering in the past twenty years.  

 

1.1 Video games: narrative Vs gameplay. 

A videogame, according to Wikipedia is “an electronic game that involves interaction with a user 

interface to generate visual feedback on a video device”. Therefore, it makes no doubt that 

videogames are, first and foremost games, games adapted to modern technologies. Even though this 

statement looks more than obvious, recent history of the videogame industry proves that 

members of this industry may have missed this point. 

Videogames must be understood in terms of their rules, interface, and the concept of play that they 

deploy. This is at least what ludologists explain, rejecting traditional theories of art. They claim that 

the artistic and socially relevant qualities of a video game are primarily determined by the underlying 

set of rules, demands, and expectations imposed on the player. Espen J. Aarseth argues that, although 

games certainly have plots, characters, and aspects of traditional narratives, these aspects are 

incidental to gameplay. 

                                                 
1 Gamasutra: “US Gamers budget shifting to leisure activities” by Kris Graft 18 February 2011 

2 The essence of a business model is that it defines the manner by which the business enterprise delivers value to customers, 

entices customers to pay for value, and converts those payments to profit: it thus reflects management’s hypothesis about 
what customers want, how they want it, and how an enterprise can organize to best meet those needs, get paid for doing so, 
and make a profit (Wikipedia).  
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Nevertheless, the videogame industry, as a whole, has set the focus on narrative and graphic features 

rather than on gameplay. They entertained a sort of a fascination for the movie industry. Confronted to 

technology cycles and subsequent hardware improvements, during the first twenty years of the market 

history, developers have focused on the technical aspects of the games working towards better 

graphics and sound, better animation,  more complexity. To some extent, the community of developers 

has worked on the same game over and over again in order to make it more and more immersive. They 

basically followed what happened in the movie business where VHS has been replaced by DVD and 

DVD by Blue-Ray. Same films, better quality. 

 

1.2 The immense success of video game products 

There is no question that the expansion of the videogame industry has been outstanding worldwide 

and more specifically in the n°1 market, that is the USA, both in terms of value: 

 

Ex.1 - United States Video Game Industry 1995-2007 in billions USD - NPD 

and in terms of units:  
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Ex.2 - US Computer and Videogame Software Growth 1996-2009 in million unit sales – Data from the Entertainment 

Software Association 

This growth has been achieved through a unique business model until recently. Basically, this model 

consists in selling videogames as a product, a product that can be improved with technology, like any 

other fast moving consumer goods. Looking at recent trends probably demonstrates that this 

“traditional” approach has now reached a plateau. 

As a matter of fact, videogame is actually a very flexible product which manages to always get 

adapted to a new platform or to a new audience. The videogame industry has succesfully managed the 

evolution of technology that made the whole eco-system go through a series of cycles.  It appears that 

videogames are also very much flexible in terms of gameplay.  Although the basic gameplay elements 

remain the same, the way they are selected, assembled and displayed by the developer vary to a great 

extent, leading to diversity.  However, less immersive games focusing on alternative features have 

always existed but have not been given much consideration by most developers before the emergence 

of the internet.  

 

1.3 The impact of the internet 

Like to all content industries, the internet has brought major changes into videogames, but not just in 

terms of distribution, more importantly in terms of audience and of business models. Internet has 

reminded developers that videogames are very flexible and that gameplay can be adjusted to different 

audiences. It appears that games, and hence videogames, are actually of a great appeal to a vast 

population looking for entertainment. The focus is shifting from technology to consumer. Setting the 

consumer at the center of the strategy rather than relying on the technology provided by hardware 

vendors is clearly the first lesson at a time when games are delivered as a service.  
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In opposition to what happened in the music industry, the impact of the internet on the videogame 

industry has not generated a destruction of value. 

 

Ex.3 - Video Games Software Sales USA in billions USD 2006 to 2010 – Digital Vs Boxed – Data from the Entertainment 

Software Association)  

The internet came when videogames were played by approximately a third of the population (37 

percent of the French population over 15 was playing videogames in France in 2007)3, leaving room 

for growth. The global market has actually increased since the beginning of the millennium (according 

to Newzoo, there were in France in 2010 24 million active gamers, that is 42 percent of the 

population). There are two main reasons for this: a-different from music and other content, 

videogames are flexible and it is not exactly the same videogame content that is made available on the 

different platforms including online, b- the new online offerings of videogames have actually attracted 

new users. Although very high, the household penetration of videogame was not at its peak when 

online came; it was still a growing market. “Video games have reached beyond adolescent males into 

a mainstream entertainment medium that touches every segment of the population” commented 

Michael Goodman from DFC4. There are more people playing videogames and more platforms to play 

on than ever. 

                                                 
3 source: GfK “Etude Produits Culturels » December 2007 
4 Games Industry.biz “Online sales to surpass physical retail by 2013“ by Matthew Andrahan 13 September 2011. 
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Ex.4  Worldwide Videogame Market Size Estimates by Platform in billion USD – Data from EA Estimates 2011) 

 

1.4 New business models 

The main impact of the internet on the videogame market has been with the business models. Putting 

the consumer at the center of the strategy requires an understanding of how the various demographic 

segments arbitrate their entertainment practices. Videogames are in competition with all those 

entertainment offerings attempting to lure consumers’ time and money. Understanding what level of 

time and money each demographic segment is ready to invest in videogames becomes the first step in 

such a marketing driven approach. The type of gameplay and the business models relevant to each 

identified strategic segments only comes as a consequence.  

The recent developments within the videogame industry have multiplied the number of business 

models available to publishers. Therefore, it is essential to understand the new business models in 

relation to the context in which they appeared. How will these new business models impact on the 

“traditional” one? Will the “traditional” videogame publishers adopt new business models? Will these 

new business models come in substitution of the “traditional” business model? How may the new 

business models have influence over the “traditional” ones? Is this just another evolution for the 

videogames market or is this a disruption? This is what we will analyze here, starting with the 

“traditional” videogame market, going through the main digital market segments.    
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Part A 

The “traditional” business model 

 

2. Videogame boxed products on console and PC 

 

2.1 Videogames came to the world with consoles 

The expansion of videogames is linked to the platforms they are played on. Videogames started at a 

time when there was almost no home PC and developed their own dedicated platforms. Although 

originally invented in the USA (Atari), the console videogame system has been made popular by 

Japanese hardware companies (Nintendo, Sony, Sega), coming from a country where PC has never 

been a family platform. In parallel, videogames also conquered, in western countries, the home 

computer hardware (Commodore, Armstrad, Sinclair etc and, later, PC and Mac) but the bulk of 

videogames came to the world through videogame consoles. Users had to buy one piece of hardware 

to start getting games and play.  

In the 80s and early 90s, the benchmark in video gaming was the coin-operated arcade machine.  

“Arcade” was then a seal of quality until the console provided a much better value proposition and 

higher quality content. Hardware manufacturers and publishers have pushed as far as they could the 

level of quality that can be brought to an end-user through a mass-market console.  Hardware 

manufacturers have focused their efforts to gain a larger audience to videogames and videogame 

publishers adopted the vision and business models of the hardware vendors, participating in this 

successful eco-system. In this eco-system, providing a better technology meant reaching an ever 

increasing audience.  

However, other technologies –online- have emerged, introducing new platforms with alternative 

gameplay and new business models. These offerings have rapidly conquered a vast new audience that 

the “traditional” eco-system seemed unable to attract. Actually, videogames truly became mass market 

with the internet. Suddenly, the traditional model even though it remains dominant in terms of 

revenues, is questioned. The videogame market is no longer limited to the boundaries hardware 

vendors have set. The territory is larger than the industry thought. 

 

2.2 The hardware dependent business model 

 

2.21 Installed bases  

The basic principle of the video game console eco-system is the following: hardware vendors provide 

a closed, secured platform to third-party publishers. Once publishers are accepted, they can buy a 
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Software Development Kit (SDK), develop games that are approved by the hardware vendor at each 

major step of their development process, order boxed products (cartridges, CDs or DVDs) from 

authorized printers/manufacturers at a cost inclusive of royalties to the hardware vendors and finally 

promote and sell them to the marketplace. The key indicator to publishers is the installed base of each 

respective platform. The larger the installed base, the bigger the chances are to achieve large sales 

numbers with a similar penetration rate.  

 

2.22 Evergrowing installed bases 

Since Nintendo introduced the NES in 1986 each successive transition has brought interactive 

entertainment to increasingly larger audiences, building on the achievements of its anteceding 

platforms. Each generation boasted a dramatic increase in processing power and storage capacity. 

Each cycle enjoyed a demographic boost, as children from prior platform generations kept playing as 

adults and new children entered the market. More sophisticated technology provided a canvas for 

sophisticated programmers and artists to build larger and more realistic worlds. These in turn appealed 

to a broader audience of gamers both old and young. Globally the videogame industry has prospered 

with globally ever increasing videogame platform installed bases. 

                  

             Ex.5 - US Computer & Videogame Software Growth in million units – data from International Development Group 

 

2.221 PlayStation 2 

The industry enjoyed a momentum with the PlayStation2. Numerous factors coincided to propel the 

PS2 generation to record size. Vital among them were: 

• forced conversion of loyal PSX owners,  

• low cost DVD player included,  

• unprecedented impact of Grand Theft Auto on PS2 upstake,  
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• conversion of PC gamers to Xbox,  

• record levels of multiplatform ownership,  

• retail store expansion,  

•  international expansion. 

PS2 launched in September 2000 and has experienced the fastest hardware sales ramp in video game 

history and recorded cumulative console sales of 101 million units, as of December 2005. 

 

2.222 Wii 

In 2008, the clearly undisputed #1 driver in the market was Nintendo. The Wii and the DS both had 

impressive years in the market. On the hardware side, Wii global hardware volume grew to 87 million 

units (as at end of June 2011). The DS showed longevity and resiliency in its fifth year in the market 

and enjoyed an installed base of approximately 140 million units around the world since the console's 

debut in late 20045.  In terms of hardware market share for the full-year 2008, Nintendo platforms 

comprised 58% of total volume in North America and 64% of total European volume. Nintendo’s 

dominance, however, extended beyond hardware and into the software segment as well. Across all 

platforms in the U.S., including non-Nintendo platforms, Nintendo was the #1 software publisher in 

2008, with 17.7% value market share.  

The Wii and the DS have proven to be less hardcore gaming platforms, with lower development costs, 

shorter development time frames, and less barriers to entry vis-à-vis the Xbox 360 and PS3, but the 

third-party community struggled to fully understand, develop, and leverage Nintendo content because, 

before the launch of the Wii in 2006, the conventional wisdom within the industry assumed that the 

Wii would not be a critical nor a commercial success, and that the lead platform for development 

should be either the Xbox 360 or the PS3 in the same way as PS2 had been the leading platform in the 

previous generation. Most publishers originally overlooked Nintendo’s casual game strategy and only 

started to catch up and tap into the huge installed base driven by first-party quality games with a 

number of lower quality Wii games that did not sell. 

 

2.223 PS3 and X360 

PS3, according to a recent press release, has passed 50 million units sold worldwide but Xbox 360 has 

been the first console able to improve its sales year-on-year during six consecutive years. Microsoft 

cites the increasing variety of non-gaming entertainment options available through Xbox Live as a key 

driver of growth in both hardware sales and Xbox Live adoption. However, the combined installed 

bases of PS3 and X360 only reached parity with the standalone PS2 in 2011. 

                                                 
5 Gamasutra “Nintendo aiming To surpass DS sales with 3DS” by Eric Caoili 1 March 2011 
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Ex.6 - US Normalized Hardware Sales in units by NPD 

 

The worldwide installed bases as at September 2011 were at the following levels: PS3: 51,8 million - 

PSP: 65 million – X360: 55 million – DS: 147,9 million – Wii: 87,6 million. 

 

2.23 Penetration rates 

Videogame publishers sell their games on a marketplace composed of the installed base(s) of the 

console(s) they publish on. Each console owner buys a certain number of games that will define the 

Attach Rate (average number of games purchased by one console owner).In 2010, attach rates were 

estimated as follows: 

 

Ex.7 – Attach Rates USA 2010 by NPD May 2010 

 

The market size addressed by a publisher may also be defined as: Attach Rate x Installed Base. The 

penetration rate is the number of units sold of a specific game over the Installed Base. The market 

share will be the number of units sold of a specific game over the Installed Base multiplied by the 

Attach Rate. Ultimately, the number of units sold will be equal to: Penetration Rate x Installed Base, 

or: Market Share x Installed Base x Attach rate. 
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2.24 Publishers’ strategies 

The strategy for third-party publishers then consists in maximizing these parameters. One strategy may 

consist in releasing a game at the launch of a new platform (low Installed Base but larger potential 

Penetration Rate) whereas an alternative strategy may be to launch a game at the maturity of the life 

cycle of a console (larger Installed Base) even though the range of games available is much broader 

(lower Penetration Rate).  

The Penetration Rate can be impacted by a variety of factors starting with: the perceived quality of the 

game (measured by Metacritic6 score level), the competitive activity during the launch time window, 

the marketing budget and strategy, the distribution reach etc. The basic principle consists, as a result, 

in maximizing all of these factors: game quality (hiring the best talents, allowing larger development 

times), investing the largest possible marketing, Press Relations (PR), communication dollars 

(generally calculated as a percentage of the expected net revenues), avoiding direct competition within 

the same genre at launch, getting a large shelf-space in the largest possible number of stores stocking 

videogames. 

Given the lead times for development (approximately 18 to 24 months), and the life cycle of a console 

(approximately 6 years), publishers have to anticipate and speculate on the expected size of the 

Installed Base of a console. As a result, they have to rely on hardware vendors’ ability to deliver their 

plans. In this environment, the focus has been set on technological rather than gameplay 

improvements. Therefore, most publishers’ strategies have consisted, as it appears, in keeping on 

publishing the same games to the same audience.  

Through the shift from PS2 to Wii, publishers and developers were offered the opportunity to learn 

how to create games for audiences that they were not accustomed to serving. Rather than emphasizing 

superior graphics, expansive gameplay levels, and extreme realism, Nintendo has altered the focus 

away from these attributes and toward accessibility, ease of gameplay, more casual content that can be 

consumed in smaller amounts of time and an increasing emphasis on interaction and family-oriented 

content. As Sony and Microsoft continued to push the envelope on technology with improved realism 

and graphical output, Nintendo recognized that growing the addressable market in this day and age 

had less to do with high production values and superior graphics, and more to do with a lower-cost 

machine that was easier to use and had a differentiated gameplay mechanic.  Nintendo achieved to 

reach an audience that was not participating in videogames but many publishers missed this 

opportunity to address a broader audience because they were still focusing their attention towards 

hardcore gamers. By the time they figured out this, the momentum for this console was almost already 

gone. 

 

                                                 
6 Metacritic is the averaged score reached by a game across all published reviews. 
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2.3 Audience 

The demographics of “traditional” gamers have gone a long way from the days when early Nintendo 

adopters were composed almost exclusively of male teenagers. According to a survey by 

Entertainment Software Association, in 2011, 72 percent of US households play computer or video 

games. The average gamer is 37 (and 29 percent are over 50) and 59 percent are male. 65 percent of 

gamers play games with other gamers in person and 45 percent of parents play computer and video 

games with their children at least weekly. 

However, consoles have failed to attract an older and more feminine audience. It also appeared than 

many young players stopped playing videogames when entering adult life.   

 

2.4 Discovery and Marketing 

In the console game world, discovery mainly happens through game reviews and ads. Marketing 

campaigns are built in a way that the targeted audience of a game is made aware (and ideally 

convinced to buy) of the game before its release, aiming at the peak of awareness at launch. Marketing 

budgets to attain this goal have reached high levels. Many games are launched with a budget per unit 

ranging from $4 to $7 or more. For instance, Activision’s Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 sold 12 

million units worldwide and its marketing budget can be estimated at $80 million.  

 

2.41 Press Relations 

Publishers have always paid attention to specialist Press Relations (PR) since the game press has long 

been almost the only source of information for gamers. However game reviews are free but fickle. 

Videogame press –offline as well as online- mostly consists of hardcore players whose tastes reflect 

the traditional core-gamer audience. The readers of game reviews are also selected to be hardcore 

gamers. To some extent, this has caused games to cater even more to their core-gamer audience, 

making them even more inaccessible to non gamers.  

 

2.42 Demos 

It is aknowledged that demo discs allowing players to play a portion of a game are strong promotional 

items. Better than a review in a magazine, gamers can test a new game by themselves. Although 

efficient, demos have not been easy for publishers to manage. Their distribution has always been an 

issue. The most practical way consisted in convincing hardware vendors to include the demo in the 

demo discs that were cover-mounted in officially licensed magazines (such as: Official PlayStation 

Magazine). The distribution in-store or in another way has never been convincing in terms of reach. 

The other problem with demos is their cost: not only developers have to spend some time specifically 

to build a well-designed demo but hardware manufacturers charge publishers for the printing of their 

demo discs. Alternative methods have included non-playable demos and videos. 
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2.43 Advertising 

The most efficient way to build awareness for a console videogame has been to invest money in 

advertising and below the line marketing. In a pure Fast Moving Consumer Goods logic, videogame 

marketers solicited TV as the main media.  They have invested large amounts of marketing money to 

address their target audience with visually impacting TV spots, demonstrating the graphic quality of 

the games.  

Hardware vendors have not built exhaustive consumer databases that could have been used for highly 

targeted campaigns. Third party publishers have had to implement mass media ad campaigns targeting 

audiences going far beyond console owners. Ultimately, combined ad campaigns delivered to large 

demographics contributed to advertise consoles and videogame as a category 

 

2.5 Sales 

Successful games launched on well established platforms result in a very high level of sales. As an 

example, 2009 worldwide unit sales of Activision’s Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 reached 11.86 

million units7. Electronic Arts said that, in 2010, five games sold more than 5 million units each: FIFA 

11, Medal of Honor, Madden NFL 11, Need for Speed Hot Pursuit and Battlefield: Bad Company 28. 

Super Mario Galaxy 2 was Nintendo's top-selling new release in 2010, selling 6.15 million units 

worldwide. Wii Party and Donkey Kong Country Returns also showed strong worldwide sales of 5.07 

million and 4.21 million copies for the year.  

As far as legacy titles, Nintendo’s Wii Sports and Wii Sports Resort have now combined to sell over 

102 million units worldwide, with over 22 million coming in the last three quarters of 2010. Mario 

Kart Wii passed 20 million sales in 2010 while Pokemon HeartGold/SoulSilver passed 11 million 

sales. Meanwhile, New Super Mario Bros 2 Wii's lifetime sales of 21.28 million are now quickly 

approaching the original New Super Mario Bros.' sales of 26.21 million.9 

In 2010 and 2011, Warner Bros Interactive’s Mortal Kombat Legacy sold “close to 3 million pieces” 

worldwide, Marvel vs Capcom 3 has sold 2 million pieces and Super Street Fighter 4, 1.6 million 

units, according to Joystiq.com. Take Two sold 22 million pieces of GTA IV since launch in 2008, 

21.5 million pieces of GTA San Andreas, 12.5 million of Red Dead Redemption and 9 million pieces 

of Bioshock 10. 

Obviously not all games published reached such numbers.In 2010, there were almost 4,500 console 

games in the business and only a small portion of them reached high levels of sales. The Pareto 

principle fully applies to this market and statistics actually show a very strong concentration of sales. 

                                                 
7 NPD 2009 Top Global Market Reports / Retail Tracking Service 
8 Venture Beats: “EA Loses more even as digital games sales grow” by Dean Takahashi 1 February 2011 
9 Gamasutra: “Super Mario Galaxy 2 sells 6,15 M worldwide” by Kyle Orland 28 January 2011  

10 That Video Game Blog “GTA IV Hits 22 M shipped” by Eddie Mackuch” 15 September 2011 
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In 2009 in France, less 4 percent of existing games (and 13 percent of new released games) were 

sufficient to generate 50 percent of the global market unit sales. 

Formats 

Nb 

games  Nb new 

Nb games 

representing % 

  Available releases 50% of Unit Sales   

PS2 2301 166 52 4,1% 

WII 795 356 18 2,4% 

X360 776 317 44 6,5% 

PS3 588 305 32 6,2% 

Ex.8 – Number of games making 50% of unit sales in France – data from GfK Bilan Annuel 2009 

To cite the example of one publisher only, Namco Bandai well-reviewed game published in November 

2010, Enslaved: Odyssey to the West shipped 734,000 units during its first quarter11 (instead of the 1 

million-unit target), Dead to Rights: Retribution missed projections of 700,000, shipping just 350,000 

and Clash of the Titans fell short with 250,000 shipped instead of the planned 700,000. A game like 

Enslaved is just one example in the industry of a game that is of high quality (it has earned an 82/100 

rating on Metacritic) but commercially disappointing12. 

A way for publishers to minimize their risks has consisted in licensing in properties (from movies, 

books, sports, TV etc) already familiar to the audience. However, this did not prove to be a reliable 

solution and there are many examples of licensed games that performed very badly. 

Sequels have been another traditional way for publishers to lower their risks. Instead of launching new 

Intellectual Properties (IPs), it proved safer to market new installments of established series (Fifa, 

GTA, Tomb Raider, Mortal Kombat, Dirt…) addressing an already conquered audience. 

Unfortunately, this is not a guarantee of success either: lifetime sales of Killzone 3 have reached 

500,000 units whereas during approximately the same length of release Killzone 2 sold around 

620,000 units.13 This still remains the preferred strategy for most publishers. As an example, 

Electronic Arts focus on “fewer, better, bigger” IPs (a dozen of them) and has recently introduced the 

concept of “mega-franchises” for Fifa and Battlefield. 

As a result, out of the top 20 best selling games in the world in 2010, only 3 may be considered as new 
IPs: 

                                                 
11 Namco Bandai  Financial filings 2011 cited by That Videogame Blog May 2011 
12 Gamasutra “Interview: Namco Bandai’s new US Strategy” by Kris Graft 1 February 2011 
13 Gamasutra “Sony’s prospects as a a single-platform company” by Matt Mathews 19 April 2011 
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USA West Europe Japan

(select. Terr.)

Call of Duty 4: Black Ops 1 2 39

Assassin's Creed: Brotherhood 10 11 173

Gran Turismo 5 43 7 20

Pokemon Black and White n/a n/a 1

Wii Party 84 5 4

Halo Reach 3 37 187

Madden NFL 11 2 n/a n/a

Red Dead Redemption 6 6 74

New Super Mario Bros Wii 4 4 3

Super Mario Galaxy 13 8 10

Just Dance 2 7 10 n/a

Pokemon Heartgold/Soulsilver 5 3 23

Fit Plus 8 9 11

Monster Hunter portable n/a n/a 2

Dragon Quest VI n/a n/a 5

Dragon Quest Monster: Joker 2 n/a n/a 6

Todomachi collection n/a n/a 7

Inazuma Eleven 3 n/a n/a 8

Pro Evo Soccer 11 347 20 9

Fifa 11 29 1 252  
Ex.9 – Worldwide best selling games with regional ranking – date from IDG “Global Forecast Update” February 2011 

 

In 2011, among the top 20 best selling games at retail, there was not one new IP in the list, only new 

installments of existing franchises.14 

 

2.6 ROI 

Being able to post high level of worldwide sales for their top games (“AAAs”) is key to publishers’ 

profitability. The unit gross margin multiplied by the sales number gives the overall game gross 

margin. It goes without saying that, in order to go beyond the breakeven point, this gross margin needs 

to be higher that all combined costs, the biggest one being the development cost.  

The emphasis on technology made that it has been more and more expensive to produce games. It is 

clear that, in the current cycle, the development product creation costs inflated, resulting from larger 

teams, more artwork and longer development pipelines. Idate estimates at €10 to 40 million (vs €5-15 

million in 2000/2001 for PS2) the development costs for a HD console game.  

AAA-rated software for hardcore gamers lands on the PS3 and Xbox 360, whose combined installed 

bases are strong but are still not bigger than the installed base of the PS2 alone at a comparable period 

                                                 
14 Gamasutra « A Disappointing December Leads to 2011 Retail Videogames Decline » by Tom Curtis – 12 January 2012  
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of the prior cycle. Thus, the breakeven unit sales targets have gone up dramatically in recent years for 

top-flight content, while the pool of potential buyers has shrunk. It also helps to explain why many 

publishers continue to cling to the $60/70 launch price point despite growing evidence that a higher 

percentage of games are failing to sell at adequate levels at this higher price. The fight to reach 

profitability has become a much tougher and challenging endeavor, and lowering the price at launch 

from $60 to $50 would make the task that even more difficult. 

Keeping in mind that it is by all accounts a very exceptional game, Activision’s Call of Duty: Modern 

Warfare 2 generated the following sets of figures. Revenues are in the region of $550 million in its 

first five days at retail. The LA Times indicated that Modern Warfare 2 cost between $40 million to 

$50 million to develop. When factoring in the production and distribution of materials (that can be 

estimated at around $120 million) on top of marketing expenses, the launch budget was somewhere 

around $200 million for the game. This makes a margin of $300 million which leaves room for a high 

level of net profitability. This is obviously the best case scenario of a blockbuster game. 

Case Study Model 

A quick case study will demonstrate the challenges facing publishers in the current environment, as 

illustrated in the following model.  

Retail Price $59,99

Retail Margin -$12,00

Wholesale Price $47,99

Returns / price reserve -$4,80

Net Wholesale $43,19

Manufacturing cost -$3,50

Manufacturer's royalty -$7,20

Total cost of goods -$10,70 17,80%

Gross Margin $32,49 54,20%

Co-op / trade marketing $1,44

Distribution fees $1,44

Marginal Profit $29,61 49,40%  

Let us assume that this hypothetical title is developed for the PS3 and Xbox 360. Based on these two 

platforms, a top-tier title could run around $25 million for development, assuming that the publisher is 

aiming for an 88 percent quality review score. Assuming a $59.99 launch Average Retail Price, $12 

goes for the retail margin (20 percent margin USA assumption). At $47.99 for the wholesale price, 

another $4.80 is allocated for the returns and price protection reserve (a conservative 10% of 

wholesale). Net wholesale comes at $43.19. Assuming a manufacturing cost per unit of $3.50, and a 

manufacturer’s royalty of $7.20 (based on 12 percent of retail), the total cost of goods sold (COGS) is 

$10.70, which gives a gross profit of $32.49. For variable costs, co-op and trade marketing of $1.44 (3 

percent of wholesale), and another $1.44 (3 percent of wholesale) in distribution fees must be added 

in, which gets to a marginal profit of $29.61. Assuming a marketing spend of roughly $6 million 
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(based on 12 percent of projected wholesale revenues, that is circa $5 per unit), plus the $25 million in 

initial development spend, it would take slightly over 1 million units in sales volume for the game to 

hit the breakeven point. Considering how difficult it is to reach 1 million units for any title, it is no 

wonder that many publishers are facing profitability issues in this current cycle. This is assuming a full 

price in the largest single market in the world, the USA, bearing in mind that in Europe, retail margins 

are higher (30% to 35%) and VAT (circa 20%) impacts on final retail price. And to make matters 

more complicated, if that same game launched at $49.99 rather than $59.99, the breakeven target 

would move up to roughly 1.3 million units, thus raising the bar that much more.  

Although these assumptions delineate a high-quality development scenario for the most complex 

platforms in the market today, even more conservative development cost and marketing assumptions 

would dwarf the lower-cost economics from the prior cycle. Assuming a $5 million development 

budget for a PS2 title, with marketing spend of $1.1 million and other standard COGS and operating 

expense assumptions, the breakeven unit target for a mid-priced $29.99 PS2 game would be 481.000 

units, far lower than the 1.05 million breakeven target for a PS3/X360 release. When looking back at 

the PS2 in 2002, if we apply the same principles from the case study with a breakeven target of 

481.000 units, 29 third-party-published PS2 titles exceeded 481.000 units, implying that 29 titles 

would have been profitable that year on the PS2 platform alone (excluding other formats on which the 

game may have been published) at this mid-price level. This number is far higher than the combined 

SKU count of 8 one million-unit sellers in this generation on the PS3/Xbox 360 in the USA in 200815. 

In 2002, which was the PS2’s third year in the US market, 7 third-party titles sold at least one million 

units in the US. In 2008, the PS3’s third year in the US market, only 4 third-party titles sold at least 

one million units on the PS3.16 It is a clear indication that the likelihood for success has been 

diminishing for many publishers.  

With development costs rising up to $25 million on average and sometime much higher levels, 

publishers find it harder and harder to sell enough games to amortize these upfront fixed costs. Reggie 

Fils-Aime, CEO of Nintendo of America, supported this view, against his will, when he declared that 

it would be enough to sell 1 million pieces of a Wii game to cover development costs.  A quick 

analysis was showing at the same time that only 16 games on Wii (out of the 486 available at the time) 

had sold more than 1 million units in the USA and, even worse, 9 of them were games published by 

Nintendo17. 

 “Games are a hit-driven business and when the cost for a shot on goal is so high, and it takes so long 

to see if the shot goes in, only the biggest publishers can afford to take the number of shots that are 

                                                 
15 IDG 
16 IDG 
17 New York Times  31/02/2009 
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required to balance the inherent risk of whether a game will be a hit” stated Jeremy Liew, Managing 

Director at Lightspeed Venture.18  

Industry veteran Mark Cerny, developer of Marble Madness, insisted that games with budgets 

approaching and surpassing $50 million are in trouble. The existence of such games is a relatively 

recent development in the history of the industry, he points out, with average game budgets only 

reaching $2 million around 1995 and $10 million around 2000. “The fast growth in budgets and team 

sizes since then made sense in the context of an industry that had been growing for ten years straight. 

This doesn’t mean an end to big-budget games”, Cerny says,”games with budgets of $20 million or so 

can still do quite well”19.  

Gears of War’s creator, Cliff Bleszinski has claimed that any “middle class games” released are 

doomed to failure in the current market. Only “AAA” or  independent (“indie”) titles can hope to see 

success. “I’m going to go on the record and say that I believe the middle class game is dead”, he 

said.20  

Publishers became heavily dependent on hardware vendors, not only for their technology and their 

business models but also, for their sales in direct relation to the installed bases. The scheme proved 

working well for PS2, but much less for PS3 and X360. The combination of lower installed bases and 

higher technology costs has led to higher breakeven points and consecutively to lower Returns On 

Investments (ROI). 

 

2.7 Impetus for Exploring Alternatives 

The “traditional” video game console eco-system has some inherent weaknesses forming as many 

reasons to contemplate new alternatives. 

 

2.71 Dependency on first week retail sales 

Most publishers have set up internal rules in the funneling decision process leading to game 

production. The key parameter obviously remains the expected ROI. In this traditional business model, 

net lifetime retail sales representing 95 percent or more of the revenues, they are the one factor that 

leads –or not- to the expected level of profitability. Therefore, it rapidly appeared that there was only 

one road to market for video game publishers and that was mass-merchant retailers. One impact of this 

has been the growing power of mega-publishers who have been able to build a strong worldwide 

                                                 
18 PaidContent.org Dec,1 2009 Jeremy Liew MD at Lightspeed Venture. “Why the economics of social gaming are so 
attractive to investors.” 
19 Gamasutra: “Dice 2011: Mark Cerny on the death of the $50 million game” by Kyle Orland 10 February 2011) 

20 MCV “Cliff Blezinski : Middle class games are dead” by James Batchelor 4 March 2011) 
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infrastructure able to push their line up in the trade. In return, the smallest publishers and the 

independent studios have had to go through these mega-publishers or other local distributors to access 

the marketplace.  

Sales forecasts are generally based upon a benchmarking analysis on previous similar games of the 

same genre. Many publishers have also come to the conclusion that the level of sales was a direct 

factor of Metacritic, even though this has not been established and has proven not to be accurate in a 

series of cases.  

Lifetime sales comprise new release sales as well as lower priced reissues (“Platinum” or “Classics”). 

However, it is acknowledged that the level of sales generated by these budget SKUs, released several 

months after launch, highly depend on the initial level of sales as a new release (this is also the reason 

why hardware vendors limit the possibility for publishers to sell games under their budget labels, 

“Platinum” or “Classics”, only to those that have reached a certain threshold in terms of sales. The 

units sold under these budget brands barely exceed 35 percent of lifetime sales. Given the lower retail 

price (approximately 50 percent of the original price), the unit gross margin generated by these budget 

SKUs is much lower than the one generated by the original full priced game (estimated at 40 percent 

of the original gross margin). As a consequence, the gross margin is largely driven by full-price sales. 

If one adds that the three first months after launch often represent 80% of the full-price sales and the 

first week representing on average 30 percent of the lifetime sales, it is clear that the profitability of 

such games is generated by retail sales in the ten to twelve first weeks following their release. The first 

week of retail sales gives a clear indication of the overall success of a game that took two years to 

develop. 

The dependency on these initial retail sales as a unique source of revenues which determine in fine the 

ROI for high upfront investments now clearly appears as a major weakness within this business model.  

 

2.72  A decreasing appetite for dedicated hardware? 

A Nielsen survey published in June 2011 showed that only 1 out of 4 gamers would be 

interested to buy a new console within six months of its release. 21   

                                                 
21  Gamasutra “Nielsen: Roughly 1/4 Of Gamers Interested In New Consoles “ by Kyle Orland 3 June 2011 
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                          Ex.10 – Interest in Buying a new gaming platform Within 6 months of release by Nielsen 2011 

 

Does it show a lower appetite for buying new dedicated videogame devices or a lower interest for 

changing their hardware (as opposed to upgrading it)? It is true that hardware manufacturers have been 

active during these recent years in producing peripherals boasting new usages (Microsoft X360’s 

Kinect, Sony PlayStation3’s Move) which may change consumers’ perceptions of the role of hardware 

and extend the lifecycles.  

The numbers of platforms on which videogames can be played on has much increased since the early 

days of the industry. Sometimes without even noticing it, users own an ever increasing number of 

devices on which videogames are made available.  
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                                  Ex.11- Average Number of Devices per Gamer – data from  GameVision 2011 US User Data) 

 

Some industry leaders are urging hardware vendors to plan for new hardware launches and start a new 

cycle22 but is this really what consumers want at a time when video games can already be found on a 

very large number of platforms?   

 

2.73 Competition for new releases inherent to the business model 

The high-price new released games have to compete not only with lower price back catalogue 

(PlayStation Platinum, Xbox Classics) but also with overstocks of older titles on sale. After all, it is to 

the publishers themselves to demonstrate the superiority of their premium offer –the new release- as 

opposed to this category of competitive products under their own control. However, the two main 

sources of competition for these high-price new releases have been piracy and second-hand, none of 

these two activities bringing any revenue stream to the publishers.  

 

2.731 Piracy 

The videogame industry, since its early days, has always been subject to piracy. The importance of the 

phenomenon may have varied depending upon time, technologies and countries but it is clear that 

publishers have been forced to live with it. They generally consider it as a missed opportunity rather 

than a sheer loss. Prevention campaigns sponsored by publishers associations or legal enforcement did 

not show any significant impact. For a long time, one of the most concerned formats has been the PC 

while the console platforms are allegedly protected by proprietary technologies (even though it 

appears that all formats have ultimately been cracked). Some publishers use a copy protection 

technology for the PC but these DRMs have created in turn new issues such as technical 

incompatibility problems.  

Nevertheless, the numbers are impressive. According to BSA, 47 percent of the world’s computer 

users acquire software by illegal means “most of the time”. PC piracy heads north of 70 percent 

                                                 
22 http://www.industrygamers.com/news/game-development-stagnating-without-new-consoles-says-former-activision-vp 
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according to some estimates. In the month of December 2009 only, it was estimated that the number of 

pirated games produced reached 10 million pieces.23. Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 PC has been 

downloaded 4.1 million times from torrents. Handheld video games are also concerned: the Computer 

Entertainment Suppliers Association, a Japanese trade group, has estimated that piracy of games 

consoles such as Nintendo DS and PSP costed the gaming industry $41.5 billion between 2004 and 

2009. 

In the case of peer-to-peer and family and friends distribution of illegaly copied games software, there 

is no revenue stream contrarily to the black market where pirated games are sold to the benefit of 

criminal networks. 

 

2.732 Second-hand 

The second-hand (or pre-owned) market generates a revenue stream, not to the publishers or the 

studios but to the retailers. This activity has even become a major contributor to the revenue and the 

profit of specialist retail that uses this mechanism to sell more products (some of them being 

“recycled” several times) and to gain customers’ loyalty. There are no less than 100 million second-

hand games sold each year in the USA only, for a global value of $2 billion, that is a third of the 

market value24. In the first semester of their fiscal year ended 31 July 2009, the leading UK specialist 

retail chain Game was already generating revenues of £177 million from second hand sales which 

represented 25,7 percent of their total revenues. In 2008, US specialist retail chain Gamestop was 

showing a gross profit on used products of $974,5 million, that is no less than 42,9 percent of their 

total gross profit.25  

The only secondary distribution of games that generates revenues to the publishers is actually rental. 

However game rental never developed in a major way probably because of the lack of a proper 

network to serve the consumers. As a matter of fact, it is almost only Blockbuster, the US movie rental 

retail chain that happened to successfully manage this service before their business collapsed. This 

business has remained marginal until it almost completely stopped. 

 

2.733 Returns and re-pricing 

The maximization of distribution has led to one major issue which is unsold games. Pushing the 

quantities into the marketplace have been beneficial to the best-selling games while it has been a 

problem for those games that did not live to their publishers’ expectations. The in-channel over-

inventory problems have always been a plague leading to delayed depreciations impacting negatively 

                                                 
23 Source: ESA and IIPA, cited on: http://www.numerama.com/magazine/15119/-piratage-du--jeu-video-la-france-troisième 
24 Wedbush Morgan cited on http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/100-million-used-games-traded-annually-in-us 
25 GamesIndustry.biz Matt Matthews 
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the gross-margin and to “close-out deals” putting on the marketplace low priced games that blur the 

perception of price for the end-user.  

 

2.74 Other issues 

2.741 Loading times vs accessibility.                                                                                                      

Twisted Metal creator David Jaffe believes that home consoles are pushing away users through bad, 

restrictive design choices that delay the game-playing experience. "Those of us in the console space 

are actually making choices that push our customers away. The time it takes to power on your console 

and be in the game playing takes too damn long.", he said, "cut scenes, installs, updates, load times, 

system boot-up times - a lot of the stuff can be designed around (…)  Why would I put up with 3-15 

minute wait times when I can be entertained otherwise, instantly?”. These delays were tolerated in the 

past because console gaming was the better experience, but the evolution of portable, mobile and 

social gaming now rivals a traditional home console. 26                                                                      

2.742 Gameplay                                                                                                                                                        

The whole hardware console eco-system led to a format in which the game design had to be extended 

through narrative (rather than gameplay) features in order to provide the gamer with enough hours of 

gaming for the money he paid.                                                                                                                  

"If we're talking sheer fun factor, for the first time handheld, mobile phones, internet games, they're 

just as good, in some cases better - and in all cases cheaper - than the console options," Jaffe 

continues. Discussing game length, he called for shorter games - not titles that are artificially 

lengthened to justify a high price point. "Some of these games on console are just too long. They run 

out of gas in the first four hours and they should - I want them to. I want to finish stuff and feel a sense 

of accomplishment. I want to go from start to end of a story in a weekend. Ultimately what happens is 

these console, story-based games putter on for 3-12 hours just because the business model demands it. 

With portable, most of them focus on the purity of play and not story, it's less of an issue. And a fluid 

pricing system is acceptable for portable and phone games and story-based games on those platforms 

are shorter and can be priced accordingly."27                                                                                       

2.743 Casual gaming                                                                                                                                

In many ways, the console experience stays superior to other platforms, in terms of graphics, the speed 

                                                 

26 GamesIndustry.biz “Console design is pushing away consumers” by Matt Martin 3 March 2011) 

27 GamesIndustry.biz “Console design is pushing away consumers” by Matt Martin 3 March 2011 
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of gameplay, and other attributes that resonate with hardcore gamers. However new platforms are 

gaining momentum because they are a better fit with the changing “on-the-go” lifestyle of a more 

mass-market gaming audience. Console casual games are likely to suffer if casual games continue to 

spread across different sectors at their current pace. Casual games, for the most of it, have flourished 

outside of the “traditional” games publishers who remained hardcore centric.  Key is to differentiate 

their console and handheld offering instead of attempting to emulate online casual gaming’s success 

factors and this is what happened with party gaming offerings on Wii, X360 Kinect and PlayStation 3 

Move. However casual games were only representing 18 percent of console games sales in 201128  

2.774 Pricing                                                                                                                                          

The business model itself forces publishers to set high prices for their games. From an end-user 

perspective, the risk element in buying such a product is clearly high in terms of satisfaction over 

price. Even mitigated with press reviews, playing demos, word of mouth, the risk, at a retail price 

above $50 remains high for any average consumer. This clearly sets a limitation to the global Attach 

Rate and then to the Average Life Time Value of an end-user.                                                           

2.775 The Internet                                                                                                                                          

The n°1 disruptive phenomenon that occurred in the past decade is obviously the emergence of the 

internet. The Entertainment Merchants Association (EMA)'s annual Report on physical media suggests 

that 71 percent of video games purchased in the United States in 2010 were on disc. By comparison, 

previous year's edition of the report said that between 80 and 90 percent of games purchased were 

physical. According to the EMA, 44 percent of home console households have purchased 

downloadable game content. That number is expected to grow to 58 percent by 2013.                                   

All revenue forecasts show that digital revenues should exceed boxed revenues either in 2011 or 2012. 

Until 2010, the digital revenues have been incremental to those from packaged goods but most experts 

predict a decrease in boxed revenues. 

                                                 
28 Source: GfK France 2011 as at 30 September 2011 
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              Ex. 12 – Evolution of Video Game Software Revenues in billion $ - data from Electronic Arts 2010 annual report          

 

The way internet impacted the videogame value chain is much more complex than in other content 

industries and goes much beyond the usual des-intermediation scheme, as we will see. We will look in 

detail at the way the internet initiated new features, new patterns and new business models. 
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Part B 

                Online business models 

 

3. Videogame online products and services     

                                                                         

Internet has clearly become a vehicle for games:  29 percent of the time spent online in the USA is for 

games, according to research institute Newzoo. Online gaming initially evolved in two main 

directions: there were the Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOs) for the more hardcore gamer 

and then, there were the simpler web games, often developed on Java or Flash, also known as casual 

games. Both markets remained a relatively small portion of the total video game market in most parts 

of the world, although there were a few anomalous territories, such as Korea, where the market 

growth outpaced other territories. Both MMOs and internet casual games have contributed to modify 

the paradigm of videogames.  

The number of people engaged in online gaming is reaching impressive levels and it started years ago. 

Nielsen/Net Rating was estimating that more than 46 million Americans visited a game site in 2004. In 

early 2006, Media Metrix set the number of unique visitors to US casual online gaming sites at 57 

million (the leading destinations, at the time, were Yahoo!Games, EA Games and MSNGames29). In 

2011, in the USA, 215 million of hours are consumed daily in videogames; 28 percent of this time is 

spent playing on console and PC and 72 percent is spent online. In France, 27 million of hours are 

used to play each day - 41 percent is spent on console and PC and 59 percent is spent playing 

online.30It is important to mention that internet brought video games in emerging markets without 

strong hardware installed bases.Newzoo estimates at $4.7 billion the value of online video games 

markets in emerging territories (Brazil representing alone $2 billion).  

The online gaming business has experienced a very strong growth while console and PC boxed games 

were reaching a plateau and are about to decrease in the following years, according to most 

experts.”On a global basis, it looks like retail delivery of physical software peaked in 2008” said 

Michael Goodman of DFC31 . 

                                                 
29 source: Arcadia Investment Corp John Taylor.2005-2006 Home Interactive Entertainment Market Update.May, 1 2006 
30 Source: Newzoo 2011 Research 
31 Games Industry.biz “Online sales to surpass physical retail by 2013” by Latthew Andrahan 13 September 2011 
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Ex.13 – Evolution of Video Games Revenues in $ million – data from IDG: 2011 Annual Report  

 

The number of gaming platforms owned has grown to reach an average of 3,4 in 2010 according to 

Newzoo. Only 18 percent of the gaming population has only one platform for games. 

It happens to be very difficult to get a global view on the gaming online market since it is made of 

very different segments and platforms. There are no less than 5 to 10 public estimates for each of these 

market segments. We selected the estimates within the most commonly cited brackets, with the 

numbers offering the more details and with the figures adding up with a global consistency. 
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Ex.14 – Global Video Game 2011 Market Estimates in billion $ by Luc Bourcier 

 

 

Ex. 15 –Digital Video Game Market Segments 2011 in % billion$ by Luc Bourcier 
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4 Digital distribution via downloads 

 

Digital distribution via downloads has to be examined separately for PC and console since, at this 

stage, it did not take exactly the same routes on both formats. Nevertheless, in both cases, it is a 

“classic” dematerialization and des-intermediation process whereby content is delivered through the 

internet rather than through CD/DVDs. 

4.1 PC Outlook                                                                                                                                     

The delivery of content through the internet has been used for some time by PC game publishers to 

“upgrade“ and fix bugs in their software through “patches” freely downloadable from their web sites. 

“Add-on”, that is additional content (as opposed to “technical” content in the case of patches) has also 

been made available for download in some cases even though the preferred distribution method was 

through retail box.                                                                                                                                  

4.11 Multiplayer                                                                                                                                       

At the time when mass market was going online to play easily accessible and cheap single-player 

casual games, hardcore gamers opted for online to acces multiplayer features. Valve’s Half-Life 

2/Counterstrike supported 2.7 million unique players early 2006 who played for free after purchasing 

the client in direct download or at retail32. For some time, multiplayer has been perceived as one of the 

strength of PC gaming as opposed to console gaming. It became very popular with First Person 

Shooter (FPS) games like Counter Strike.                                                                                              

The access to multiplayer platforms has always been free for users. Analyst Michael Pachter suggests 

that publishers would rather charge for this service. "We firmly believe that until the publishers 

address monetization of multiplayer, game sales will continue to be challenged by the publishers’ 

altruistic decision to provide significantly more entertainment value per hour than ever in history," he 

says. “We think that it would be a serious strategic error to pass on this opportunity," he adds.33       

4.12 An improved customer experience                                                                                                    

The downloading of PC games became popular for an additional reason; it is actually the best way to 

cope with the various technical issues gamers experienced with retail boxed CD games. It is common 

knowledge that the level of consumer returns and of consumer service calls for PC games has always 

been high for the following reasons: a- contrarily to consoles, PCs do not have a unique configuration 

and therefore each specific configuration may conflict with the game software, b-developers often tend 

to make use of the latest technology available which is generally not installed on the majority of PCs, 

                                                 
32 Arcadia Investment Corp John Taylor.2005-2006 Home Interactive Entertainment Market Update.May, 1 2006. 

 
33 Gamasutra : “Analyst:  Serious strategic error in not charging for multiplayer” by Leigh Alexander ” 6 December 2010 
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c- gamers have to keep accessible the original serial number necessary for the install as well as they 

need to keep track of the various updates (via patches) made available by the developers in order to 

have an optimized software. Many of these issues disappear, or at least, become more manageable, 

with download, making it a much more satisfying consumer experience.                                               

On top of this, it appears that not only most download portals tend to match actual lower retail prices 

observed in stores but they would typically reduce pricing on frontline titles for a limited window of 

time in, for example, “deal of the week” promotions. However, on average, it appears that download 

prices are only 7% lower than boxed product prices for a selection of premium PC games, as shown in 

the analysis below.  

Price Analysis week 31 August 2011 (in €) Box Download download

Games Publishers GfK Amazon F average Steam Gamersgate Origin Direct2Drive average Vs box

Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3Activision 57 54,04 55,52 59,99 45,94 52,97 -4,6%

Deus Ex: Human Revolution Square-Enix 0 35,99 35,99 44,99 44,95 45,94 45,29 25,9%

Portal 2 EA 46 31,41 38,71 29,99 0,00 29,99 -22,5%

Alice Madness Returns EA 46,99 46,99 49,99 44,99 22,94 29,48 -37,3%

Sims 3 Generations EA 39 31,74 35,37 39,99 34,99 34,44 36,47 3,1%

Shift 2: Unleashed EA 20 32,9 26,45 49,99 14,99 22,94 29,31 10,8%

Grand Theft Auto IV Complete EdRockstar 30 26 28,00 34,99 34,95 28,69 32,88 17,4%

Virtua Tennis 4 Sega 22 19,99 21,00 29,99 29,95 20,64 26,86 27,9%

The Witcher 2 Namco Bandai49 46,9 47,95 49,99 49,95 40,19 46,71 -2,6%

Brink Bethesda 20 19,99 20,00 49,99 29,84 39,92 99,6%

Assassins'Creed: BrotherhoodUbisoft 48 22,49 35,25 49,99 49,95 45,94 48,63 38,0%

average 35,56 38,05 7,0%

Ex.16 - Price Analysis Comparison in week 31 2011 from France by Luc Bourcier 

There is obviously more pressure on pricing for games specifically developed for download. 

Specifically developed downloadable games can get away with offering an experience that is less deep 

than a retail buy–for now–but the siren song of the used games market is always playing in the back of 

every gamer’s mind. Charging $9.99 for a full-scale downloadable adventure is acceptable, but once 

that price goes up to $14.99, gamers probably start re-considering options.                                         

4.13 A service beneficial to publishers                                                                                                  

Not only, the digitally downloadable content market can be lucrative for video game developers but it 

almost puts an end to the issues hampering the brick and mortar model from a publisher perspective: 

piracy, second-hand, customer support and returns. Furthermore, some of these digital distribution 

platforms have become more aggressive in fighting piracy. For instance, Impulse (owned by 

GameStop) launched a Game Object Obfuscation (Goo) DRM tool, which confers universal digital 

ownership of the title across all digital distribution platform that carry the same title. Digital also 

means an almost infinite shelf-life for games (at least for single-player games without any related 

server costs) which may be an opportunity for publishers confronted to retail limitations.               

Publishers see a shift of distribution channels for their PC games. Gamersgate’s CEO, Berguist says 

that “Some of our partners tell us that in only a year their revenues from digital downloads have 
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moved from 10-20 per cent of their revenue to over 50-80 per cent. (…) Digital distribution is no 

longer a business development project for publishers; it's an integral part of the sales organization. 

They look at the greater revenue split they can get from digital as compared to physical, and it's easy 

math to decide that they should focus on digital."34.                                                                              

On the PC, digital game downloads have already reached virtual parity with physical game purchases, 

in terms of release dates, according to tracking firm NPD. Industry wide, purely digital sales 

accounted for 29 percent of all revenue during the fall of 2010, the tracking firm said,35even though 

this figure seems conservative to many PC game publishers. Digital delivery of PC games is 

progressively taking over physical sales, even more so in the USA.                                                    

Retail prices have been slightly reduced in comparison to boxed products but they remain at a 

relatively high level for the reason that, when launching a new game across various formats (typically, 

PS3, X360 and PC), publishers do not want to see the PC SKU showing a large price difference with 

other full price formats.                                                                                                                         

4.14 Audience                                                                                                                                            

The profile of PC games donwloaders is not different from the one of traditional retail PC gamers. 

Downloading To Own (DTO) has become a widespread well accepted practice among PC gamers.     

Furthermore, accessing games online is now, in general, a mainstream usage, like in music. A survey 

has found that nearly one in five American Internet users have paid to download digital games, with 

one out of twenty saying they've paid for in-game tools and items. The Pew Internet and American 

Life Project surveyed 755 adult internet users over three days and found that 65 percent had purchased 

and downloaded at least one kind of purely digital product over the internet. The 19 percent of 

respondents that have paid to download games is ahead of the 16 percent that have purchased online 

video and the 10 percent that have purchased ebooks, but well behind the 33 percent that have paid for 

digital music online.                                                                                                                                

4.15 Distribution                                                                                                                                     

The growth of digital content delivery providers such as Steam and Gamersgate has truly altered the 

complexion of this segment by making it more mainstream. This type of business model helps to 

reduce friction points between the publisher and consumers, by creating a seamless and user-friendly 

experience through which they can obtain a large variety of gaming content. The main form of 

delivery is DTO, download of an entire game file (this also technically includes “unlocking” access to 

                                                 

34 GamersGate: "We're not afraid of Steam" Dan Pearson 08/02/2011 GamesIndustry biz) 

35 Gamasutra: “PS3 Mass Effect 2 Available As Digital Download at launch” by Kyle Orland 12 January 2011) 
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a game already on a service). In the PC world, downloading services have taken major market shares, 

up to a point where retail shelves have been reduced drastically and where publishers do not release a 

boxed PC version of their game in all cases now. As a result, the n°1 distribution company of PC 

games worldwide is now Steam.                                                                                                                 

4.16 PC marketplaces                                                                                                                                 

Digital delivery game portals are the entry point for most online gamers.                                           

4.161 Steam                                                                                                                                                  

Steam, owned by the PC gaming publisher Valve, started out as a digital content delivery engine 

exclusively for its parent company’s titles but now offers top titles from many of the leading 

publishers in the industry. In October 2010, Steam announced that it had surpassed 40 million 

accounts, which is a 178 percent increase year on year, and growth in sales reportedly increased 200 

percent year on year. Concurrent users currently oscillate between the 1.0 and 3.5 million marks on a 

daily basis.                                                                                                                                             

IDG estimates Steam’s market share to be approximately 70 percent of total game download revenues 

in the US. According to multiple sources, Steam revenue for 2010 was $1 billion, in line with an 

analysis by FADE, in 2010, that indicates that Steam brought about $970 million in game sales 

revenue. Naturally, Valve gets only a percentage of that and its business is much more diversified 

across different channels36. If Steam takes around an average 30 percent cut of the $1 billion sales, it 

still makes a net revenue of $300 million. It has increased by 67 percent between 2010 and 2011.                                                              

It is probable that Steam’s market share has already peaked. Some major publishers, like EA with their 

recent Origin platform, are pulling away from the portal. It may also turn out that once digital sales are 

superior to physical sales, Steam will have a harder time remaining so dominant.                          

Steam gives publishers a selective access to their e-store, using a filtering/listing approach. Their 

selection included 1800 games from all major publishers (including from the casual segment) in 

August 2011. They have a proprietary player that users have to install on their PC prior to any 

purchase. Once a game is purchased any developer’s update is automatically installed. Steamworks, a 

suite of development and publishing tools that include DRM software has been made available to PC 

game developers for a better integration.                                                                                              

4.162 Other portals                                                                                                                                

GamersGate AB is a Sweden based online video game store offering PC games, Mac games and 

electronic guides via direct download. In August 2011, they were offering access to 3000 games. 

Exent operates from the USA since 1992. They offer 1900 games from 70 publishers to download 

                                                 
36  article: http://blogs.forbes.com/insertcoin/ 
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through a variety of models from paid subscriptions through free, ad-supported offerings. Exent also 

sells their video game digital distribution platform to broadband service providers and media 

companies that offer games to their end-users, though a white label.                                                 

Direct2Drive operates from the UK since 2004. Beyond full-game downloads from many key game 

publishers, they also offer expansion packs and game guides. Their market share is estimated at 6 

percent (Forbes) to 10 percent (IDG). Direct2Drive have indicated that they had an average 3 percent 

conversion rate without a « try and buy » model. “Indie” titles have made 5 percent of overall units 

sold by them in 2009. Video game rental subscription service GameFly acquired IGN Entertainment's 

game download storefront Direct2Drive in June 2011.                                                                         

Metaboli is a French based download service operating since 2001. They sell from their own website 

but they are mainly a white label service website delivery, as an API using XML web services. They 

took over GameTap in the USA. They offer a range of services from DTO to Games On Demand 

(GOD) that is subscription, and free browser games (paid by advertising). Casual games represent 16,5 

percent of their playtime.                                                                                                                  

Apple’s Mac App Store passed 1 million downloads in its first day of availability. Impulse digital 

distribution platform has a smaller catalogue and boasts a market share estimated at 3.5 percent. 

Nexway is a downloading service operating under white label.  Amazon USA has a games 

downloading platform, soon coming to Europe. Retailer Game has a proprietary e-commerce based 

online portal featuring digital downloads as well as a social network project called Gamesnation which 

is currently in beta. Microsoft has included an App Store in Windows 8.37                                           

4.17 Publishers sites                                                                                                                               

Major traditional publishers such as Electronic Arts and Blizzard are progressively moving from retail 

box distribution to digital downloads for PC, using their own online storefronts and partnering with 

high-traffic aggregators who offer higher page-views and lower acquisition costs. They rely on a DTO 

business model in which traffic drives increased revenue conversion. By integrating payments into 

their billing infrastructures, they can offer a full service which includes customer support, retention, 

monetization, and management of virtual economies. However only the Mega-IPs, or only hardcore 

gamers’ games will be able to attract consumers to these sites. It is mainly through Downloadable 

Content (DLC) that gamers may go to the site recommended by the publishers in order to get it. It will 

require strong affiliate marketing programs to generate the necessary traffic. The smaller publishers 

and the “indies” will have to bear with the aggregators.                                                                 

Although Battle.net only covers Blizzard titles, it is estimated to carry approximately 11 percent of the 

global download market and clearly demonstrates that a hugely successful IP can drive a large traffic 

remaining in its own eco-system. Battle.net, launched by Blizzard in 1997 was to act as a community-

                                                 
37 Gamasutra “Windows 8 To Feature App Store” by Kyle Orland 18 August 2011 
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based interface for Diablo. A revamp in March 2009 enabled players of Diablo III and World of 

Warcraft to connect all of their battle.net accounts into one integrated system. Several community-

based features were added, including the integration of friends lists, an improved match-making 

system and a new chat system (instant messaging) across Blizzard’s games.                                          

In mid 2011, Electronic Arts (EA) has launched its own digital gaming platform called Origin, where 

consumers can buy and download EA titles, as well as games from EA Partners. The digital download 

version of Star Wars: The Old Republic has been made exclusively available via Origin. "It also offers 

a social function which, over time, will connect a player’s profile with friends lists and a cross-

platform feed that shows what your friends are playing and where." said David DeMartini, senior vice 

president of Global Online at EA38 . Origin is a desktop application through which users can create an 

account and access their game library via an internet connection, much like Valve's dominant Steam 

platform. EA's platform is also set to be available on mobile devices, allowing mobile users to play EA 

titles against each other, as well as comparing high scores and seeing what games their friends are 

currently playing39. Riccitiello, EA’s CEO, explained:”we’ve had a lot of inbound inquiry about 

getting on. Many forward-looking publishers really want their content on any and every platform 

possible. One more sale is better than not. By way of example, even though we have Origin, we are 

pushing EA content digitally on any and every platform that we can.”40                                              

4.18 Sales                                                                                                                                                          

Steam sales have been reported by CVG showing their full top 10 of 2011, -as at July, as follows 

(units sold / revenue): 

1 Portal 2 (1,128,000 / $56.4 million) 

2 Magicka (789,000 / $6.2 million) 

3 Terraria (580,000 / $5.8 million) 

4 Counter-Strike (399,000 / $2.7 million) 

5 Total War: Shogun 2 (326,000 / $15.1 million) 

6 Monday Night Combat (264,000 / $2.9 million) 

7 Brink (256,000 / $13.5 million) 

8 Battlefield: Bad Company 2 (250,000 / $4.2 million) 

9 Warhammer 40,000: Dawn of War II – Retribution (224,000 / $13.0 million) 

10 Borderlands (204,000 / $1.6 million)41.                                                                                  

                                                 
38 Gamasutra “  EA Launches Origin Digital Downloading Service” by Mike Rose 3 June 2011 
39 Gamasutra “EA Sports planning DLC-Centered subscription” by Kyle Orland 25 April 2011 
40 ThatVideoGameBlog “Forward-Looking Publishers Want to Join EA’s Origin” by Sebastian Nordlund 28 July 2011 
41 Mentionned in ThatVideoGameBlog by Rain Anderson 26 July 2011 
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Assuming that Steam’s market share is 70 percent, this makes that 10 PC games have exceeded 

300,000 units in digital sales in six months time. 

4.2 Console outlook                                                                                                                              

The most prominent form of digital distribution to-date exists on the PC platform. The delivery of 

content for console only appeared with the latest generation of consoles and it has taken some time for 

hardware vendors to build decent marketplaces for their connected customers which means that DLC 

on console is a recent phenomenon that started growing to significant levels only in 2009. Although 

the Xbox 360, the PlayStation 3, Nintendo Wii and even the PSP Go (the first handheld device with all 

content accessed exclusively through digital delivery) participate in the digital realm in various forms.  

4.21 Connectivity and memory size 

Similarly to what happened in the PC world, console manufacturers original objective for their online 

services have been to offer multiplayer capacities. One of the key drivers to the online connection for 

users is the access to online multiplayer features. As an example, between its launch on 14 September 

2010 through 20 December 2010, gamers played over 1.3 billion games of Halo: Reach on Xbox Live, 

says developer Bungie. Less than a week after launch, Reach fans had already played more than 31 

million matches, and spent a cumulative 2,000 man-years on the game. It quickly surpassed Halo 3's 

record for concurrent users on Xbox Live, surpassing 700,000 simultaneous players on launch day42. 

In terms of market size, the limitation comes with the will or the capacity of HD console owners to 

connect their hardware online. This is an obvious limiting factor that determines the active online 

installed base which is the maximum available reach for a game.  

Even at the AAA level, PC file sizes are often smaller than their next-gen counterparts. Top flight 

console games often have a greater emphasis on graphical realism, along with higher production 

values that translate to larger game memory sized and therefore more cumbersome download times. 

Over the next two years, this should become less of an issue as bandwidth constraints are becoming 

mitigated by improved technology. However; certain console models have limited storage capacity, 

and this could hinder the upstick in full-game console download sales going forward.  

Even if full games AAA content can be digitally downloaded onto console through Xbox Live, PSN 

etc, economic barriers would preclude this from happening today. Specifically, the risk of alienating 

boxed product retailers outweighs the potential reward. Platform holders depend significantly on these 

same retailers for distribution of their hardware and other software and they avoid the confrontation 

that would result from the deployment of such services on a large scale. 

 

4.22 The issue of retail 

                                                 
42 Gamasutra:”Gamers hit 1,3 billion Halo Reach Matches” by Leigh Alexander 20 December 2010 
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Hardware vendors have not pushed as far they could their online offerings in order not to alienate 

brick-and-mortar retailers that they need to sell their consoles.  With this in mind, they have adjusted 

the content offered on their platforms and they have been working with retail to keep them in the loop. 

Digital does not always mean immaterial. With the news that UK retailer Game Group has begun 

selling Xbox Live downloadable content in-store, Sony has stated that it is looking to sell PSN content 

at retail. Talking to British trade paper MCV, Sony SCEE’s president Andrew House said that Sony 

wants to follow Microsoft's example. "We actually already have the same program in place with 

GameStop in the US" he said. "We would like to work with the right retail partners in Europe under 

the right model, to undertake the same sort of activity" 43. 

Sony’s $20 PlayStation Network pre-paid card was the top-selling accessory in July 2011 in the USA, 

according to the NPD Group, a mark of Sony's progress that its cards are selling well enough to take 

the #1 spot in a segment in which Microsoft's 1600 Point Xbox Live card has been leading several 

times over the past year. In August 2011, the 20€ PSN Card was the best selling item in Game stores 

in France. 

Specialist retailers and hardware vendors are joining forces to keep retail in the loop for digital 

revenues. Video game retailers have learned from the historical precedent when retailers realized that 

digital music was more than just a nominal threat, the damage had already been done and it was too 

late to reverse the negative tide and the downloading of music is a generally-accepted consumer 

behavior and many music chains are now out of business. Retailers are working hard to adjust their 

business models. Although digitization will not eradicate brick-and-mortar retail altogether, 

consolidation could certainly result in the space. 

Publishers see their online business grow and will probably push platform holders to progress in that 

direction. Take Two’s CEO, Strauss Zelnick predicted to Reuters at Global Media Summit that digital 

content would make up 25 to 30 percent of revenue over time. “I still think in five years the packaged 

goods business will dominate”. Contrarily, EA’s CEO, Scott Brown announced digital revenues are a 

“principal growth driver” for his company and should make up 40 percent of the company’s 

revenues44. EA’s digital revenues jumped 39 percent during its third fiscal quarter 2011. The company 

was saying that its digital sales were on track to reach $750 million for the year and, after PopCap’s 

acquisition, later in the year, their digital revenues reached the $1 billion bar. 

Activision Blizzard revenues from digital sales exceeded $1,7 billion, in 2010, primarily due to the 

success of its massively popular MMORPG World of Warcraft.  "Our revenues from digital channels, 

which now account for over 30 percent of our overall revenues, were driven by increased sales of 

Activision Publishing’s Call of Duty map packs and value-added services for Blizzard Entertainment’s 

World of Warcraft" said Activision CEO Bobby Kotick. Activision publishing CEO Eric Hirschberg 

                                                 
43 Gamasutra “Sony: We want to sell PSN Games in UK stores “ by Mike Rose 7 March 2011 
44 Gamasutra “Take Two Chairman Zelnick Cool On Digital Impact” 1 december 2010) 
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declared: “online play becomes not just a value-add, but an essential component for strong 

profitability. Amid this shift, sales of mid-tier titles are being squeezed out" Hirshberg says, and 

described their canceled True Crime: Hong Kong as one such title. 

 "There is a decline in the packaged goods business today" acknowledged Kenji Hisatsune, president 

and CEO of Namco Bandai Games America. "This is not only for the U.S., but globally we're starting 

to see this. And people are adopting digital distribution. We see this as an opportunity, but at the same 

time, we do not discount our packaged business. I don't heartily believe that the packaged goods 

business will go away," he said. Namco Bandai Games America announced in August last year that it 

would merge with digital-focused Namco Networks in order to combine physical retail and digital 

businesses.45. 

THQ maintains that it is expecting significant growth in fiscal 2012 and 2013 based on three key 

initiatives: a steady flow of core game franchises, an expansion of its casual line-up, and an  increase 

of digital revenues. Finally, its digital growth will be driven by what it is called a "digital ecosystem" 

of core console titles with a "robust DLC strategy" that includes traditional downloadable add-ons, 

online season passes to generate revenue from those purchasing its games pre-owned, and in-game 

stores and avatars. According to the company, its digital add-ons will generate between 25 and 40 

percent of a product's overall revenue, depending on the title and how much content is made 

available.46 

 

4.23 Content 

Therefore, the content made available in these marketplaces is of three sorts: game demos, original 

smaller “indy”games, add-ons of existing games and a couple of newly released games. All but 

simultaneous full premium new releases. 

4.231 Demos                    

Game demos developed by publishers as a promotional tool to sell games at retail are available for 

free during a certain time (the costs for bandwidth and management are recharged to publishers); the 

reach for these demos may be impressive in comparison to the circulation of traditional demo discs. 

Resident Evil 5’s demo has been downloaded 1.2 million times in its first week on Xbox Live. Dirt2 

demo has been downloaded 2.6 million times in total on Xbox Live. 

4.232 Casual and “indy” games                        

Hardware vendors have also been offering a variety of games of lesser scope and ambition originally 

                                                 
45 Gamasutra “Interview: Namco Bandai’s new US Strategy” by Kris Graft 1 February 2011 
46 Gamasutra “THQ Execs discuss growth strategy” by Frank Cifaldi 3 May 2011 
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as a way to appeal to customers and justify the subscription to the service. These “indy” games are of a 

smaller size to optimize delivery times and are generally more casual and arcade-themed. Most of 

these games, selected by Microsoft and Sony teams, have been developed by smaller publishers or 

studios. Microsoft and Sony have identified that including games from the “indy” scene in their 

offering may increase the appeal of their online platform.  They have been shy at taking games from 

studios, developers, small publishers they were not doing business with previously. Microsoft limits 

the access to Xbox Live Arcade (XBLA) to those developers who have already developed games for 

X360. Sony has been less proactive in getting a large amount “indy” games within their online service 

preferring to port old original PlayStation games. However, through a partnership with PopCap, Sony 

Online Entertainment brought the popular Plants vs. Zombies to PlayStation Network, along with titles 

from NinjaBee, Recoil Games and other developers in February 2011.                                                

For independent studios, XBLA and PSN Home came as additional platforms generating revenues for 

existing games also sold on internet sites since there is often no exclusivity requirement. It also 

becomes an alternative to console physical formats. Scribblenauts DS studio, 5th Cell, believes digital 

platforms XBLA and PSN make more sense for a developer of its size than attempting to move to full 

console development. Creative director Jeremiah Slaczka told GamesIndustry.biz in an interview:  "DS 

to XBLA makes sense as a next step. Whereas DS to Xbox 360 might be possible, it's maybe going to 

be a hard road. " The studio has been working on XBLA action-shooter Hybrid, which it has scaled 

up to 65 staff for as the bar for XBLA is much higher than it used to be: “ We're seeing a lot of people 

go to XBLA with games that look like console games”. 47                                                             

Relentless Software, the developer behind the Buzz series and murder mystery puzzler Blue Toad 

Murder Files, is moving towards digital distribution and away from platform exclusivity after its deal 

with Sony ended amicably last year. "You can't have a big first weekend for a family product, you have 

to have a longer view. The bricks-and-mortar retail method doesn't really work for the sort of games 

we want to make” says its CEO.48 

4.233 DLC                                                                                                                                              

The add-ons to existing games (for example: new liveries for cars, additional missions for first person 

shooters etc) are offered by those publishers who have been able to generate a sufficient level of retail 

sales of their game (that constitutes their “installed base” –or highest possible reach) in order to expect 

sufficient revenues to generate profit (even though profit may not be the only objective with some add-

ons serving as a marketing tool to retain gamers active on the IP or to promote the whole game/brand 

environment). It is estimated that a combination of several add-ons, a GOD release and other related 

offerings can double the revenues for a title within one year of its retail launch date. Thus, while some 

                                                 
47 5th Cell: "Bar for XBLA so much higher than it used to be" Alec Meer 17/02/2011 GamesIndustry.biz 

48 GamesIndustry.”Relentless Moves Towards Digital Future” by Dan Pearson 6 January 2011 
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Xbox Live or PSN games act as stand-alone titles, many of the games and features are leveraged as 

life extenders for existing games and franchises. Episodic content has the ability to extend the lifetime 

value of branded IPs beyond the initial boxed product purchase but it has yet to show the ability to 

fully replace the higher price point and higher perceived value of packaged goods.                       

Digital distribution may not replace brick-and-mortar distribution on console yet. But with time, there 

will be a higher mix of console-based digitally-downloaded content (DLC). Certain publishers are 

offering unique downloadable content that can only be accessed by the buyer of the new game disc. 

Most of them, though, make it accessible to all, including second-hand users. The numbers of 

downloads achieved with DLC make it attractive for publishers.                                                         

"We were among the 1st pub to experiment with downloadable content -- we did that with Grand Theft 

Auto... at a time when people didn't even really know what DLC would do", explained Take Two’s 

CEO, Strauss Zelnick. Not only have the Take Two’s DLC endeavors reduced time between new 

content for popular brands, but it helped build a single release into a franchise without necessarily 

jumping right to a sequel, Zelnick continues. For example, the company launched Borderlands in 

2009, released the first DLC episode 30 days later, then followed at 60 and 120 days later with further 

content. The final piece of Borderlands DLC was released 11 months after the game's October 20 

release; Take-Two brought to retail a physical disc with the first two DLC episodes on it and then, a 

physical "Game of the Year" edition launched with all of the content. That's seven different products 

for the same brand in less than 15 months. "Margins are roughly the same; risks and rewards are 

roughly the same" says Zelnick of physical and digital goods for Take-Two. "The key issue is that you 

want to be where the customers are.(…) It's not a different business model; in fact it's the logical 

extension of the identical business model" Zelnick adds49. Take Two also released a free DLC for Red 

Dead Redemption: Myths and Mavericks Bonus Pack eight months after the release of the original 

game                           

Activision’s Stimulus Map Pack for Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 offered five new multiplayer 

maps for the game at a premium price of $15. Within the first week of launch 2.5 million downloads 

were netted on Xbox Live50 adding up to a total of 11 million as of September 2011. Out of a total of 

23 million user base of Call Of Duty: Black Ops owners, 18 million purchased the map pack at $15, 

demonstrating the potential of compelling DLC both as a means of extending the lifecycle of IP and as 

a high-margin revenue driver for publishers. Activision Publishing CEO, Eric Hirshberg said: “Call of 

Duty has more players who pay-to-play online than any Facebook game" sharing the number of 20 

million MAUs fort his game. Hirshberg explained, "Our players pay more per player on average than 

                                                 

49 Gamasutra: “Take Two’s Zelnick Talks about Diversity, Longevity through DLC” by Leigh Alexander 6 December 2010 

50 source: IDG 
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any Facebook game." He continued, "They're also more engaged - the percentage of Call of Duty's 

monthly unique players that play the game every day is higher than that of the top three Facebook 

games"51. Activision saw more than 1.4 million in day-one downloads for Black Ops: First Strike, the 

downloadable map pack. Hirshberg noted it broke Xbox Live sales record with over 1.4 million 

downloads in just 24 hours52 53.                

EA discovered an opportunity with Xbox Live and PlayStation Network downloadable Battlefield 

1943 -- built by developer teams that were "between projects", with a budget in the "single-digit 

millions, the product turned an extremely high margin. It reaped $16 million in revenue” according to 

EA’s CFO, Eric Brown, who called it "an industry first in terms of the delivery mechanism." Brown 

also said the step-up in revenue that Bad Company 2 saw from its robust incremental content was 

"pretty pronounced". In FIFA's new Ultimate Team mode, "we see people spending $500, $600, $700 

on digital card packs. Right now, we think we're growing most rapidly in DLC for the console”54 

THQ’s Saints Row 3 digital ecosystem contains a comprehensive suite of digital content, including a 

season pass, micro-transactions, planned DLC offerings for nearly a year post launch, game add-ons, 

consumables and an in-game store.                           

Four sets of downloadable content for Warner Bros Interactive's Mortal Kombat have been made 

available at a reduced price as part of a "Season Pass" bundle on the Xbox 360. Those that purchase 

the 1200 MSP ($15) season pass have been able to immediately download new combatant Skarlet and 

also gain eventual access to Kenshi and Rain. Each of the four DLC packs has also been made 

available separately for 400 MSP ($5) on Xbox 360 and PS3.  Rockstar announced a similar "Rockstar 

Pass," bundling current and pending L.A. Noire DLC worth $20 for a limited-time collected price of 

$12. 

4.234 Full games                       

Consumers currently have to wait anywhere between six months to a year for the biggest titles to be 

uploaded to the PlayStation Store or Microsoft’s GOD service. In terms of full game offerings Sony 

has been pushing the envelope further than its direct competitors. The PS3 version of BioWare's Mass 

Effect 2 has been made available as a PlayStation Network download in addition to a retail Blu-ray 

disc when it released on 18 January 2011, in North America. Retail games that are made available on 

Sony's PlayStation Network usually come to the download service well after their retail release, with 

                                                 
51 Gamasutra “Call of Duty Gamers More Engaged Than Facebook Gamers” by Mike Rose 9 August 2011 
52 Gamasutra “Activision Blizzard Reports Boost in Q4 revenue” by Tom Curtis 9 February 2011 
53 Gamasutra “ Activision reveals Beachhead studio for CoD online “platform” by Leigh Alexander 9 February 2011 
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some notable exceptions including 2007's release of Warhawk and 2008's SOCOM: Confrontation55. 

Since 2008, all first-party titles have been made available digitally as well as on the High Street at 

launch – a concept taken one step further with the download-only PSP Go.      

Mass Effect 2’s PS3 debut online and at retail shows the balance between download and High Street is 

in flux. The download-only era of games may be close but today retail has one key advantage: the 

High Street is still the first stop for all new releases. While the PC has long since offered digital 

versions of the latest titles on day one, console gamers are still dependent on brick-and-mortar stores.  

“For some products, it makes sense for publishers to provide digital content at the same time as the 

packaged product,” says PSN content manager Ross McGrath. “Titles such as Warhawk and Burnout 

Paradise, have seen very healthy sales” said McGrath. McGrath says that “many publishers also 

release their PSP titles digitally to coincide with their retail releases” and that Sony would continue to 

do this with its own games “in order to benefit all PSP users, including those with PSP Go”. He says 

that DLC and PSN Minis – the bulk of Sony’s downloadable library – pose no threat to boxed product 

sales. “The PlayStation Store is a complementary service to retail” he said. “The vast majority of 

content on the Store is less suitable for retail. There will always be some cross-over between retail and 

the Store but it provides choice for consumers. It’s likely you will start to see older titles migrate to 

digital as they reach the end of their life at retail. Digital releases can provide a new lease of life and 

reach a new audience”56. 

4.235 Other features                          

Cross-platform multiplayer.                         

One route for publishers may consist in merging the PC and console communities to make them play 

altogether. Portal 2, by Valve, includes support for PC/Mac-to-PS3 multiplayer play, cloud-based 

storage of PS3 save games and cross-platform chat. It is the first time that PC-derived Steam 

functionality will appear on any home console. PlayStation 3 gamers who buy Portal 2 are also able to 

unlock a Steam Play copy of the game (i.e. the full PC/Mac version) for free by linking their 

PlayStation Network accounts with Steam.57 

Steam functionality on PS3 however, is limited to the Steam Cloud on which users can save their 

progress. It is doubtful that Steam’s store, community or news features will ever make their way to the 

PS3 given that Sony has been prioritizing its own digital games service, the PlayStation Network. 

                                                 
55 Gamasutra: “PS3 Mass Effect 2 Available As Digital Download at launch” by Kyle Orland 12 January 2011 
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Allowing developers to port their games onto the PS3 using the Steamworks development and 

publishing suite could be damaging to the PSN business. In return, it could be a feature that Microsoft 

would contemplate at some stage. 

Cloud saving 

Sony’s Hideo Kojima specifically referred to saving PS3 games on the console and resuming it on the 

Next Generation Portable. "Online Saving", as Sony's reputed to be calling it, would be the conduit 

through which that can be realized, part of the PlayStation Plus subscription, at least initially.58  

However, Sony online service also demonstrated the security issues platform holders have to confront. 

The network had to be shut down in April 2011 after Sony discovered a massive security breach that 

involved the theft of data about 100 million accounts. A limited service that allowed people to play 

games has been available on 16 May in many parts of the world but the service only reopened on 2 

June in full restoration, meaning players can once again use credit cards to buy games, music and 

other digital downloads.                        

User Generated Content                        

Some innovative community-led game design may emerge from the online connectivity. Sony made 

the announcement that The Bearded Ladies is "currently working on an action platformer that will be 

released on the minis category of the Store and they want your help to design every aspect of it, from 

the design of the lead character to the storyline and the name." Users are encouraged to submit their 

concepts to the forums. Top contenders will be chosen from these submissions and put to a vote on 

Facebook, and winning ideas will be implemented into actual59. 

4.24 Console marketplaces 

4.241 Xbox Live 

With no clear business model taking the lead in the console digital space, Microsoft’s strategy has 

been to dip its toes in different waters to test the temperature. At the core of the Xbox Live service 

lays the subscription. Microsoft’s growing assurance in the subscription model is evidenced by the 

company’s decision to raise the price of the Xbox Live Gold subscription from $50 to $60 in 

November 2010.  Indeed, as many as half of the 55 million Xbox 360 owners worldwide subscribe to 

Xbox Live, which is estimated to bring in close to $800 million of revenue, or more than 50 percent of 

Xbox Live’s total revenues. Xbox Live users spend an average of 60 hours on the service every 

month, contributing to a combined 2.1 billion monthly hours of Xbox Live use monthly. That includes 

                                                 
58 By Vlad Savov “Next PS3 update rumored to Have online saving for PlayStation Plus users.” 29 January 2011 
59 Gamasutra “Sony Unveils Community Led PSN Project With The Bearded Ladies” by Leigh Alexander 18 February 2011 
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roughly 30 hours of non-gaming video60. At CES 2011, Microsoft said Xbox Live has 30 million 

members across free and paid Gold accounts.61  

Microsoft has revealed that Xbox 360 owners in the UK spend an average of £64 (approximately 

$104) every month on downloads from the Xbox Live Marketplace. According to a survey carried out 

by Microsoft Advertising, and reported by UK trade paper MCV, 13 percent of Xbox 360 users spend 

even more -- over £100 ($162) a month.  

Microsoft has launched in October 2010 (only in the USA and the UK, though) Xbox Live Rewards 

program after months of evaluation; it gives Xbox Live users Microsoft Points (MSP) as incentive to 

purchase Gold subscriptions and other content. A user first purchase on Xbox Live returns 100 MSP. 

On XBL, 100 MSP are worth $1.25. Points are redeemed through the Xbox Live Marketplace.  

 

4.242 PlayStation Home 

It is interesting to get into the detail of Sony’s strategy. As a matter of fact, it has taken the Japanese 

brand more time to implement an online strategy for their PlayStation 3 than to their direct competitor 

and it can be said that they have been playing catch up with Microsoft. The issues they encountered 

are illustrative of the problems raised by these functionalities. 

Sony sketched its online strategy at the Game Developers conference on March 2006: deploy an open 

system providing hosting, authentification and billing capacities but allowing publishers to host if they 

so desire. Publishers may expect to supplement publishing sales with network sales, direct download 

digital episodic sales, in-game advertising, subscriptions, mobile gaming, game object commerce and 

merchandising. Sony also intended to offer a broad range of other downloadable digital music and film 

content. Building community was the ultimate goal even though the role of PlayStation Network 

(PSN) has evolved since Sony first introduced the service in 2006. Stringer, Sony CEO, said in 2009, 

"Next we will be expanding the PlayStation Network to hardware other than the PS3, because the 

number of PS3 units sold puts a limit on the scale of the network possible."  

At the Consumer Electronic Show in January 2010, Sony said the service had 38 million accounts. In 

June 2010, the company said PSN had 50 million accounts. In January 2011, Sony announced that 

PlayStation Network had reached 69 million accounts and SCEA distribution manager Pierre 

Gravereau mentioned that 80 percent of the PS3 units sold worldwide are connected online. It can be 

noted though that users can create multiple accounts on the free service via PlayStation 3, PSP or the 

web. Yet in spite of the high number of accounts, PSN has not yet translated into significant income 

for Sony. In late 2010, Sony admitted that its PSN service was not yet profitable after generating 

                                                 
60 Gamasutra “Microsoft Touts Continued Xbox Sales Growth, Xbox Live Penetration” by Kyle Orland 3 June 2011 

61 Gamasutra “ Sony: 60M Accounts for PlayStation Network” by Kris Graft 6 January 2011 
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approximately $434 million in 2009 and $870 million in 2010, returns derived in large part from 

advertising.  

The monetized virtual world PlayStation Home which offers access to 31.000 movies and TV shows 

for download, video streaming services, its Qore digital magazine, a PlayStation Plus subscription 

service featuring exclusive content, and games62. However, PlayStation Home director, Jack Buser 

recognized: “We tried all kinds of different things, from social viewing of videos to games to just 

lounges where people could hang out, and it became pretty obvious from early on that gamers like to 

play games. That's what they like to do together, and that's how they meet one another”. The  free 

Home, which only requires users to sign up for a PlayStation Network account, has soldiered on since 

its beta launch in 2008, growing from just 200,000 users and nine games to 19 million users (defined 

as anyone who has ever downloaded the client and come into Home) -each spending an average of 70 

minutes there63 - and 236 games. But while 19 million is a big number, it's still only about a third of 

PlayStation Network's 50 million+ worldwide users. And the number of active Home users -- a figure 

Sony reveals to dev partners under NDA -- is even lower than the registered user number. Sony does 

not reveal how many of those users sign in to Home regularly, but Buser did say that some games have 

gotten over 6 million Home-based users in their first week. Sony has acknowledged the weaknesses of 

their platform and focused on evolving PlayStation Home from a social network to a world class social 

game platform. Version 1.5 of Home provided improved network mechanics to allow for massively 

multiplayer experiences; physics engine improvements that give developers direct control over mass, 

velocity and collisions; and graphical improvements that provide for better frame rates and smoother 

animation transitions. Games helped drive a 110 percent sales increase for virtual items in Home in 

2010; “products associated with games are much more popular than the purely cosmetic items in 

Home's 8,000 item virtual store”.64  Buser also sees a future in virtual item sales and free-to-play 

micro-transaction-based games where in-game activity might unlock virtual Home items, as seen in 

the PS3 version of Red Dead Redemption, or the opposite, when activity in Home unlocks features or 

items in games. Although PSN was originally intended to be free, and the basic service remains thus, 

Sony launched PlayStation Plus, a paid subscription service, at the end of June 2010. The price of the 

PlayStation Plus service at its launch was in line with Xbox Live Gold’s then cost of $50 annually, or 

$18 for three months. 

 

                                                 
62 Gamasutra “GDC 2011: PSN Revenues Up 70% As Audience Reaches 70 million” by Eric Caoili March 4 2011 

63 Gamasutra” GDC 2011: PSN Revenues up 70%” by Eric Caoili 4 march 2011 
64 Gamasutra “GDC 2011: Sony Announces PlayStation Home Update Focused On Game Development” by Kyle Orland 1 

march.2011 
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4.25 Sales                              

The actual number of active online players’ downloads is difficult to find, except for those highly 

successful IPs earlier mentioned.  Hardware vendors have not really made these figures public, or only 

partially and not on a regular basis. However some indications have been gathered to understand the 

sort of numbers that are achieved. 

4.251 Xbox                                

In terms of online active players, Microsoft ranked the year's most popular retail Xbox 360 titles, as 

measured by the number of unique players signed on to Xbox Live during the title's first week of 

availability in 2010. It appears that this list, quite logically, is not much different from the list of best-

selling games at retail with an emphasis on FPS (Call of Duty, Halo, Red Dead Redemption…).          

In terms of full game downloads, Microsoft’s GOD program has been running for two years, but has 

yet to offer simultaneous digital and retail releases. This, indeed, is a major limitation to the sales 

potential. And, as a result, the download numbers for high price premium games do not seem to be 

very high. Instead, the list of best-selling games in 2010 shows a mixture of arcade/console games 

(Dead Rising 2), re-releases of classics games (Perfect dark, X-Men Arcade…) and casual games 

(Limbo, Plants Vs Zombies…).             

2010 Microsoft's top Xbox Live titles were as follows:  
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                              Ex. 17 – Xbox Live Arcade Top First Week For New Titles in 2010 by Gamersbytes.com 

Though Microsoft's data only spans the first seven days of release for each downloadable title released 

over the year, the time period is likely representative of overall sales rankings for the titles65. The 

number of downloads in the first week for these games show strong variations: four games happen to 

sell over 100,000 units while n°18 reaches 39,000. Stainless Games in the UK has been celebrating the 

500,000th download of its Xbox Live Arcade game Magic: The Gathering: Duels of the 

Planeswalkers. Free games obviously enjoy larger number of downloads. Doritos Crash Course has 

been downloaded over 2,000,000 times and Pac-Man CE DX reached 110,090 (as at January 2011)66. 

Looking at January 2011 recent releases, SouthEnd Interactive's ilomilo had 64,463 persons playing 

the game. The next title was Zeit2, developed by Brightside Games and published by Ubisoft with a 

total of 12,248 for the month, a very soft launch. EA Bright Light's kid-friendly platformer Spare 

Parts fared better than Zeit2, with a total of 15,212 players for the month. For comparison's sake, 

Blacklight: Tango Down added 49,688 players in its first week and has been sitting above 127,000 

                                                 
65 MajorNelson 
66 source: GameBytes 
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players. Monday Night Combat, which was promoted during the “Summer of Arcade”, added 83,607 

in its first week. What these numbers show overall is that actually making a new IP on a digital 

network like this is still incredibly difficult. Developers and publishers alike fight tooth and nail to get 

into Microsoft’s “Summer of Arcade”, “Block Parties” and “Game Feast” promotions. The only new 

IP that can be seen in January 11 charts were first-party associated titles that were part of a Microsoft 

promotion. Therefore, it appears that it is not worth for developers and publishers to publish huge 

original IP games with big budgets for Xbox Live Arcade.” Keep the scope small and focused and the 

team lean for XBLA (…). After all, focused shorter-play titles are what a $10 XBLA game is for”67. 

Discovery is a limitation and developers/publishers, for the time being, have to make sure that their 

games are part of first-party promotions. 

4.252 PlayStation Home              

PSN dashboards are even less user friendly than those of Microsoft and they are not an accurate 

representation of how well all games sell on PSN since not all the games appear on the lists. Sony’s 

Dashboards mixes free and paying downloads which makes it difficult to get a clear view on sales. 

However, it shows that, by December 2010, 29,222 persons had played Tetris, 19,804 Sonic Adventure 

and 37,779 Crazy Taxi. It seems like most games on PlayStation Network struggle even to reach 

50,000 copies -- none of the games were even able to reach half a million in total. 68                     

PlayStation Pulse Program released a Top 10 downloaded games for the month on PlayStation 

Network (North America only). On October 2010, it showed: n°1: Sonic The Hedgehog 4. New 

released game Blacklight Tango Down, had 81,063 players. N°1 in terms of players was Super 

Stardust HD (406,597), n°2: Uno (327,490) and n°3: Critter Crunch (123,862), all close to previous 

months numbers.69 

                                                 
67 Ryan Langley Gamasutra 22/02/2011 “In-Depth: Examining XBLA’s Top First-Week Sellers During 2010” 
68 Gamasutra – “In Depth Analysis November-December 2010 & the Year” by Ryan Langley 7 February 2011) 

69 Gamasustra 1/12/2010 
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                                 Ex. 18 – PSN New Releases, November-December 2010 by Gamersbytes.com 

Between November and December 2010, 29 new games were released on PlayStation Network. The 

majority of these games, however, had no leaderboard support, or badly supported it.  
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                                               Ex. 19 – PSN Leaderboard Statistics 2010 by Gamersbytes.com 

4.26 User Acquisition 

The high traffic flowing in and out of the online game markets can also bury a great title before it has 

a chance to be adopted and loved by the masses. Shelf space is not an issue in virtual stores, so there’s 
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always a chance that a neglected online game will gain favor later in its life. Much comes down to 

exposure; people need to be given a good reason to choose game A over other games. This is also why 

it is important to release games on multiple platforms as close together as possible. 

However, developers remain highly dependent on platform holders for promotion and discovery. Sean 

Murray, CEO of Hello Games "I think that if you talked to other indie developers, they might say, 

'we've been turned down by Steam, or XBLA or PSN'. It's a really common thing to hear, but it's also 

often a real finishing blow for any studio.(…) Often people are 100 per cent relying on it. Not just 

their approval process, but with someone like Apple you are 100 per cent reliant on them promoting 

your game. Without that, the service is nothing. It's the same for Steam, it's the same for XBLA, PSN - 

being on their services is only worth the amount of promotion that you're going to be blessed with. I 

think they are also in complete control of that scene, in complete control of the output of indie 

developers. It's kind of a scary place, but I think we're certainly lucky to have them. If you look at the 

last generation, you couldn't make a PS2 game unless you were with a publisher and had a pretty 

sizeable team. There were no other options"70. 

First-party promotion is a powerful way to push discovery of games even though it seems that they are 

not all performing as expected. For instance, PlayStation Plus Promotion program in the USA has a 

lower base of players in comparison to what Microsoft may offer 71. 

4.3 Monetization                      

Digital distribution is clearly a more profitable operation for publishers, as it bypasses manufacturing 

and retail distribution. As a consequence, gross margins on PC games can reach 70 percent versus the 

customary 30 percent margin for the brick-and-mortar business.                                

On console, the profitability of DLC specifically developed for the online platforms highly depends on 

the game installed base and on its replay value. Only games with a sufficient number of players who 

keep on playing may generate meaningfull downloads.  

4.4 Cloud gaming: the next-step? 

Users today are still forced to wait for downloads and installations to complete before getting in the 

game. Until recently, the technologies haven’t existed to tackle the problem of instant access head-on. 

The alternative to downloading is accessing games on the cloud. 

  

4.41 Via the web 

Spoon Cloud Gaming service is available for free on Spoon.net. The cloud gaming service allows 

gamers to access casual and indie games which require no installation, and run through Spoon's 

                                                 
70 GamesIndustry.biz “Steam,XBLA, PSN Key to Indie Success” by Dan Pearson 26 July 2011 

71 Ryan Langley Gamasutra 7/02/2011 “In-Depth: PSN Sales Analysis, November-December 2010 & the Year” 
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browser plug-in with low bandwidth requirements. The service also allows for offline play and 

synchronized game data, as well as simple embedding into other websites and online services. Spoon 

uses a combination of virtualization and predictive streaming to provide a client-side, on-demand 

gaming experience. Using a small browser plug-in, players can run games on their machines in a 

virtualized environment, without any installation or changes to the physical host device. The 

introduction of virtualization technology enables ultra-fine-granularity transfer and an additional 10-

20x improvement in launch time. Developers can code games with the speed and accessibility of Web-

based games in mind, but without regard to any of the limitations of in-browser Flash. The greatest 

pull to Spoon is its install-free technology, allowing gamers to connect instantly to the games they 

want to play. This allows players to sync their game state across other Spoon-enabled devices, so that 

gamers may resume play at other locations. Blake Madden, Associate Editor at Spoon, "It's a cleaner 

design, with more of a community aspect" Blake explains. Games will now be rateable, and this rating 

system will prove a major centerpiece to the games page. In the future, this design might also reflect 

more community generated content, featured games, and additional features like developer interviews 

and reviews72. 

 

4.42 Via IPTV 

OnLive, Gaikai, G-Cluster and Playcast make use of video-streaming technology to deliver true 

gaming on demand, in the same way video does. Games are physically run in a remote server center 

and then beamed via video stream to game players through broadband. Cloud gaming raises questions 

of potential latency issues and server economics but the immediate tangible benefits to the user cannot 

be ignored. Since games are never downloaded or hosted locally, system requirements are minimal. 

All game patches and updates are handled on the server side, and, perhaps most important, purchased 

games can be saved to the cloud, enabling instant continuation of play from any location, on any 

platform. Cloud gaming through digital streaming technology delivers the ability to play video games 

without a high-priced console or game-enabled PC.  

The revenue share model under which cloud gaming services operate is roughly the following: a third 

for the games publisher, a third for the technology provider (who pays for the technology, the servers, 

the port) and a third for the carrier who pays for the marketing, the billing and the bandwidth). 

 

4.43 Consumer and industry pro and cons 

4.431 Consumer benefits and drawbacks 

                                                 

72 Examiner.com “Spoon Cloud Gaming launch” by Jaime Skelton 2 March 2011 
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The main benefits are:  

a- same party multi-platform playability,  

b- same party multi-location playability, 

c- direct access to games,  

d- games upgraded automatically. 

The main drawbacks are:  

a- Latency can be a problem in fast-moving games, especially if the machine is located far from 

the company’s servers (the average latency is 150ms, but it can be shorter or longer depending 

on the proximity of the servers),  

b- Cannot play offline. 

 

4.432 Industry benefits and drawbacks 

The main benefits are: 

a- lower logistics and COGS (a cost for porting and servers is still required),  

b- no more piracy or second-hand market,  

c- ability to upgrade the game directly from the servers. 

d- Playing games on demand without the barrier of owning a console and downloading software 

is obviously appealing both to consumers and to the industry. 

The main drawbacks are: 

a- number of servers needed and servers costs, 

b- still require large bandwidth on clients’ side and because of video compression, some titles 

exhibit better quality than others,  

 

4.433 The potential of cloud gaming 

"The meteoric growth of Netflix reflects the enormous consumer demand for flat-rate instant-play 

media," said Steve Perlman, OnLive Founder and CEO 73". EA boss Schappert also advocates cloud 

gaming: "I'm more in the camp that IPTV is a bigger idea for gaming, at least in the near term, than 

3D is. It just provides a better social experience and you know that consumers playing with one 

another is a very positive and powerful motivator." Additionally, cloud-gaming may reach vast TV-

equipped populations in emerging countries. But experts like IDG do not foresee the segment making 

up much more than 5 percent of digital download revenues by 2015. The potential power and reach of 

a streaming service is undeniable, but it is unlikely to establish a stronghold in the market until more 

                                                 
73   “Onlive all you can eat PlayPack now available” by Ross Miller 1 February 2011 Mashable 
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fundemental steps are taken74. Bandwidth requirements should remain the main barrier for cloud 

gaming, for which a 5 Mbps connection is recommended and 3 Mbps minimum speed required at all 

times. Playcast require a minimum of 2,8 mbps -and 8 mbps for HD- to properly stream games within 

their networks.   

A study conducted by speedmatters.org in December 2010 found that as many as half of the 

broadband connections in the US fall under the 4 Mbps threshold, with the average speed being 3.0 

Mbps, which is 10 times slower than countries such as South Korea, where online gaming is 

widespread. There is no doubt that limitations of bandwidth and latency times are reducing: target of 

LTE is to offer a downward debit of 100Mbits/s and 50Mbits/s upwards and a latency time of 10 Ms 

(vs 200 Ms with UMTS). However, the availbality of cloud gaming to massive audiences is not to 

happen before some years. 

 

4.44 Technology providers 

4.441 OnLive 

OnLive is a pioneer of on-demand, instant-play video game services, delivering real-time interactive 

game titles to HDTV via the OnLive Game System or nearly any PC and Mac via a small browser 

download. They tend to focus more on the internet delivery rather than on the IPTV. Their brand 

strategy makes that they bypass IPTV carriers, which allows them to maange their own customer 

database. In return, they cannot optimize the Set Top Box technology of carriers and have therefore 

amore complex port process and possibly a lower quality. 

The OnLive Viewer app is also available for the iPad and is coming soon for Android tablets. OnLive 

is a technology provider as well as a publisher with its own brand. With OnLive, a browser plug-in 

allows the user’s PC, Mac, or TV (with an adapter) to act as a long-range controller, sending game-

play actions upstream and results back downstream. OnLive has been available on the PC, where it 

requires only an internet connection, since June 2010. To get the same service on the TV set, they sell 

their hardware package retail for $99 which consists of Micro Console TV adaptor, one free game, the 

OnLive Wireless Controller and related cables. The micro console is 1080p and 3D TV compatible. 

Service can run on 1.5 mbps for standard definition games and 5 mbps for high-definition games. It 

supports up to four controllers and Bluetooth or USB headsets for in game voice chat. The controller 

has variable rumble settings and a Brag Clip button to capture game footage. The system doesn't work 

over Wi-Fi but OnLive has announced partnerships with consumer electronics vendors such as Vizio 

                                                 

74 GamesIndustry.biz “EA Says Mobile, X-Platforpm and IPTV More important than 3D” by Adam Hartley 3 February 2011  
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and HTC, which will allow users to experience OnLive on television and mobile devices with no 

additional hardware required. 

OnLive initial plans included their “PlayPack” offer –announced on 1 February 2011- a $9,99/month 

with the first month offered free of charge, a month flat-rate plan that let users pay a-la-carte for 

access to new or top-tier titles for approximately $4 and receive unlimited access to all the other 

games. However Onlive scrapped that idea : users are able to pay no subscription fee at all if they 

choose, and purchase or rent content entirely on an individual basis. In the event of cancellation, 

OnLive will preserve the member's saved-game data for a full year. Should that member later opt back 

into the PlayPack plan, their games can be resumed without having to start play from the beginning. 

There were 38 games to choose from at first, including BioShock, Prince of Persia, and Alien Shooter. 

Games like Batman: Arkham Asylum, Unreal Tournament III can be rented for 3 days at $4,99 or 5 

days at $6,99 and cheapest games, like Brain Challenge, for $4,99.  

Cloud-based video game streaming service OnLive unveiled support for tablets with new iPad and 

Android apps. The OnLive Player App for iPad and Android will enable subscribers to stream and 

play "virtually all" of its 100-plus-game catalog on demand. The OnLivePlayer App also integrates 

with HDTVs so subscribers can use their tablets as touch/motion controllers with their display. The 

app will feature full voice chat-enabled multiplayer. The company revealed a 10 gigabit cloud-based 

browser or iPad, Android, and HDTV, which is designed to deliver online content through the 10 

gigabit/second web connections on its cloud-based servers. 

 

4.442 Playcast 

Playcast: unlike OnLive, which is making an effort to brand itself and offer a commercial service, 

Playcast is approaching cloud gaming as a white label company, offering a service that can be 

integrated into existing set-top boxes and telecom web sites, letting customers pay just one bill when 

they download games. The company strategy focuses heavily on IPTV contrarily to OnLive and 

therefore deploys their technology mostly in IPTV territories, that is Europe and Asia. Presently, the 

company is only operates services in Portugal, Singapore and soon in France and Benelux. “While the 

initial focus for Playcast is integrating with cable operators” CEO de Beer says “it is not losing sight 

of the long-term picture”75. 

4.443 Others                        

Gaikai investors include Intel and Limelight Networks, and the service counts Electronic Arts among 

its game publisher partners. Gaikai has been in development since 2008 and does not currently have a 

consumer subscription model. Its marketing efforts thus far seem focused at game publishers and web 

sites. It is designed as a platform to allow game publishers and others to embed streaming gameplay 

                                                 
75 Gamasutra “Playcast raises additional $10 million for cloud gamimg” by Chris Morris 24 January 2011 
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trials on their Web sites. "Our thinking is somewhat like YouTube, as instead of just building a portal 

to go and watch videos, they decided to focus on putting videos everywhere on the Web. We are doing 

the same with games, so when you read a review on a game, you can try playing it right there on the 

same page as the review," says CEO David Perry on his blog. They intend to promote a free-to-try 

model with the option to purchase without any subscription. Publishers are charged  $0.01 a minute for 

any free demos that are played via Gaikai’s service, yet earn 100 percent of revenue if a purchase is 

made. In other words, if a hypothetical gamer were to demo an upcoming game on Gaikai for an hour 

and, as a result of that demo, decide to purchase the game for $50, the publisher will have generated 

$50 in revenue at a cost of only $0.60. Following a beta test program involving 11,000 users the 

Gaikai cloud computing technology is now available to anyone via a number of free online demos 

from Electronic Arts. Their technology is based upon Adobe Flash Player and does not need a plug-in. 

Each game launches in a Java window, and options to edit the display settings are limited76.           

New code in the next version of Apple TV’s operating system hints at gaming capabilities being 

added. Engadget reports that new code in the iOS 4.3 beta firmware has references to “ATVGames” 

and “ATVThunder,” which could make it not just a streaming device but a gaming device as well. 

However, at this stage, the device only has 8 GB of onboard memory, which is not enough for a 

hardcore gamer to locally store a wide variety of gaming apps. That suggests that games could be 

limited in their functionality to start, or it’s possible that Apple TV game processing could happen in 

the cloud and be streamed via broadband. It may be possible to use the iPhone or iPad as controlling 

devices for gaming that’s displayed on the big screen, eliminating the need for a new controller. 

                                                 
76 “Gaikai live trials EA games, plans advertising focus” GamesIndustry.biz David Jenkins 28/02/2011 
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5 Internet Casual Games  

 

5.1 Outlook 

Casual is not a genre nor a platform; it often defines a type of games addressed to a large non-hardcore 

audience even though it is actually the audience who is casual… Casual has always been a segment 

within the videogames market but what is interesting to understand here is how casual games 

happened to appeal to mass market and actively contributed to a major expansion of the global market.  

Casual games have always been featured within the console and PC line-up. As a reminder, Microsoft 

has included their Solitaire card game as part of the Windows operating system since Windows 3.0, 

starting from 1990 probably making it one of the most played games. It is only with Nintendo’s DS 

and Wii during the years 2005 to 2009 that casual games started to meet a larger audience on console 

thanks to family-oriented game design and targeted marketing. Especially, it has been the case with 

the Wii –launched in December 2006; Nintendo used a business strategy inspired by a   book by W. 

Chan Kim and Renée Mauborgne The Blue Ocean Strategy which illustrates the high growth and 

profits an organization can generate by creating new demand in an uncontested market space, or a 

"Blue Ocean", instead of competing head-to-head with other suppliers for known customers in an 

existing industry, as referred to by Perrin Kaplan, VP of Marketing and Corporate Affairs for 

Nintendo of America in an interview with Forbes in 200677.  However, since the early 2000s, the 

casual game market has also been gaining a lot of ground on the internet during this decade. 

Most of these internet casual games have been developed with the Integrated Development 

Environment (IDE) Adobe’s Flash, launched in 1996. The proprietary Flash plug-in is installed on 

98% of the US PCs, according to NPD, which makes it a hugely popular platform. 

 

5.2 Audience 

200 million people play casual games via the internet worldwide, according to the Casual Game 

Association. As much as 66 percent of the United States' online population, or around 141 million 

people, are playing casual games on social networks, portals, and mobile devices, according to a 

survey by market research firm Newzoo, in its "National Gamers Surveys 2010" report. More than 80 

percent of American casual gamers play games on websites like Pogo, PopCap, and RealGames, but 

Newzoo says there's a significant overlap between the platforms that users rely on for casual gaming. 

The study shows that close to 62 percent, or 87 million, of casual gamers in the U.S. play games on 

social networks like Facebook and MySpace, while 54 percent, or 76 million, play games on mobile 
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devices like Smartphones or the iPad. 33 percent, or 46 million, of casual gamers play titles on all 

three platforms (see Appendix 1)78. 

In a research about casual games that are downloaded via the internet and played on home computers, 

Second in Research found that there are two groups of consumers who are more likely to play casual 

games via this method than others.  Those two groups are women aged 35-54 and light gaming men, 

with an emphasis on the former.  These two groups of consumers enjoy casual games for their 

simplicity and ease of use.  Casual games can easily and quickly be played as a break from work or 

from the everyday grind of life.  These two consumer groups typically buy new video games 30 days 

or so after their release and they buy action/adventure, card or casino, and puzzle type games79. And, 

indeed, according to the Casual Game Association, the main motivations to play casual games are, in 

decreasing order: stress relief, taking a break, challenge, boredom.80 

If somebody were to suggest in the 1990s that the average gamer was a 43-year-old female, or ever 

would be, they would likely be called ignorant. According to a 2010 Info Solutions Group study 

conducted on behalf of publisher PopCap, the average gamer is indeed a 43-year-old woman. But with 

casual gaming, one of the fastest growing segment in the industry, what was once irrelevant is now of 

the utmost importance to developers. Thousands of video games have previously failed to appeal to 

this audience across dozens of consoles and platforms, covering almost every concept of game 

possible. One of the important points is to understand which components of the internet casual gaming 

offer have attracted middle-aged women, this previously untapped demographic?  

 

5.21 Accessibility 

Accessibility is a major explanation, analysts suggest. Mothers don't have time to hunker down before 

a PS3 and indulge in two hours of hardcore gameplay. But they can sneak into 10 minutes of a social 

game online during their baby's nap and while doing online banking. So it's a combination of platform 

accessibility—hopping online to a website, versus firing up a console—and being able to play for 

short periods of time, instead of having to commit to an hour or more. 

 

5.22 Sociability 

The second key is the social aspect. While listening to teenage boys swear through a headset on Xbox 

Live, online social games allow these middle-aged moms to interact with other middle-aged moms in 

their online social networks, and possibly even their kids, too. Tapping into the online realm and being 

aware of the social environment, it lets mothers keep tabs on their young ones while bringing 

                                                 
78 Eric Caoili Gamasutra 3/02/2011 “Study: 66% of US Population Are Casual Gamers” citing “National Gamers Surveys 

2010” by Newzoo). 

79 http://www.secondwindonline.com/files/Account_Planning_Sample.pdf 
80 http://casualgamesassociation.org/pdf/2007_CasualGamesMarketReport.pdf 
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physically distant women together through simple—and addictive—games. 68 percent of women are 

more likely to play social games with their real-world friends, while 46 percent use them as a way to 

interact with relatives. 

Even less casual games portals like Kongregate have evolved and have introduced community 

elements such as leaderboards and chat rooms to the portal experience, even when the games 

themselves lack such functionality. Many of the largest casual gaming portals have included from their 

early days a community aspect as part of their offering: leaderboards to rank each gamer, forums, faq 

etc…  

Leading casual portals have all been experiencing a decline in the number of monthly visits when 

alternative communities of casual gamers emerged. Traffic peaks for casual games sites all occurred 

during the period 2009-2010 and the downward trend happens to coincide with two events: 1) The 

launch of FarmVille, one of the first true blockbuster IPs in social games and 2) The period when the 

worldwide Facebook registered user base began to grow exponentially.  

 

5.23 Gameplay 

Most of the casual games are based on existing gameplay that are ubiquitous (Poker, bridge, mah-

jongs…). Some of them are re-playable ad infinitum but others are just beaten and then the player 

moves into the next thing. In all cases there is a large pay-off for a short amount of time spent playing. 

The traditional genres of casual gaming include: arcade, card, word, puzzle, board and skill games but 

also many other different ones provided they can be played in short sessions. One characteristic is that 

these games don’t require a tutorial and can be played almost right away. 

On top of this, the most successful casual gameplay make that the player is never blocked, contrarily 

to hardcore games where players have to accomplish missions following the way designed by 

developers. To maintain his level of fun, the casual gamer may often change the level of difficulty, 

skip levels or modify some rules to adjust the game to his own skills.    

In all cases, constant rewards and achievements, easy but never ending progress, and frequent 

validations that the gamer is doing a good job (or even better than his friends!) creates a formula for 

addiction81. 

 

5.24 Free access 

The key driver for the success of casual games has been the fact that they are, for the vast majority, 

easy and free to access. The casual games industry has traditionally been built upon the notion of a 

user buying a downloadable game after a trial period which allows the gamer to play a game for free 

                                                 
81  Knowlton Thomas in Tech Vibes 18/12/2010 “How middle-aged women are turning “casual” gaming into a billion dollar 

addiction” 
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for a designated amount of time (or for a certain number of levels) and asks the gamer to purchase the 

game in order to continue, which is a low-friction way to lure in players. This is the “trial-to-purchase” 

model.  

 

5.3 User Acquisition 

Originally, casual games were more or less variations of existing board games. Therefore some users 

have been looking for generic games (solitaire, mah-jong, chess, pool, quizzes etc). Others have been 

checking the usual top play-lists to choose among the most popular games.  And yet others have been 

looking for games their friends had been playing, when a social feature is implemented. At any rate, 

discovery has been made easy because the games are free to try, which is the simplest marketing tool. 

No need for a demo or a description or an ad: one can test the game. The game is the demo. The 

challenge for developers is to make the game addictive enough so that the player who liked playing it 

once or twice will want to play it again and again. 

Ultimately, some original games have made themselves successful enough to become IPs in their own 

names. It started with Tetris (originally inspired by the board game Pentomino, though) a game 

launched in 1984 that has sold more than 170 million copies on 30 different platforms82. Bejeweled has 

clearly emerged as a major IP in the recent years. However, in this field also, concentration of sales 

exists. EA revealed that PopCap generated 85 percent of their revenues from their top 5 franchises (out 

of 35 in 2010). 

Once the game hosted on a gaming portal, the portal needs to do the marketing to recruit gamers, 

mainly through affiliation. The performance-based campaigns use CPLs that vary a lot but are 

generally situated at around 1€, on average.  CPLs are often complemented by a revenue share of 20 to 

25 percent. The total costs of these acquisition campaigns may end up with high cost for portals. 

 

5.4 Monetization 

Between 2005 and 2008, the most commonly used monetization method has been to offer games for 

free and subsidize them with ads. Games had to be delivered through broad audience sites able to 

reach millions of people. The concept consisted in bringing millions of unique visitors and monetizing 

this audience with advertising. This is why casual games become popular on web portals like 

Yahoo!Games, EA’s Pogo or Nickelodeon Addictinggames. Many casual games portals have cross-

affiliation deals; Pogo with AOL, Yahoo!Games with King.com, not to mention the vast affiliation 

programs they manage, directly or though a platform. However, near the end of 2008 and beginning of 

2009, it appeared that advertising revenues in casual games began to decline significantly, 

                                                 
82 source: Wikipedia. 
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combination of the slowing economy, the proliferation of other ad-free casual gaming options and 

growing consumer frustration with excessive “spamming” by games ads. 

In parallel –and later, in substitution- to advertising, the typical casual technique to convert players has 

been trial-to-purchase. The conversion rate is between 1 percent and 5 percent depending on the game 

and the presentation. The benefit of this try-before-you-buy model clearly lies in higher average price 

point per action as opposed to the pennies-per-click model of advertising. The drawback remains the 

low conversion rates that end up with rather low unit sales numbers. This means more than 95 percent 

of users who play a given casual game are not being monetized, unless one includes other options such 

as subscriptions or advertising. 

Casual games have proven their ability to adjust to a large variety of business models and 

monetization schemes. Most casual game portals operate with a hybrid monetization model that offers 

both free-with-ads and try-before-you-buy. However many of the largest portals have also one 

additional scheme for monetization – subscriptions. Pogo and Big Fish both offer a membership 

program that offers games without ads, acces to full games at  a lower price, access to premium 

games, or a single free game download each month….5 percent of Pogo users pay a monthly $5,99 fee 

to access free-of-ads games, avatars, badges, chatrooms, virtual currency etc and to buy games at 

$19,99.  The one million Big Fish Games Club members pay $9.99 each month to get one free game, a 

20 percent discount on other games, offers of the day promotions, rewards, a loyalty program. More 

recently, some casual games have added in-app monetization with virtual goods 

 

5.5 Publishers 

Two US publishers have embodied the internet casual game development of the 2000s: Mumbo Jumbo 

and Pop Cap. These two bespoke start-ups of the early days of the millennium published dozens of 

these games. Interestingly, one of the most emblematic games of this time, Pop Cap’s Bejeweled finds 

its origin in a piece of code much inspired by Sega’s Columns called Colors Game before it took the 

name of DiamondMine which has then been changed into Bejeweled. The game sold 50 million units 

to 500 million players who’ve accumulated 7 billion hours of play83. PopCap has been one of the 

leading publishers of casual games since their inception in 2000. In 2010, they generated $105 M of 

revenues (80% digital), coming from $ 38m in 2007. The company has been acquired by EA in the 

summer 2011 for $750M. 

The vast majority of casual games available come from the small independent studios, the “indies”. It 

has often been considered as an opportunity for smaller development studios who could not afford to 

work on high cost High Definition console projects. These developers often get published by portals 

                                                 
83 Gamasutra “Pop Cap Bejeweled “Sexy Action Cool Origins” by Leigh Alexander 3 March 2011 
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through standard revenue share deals or publishing agreements by which portals like Big Fish, Pogo 

and others are in charge of hosting, sales and marketing against an exclusivity of some shape or form.  

 

5.6 Distribution: game portals 

Most publishers have their own website to host their games but in order to gain visibility they need to 

have their games hosted on large audience portals. The increased exposure a game gets from being 

featured on multiple high traffic sites and hundreds of smaller sites open many opportunities for 

monetization from advertising or micro-transactions 

Most internet casual games are made available through portals. Sites offering a large volume of games 

have been around for over a decade, including major mainstream sites such as Pogo, Yahoo! Games, 

Gamehouse, King.com, Neopets, Big Fish, or AddictingGames. Games have also been made available 

through more generic media sites offering videos, news etc with a large segment dedicated to games, 

like Nick.com. Finally, the same games are often being offered on a high number of large audience 

sites. 

Casual games portals use Monthly Unique Visitors (MUV) as a metric to gauge the size of their user 

base. They often use affiliation as a method of recruitment (Wild Tangent effort mainly goes to OEM 

deals allowing their player to be pre-installed on new PCs). Originally many of these portals relied on 

advertising for revenue. When advertising revenues started to decline, they had to look for an 

alternative business model. Only portals such as Spilgames.com are still relying on ads. Game portals 

generally focus on a “try-before-you-buy” model. The conversion in this case focuses on transforming 

a trial user (who accesses the content for free) to a paid user who either buys the full games or, less 

frequently, purchase virtual goods or pays a light subscription fee each month to continue enjoying the 

content, or a combination of all this. 

A portal like Big Fish –that runs 20 million accounts and generates revenues in the range of $120 

million- regroups a large number of good-quality downloadable one-player casual games. They make 

sure of the quality of the games offered by studios and “indies” in testing the games with one thousand 

of their users prior to listing them. Subsequently they request a one to two months exclusivity, decide 

on the release dates, keep 60 percent of the revenues and do all the marketing. They have 2,500 games 

available on their site. Players have to install a bespoke player and they can try freely games for one 

hour. Games are offered at $9.99 ($6.99 for subscribers). The audience is 75 percent feminine and 

below 35 years. On average, a subscriber plays 6 games each month. The average cart is at $9. Their 

“Game Club” comprises 1 million members who pay 7.99 $ monthly to get: one free game per mont, a 

20% discount on other games, awards and loyalty program, access to the offer of the day (at $3.99) 

and exclusive new games. 

Others like Oberon or Boonty (Nexway) have been working as aggregators offering content through a 

white label approach. In these cases the net revenue to the studio is lower (due to an additional 
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intermediary) and generally comes down to 25 to 30 percent. King.com offers the players the 

possibility to match with other players of the same ability so that their (Flash developed) skill games 

remain interesting and in order for players to gain currencies redeemable in cash. With Prizee, gamers 

can cumulate currencies redeemable in prizes. 

Portals 

Million 

Monthly  % 0-17 

% 

Female 

Avg 

Time 

on 

  

Unique 

Visitors years   

Site 

(mn) 

Bigpoint 21 20% 78% 07:10 

Games.yahoo 18 10% 57% 09:40 

Club Penguin 14 50% 70% 11:40 

Pogo 12 15% 76% 14:30 

Addictinggames 12 41% 64% 14:30 

Zylom 9,1 49% 81% 08:50 

Big Fish 8,1 20% 78% 07:10 

PopCap 6,7 16% 81% 06:00 

WildTangent 6,1 26% 74% 04:50 

Kongregate 5,1 48% 48% 14:00 

Gamehouse 5,1 28% 79% 06:30 

King.com 5 20% 24% 

                

33:20 

Gameslist 1,1 69% 70% 07:10 

Spilgames 0,83 61% 87% 04:50 

Gamezebo 0,56 16% 76% 05:50 
 

Ex.20 - Monthly Unique Visitors and Demographics of Casual Games Portals – data from: Google AdPlanner August 2011) 

 

Developers and publishers make their games available on the largest possible number of platforms and 

devices. Games like those from PopCap can be found on many portals and web sites, they can be 

played through Facebook or Smartphones, they can even be purchased as retail box PC games. 

Bejeweled developer PopCap Games released its first two Android games exclusively on the Amazon 

Appstore for two months in April 2011. Bejeweled 2 is probably the game that has the largest 

distribution worldwide. When one googles “Bejeweled 2”, it appears that the number of unique valid 

links is no less than 670, as at August 2011, in France. The two sponsored links at that time were: 1- 

PopCap’s own site and 2- Zylom.com, the casual game portal. The rest includes the full list of portals 

and of worldwide or local flash games websites who generally are affiliates working on maximizing 

SEO. 

Originally, sponsorship was the main way for developers to make money through sites such as Armor 

Games. Similarly, a game portal such as Kongregate pays developers to put their logo in their games 
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along with a link to their site. More visitors to the portal site which make them make more money 

from their own web page ads with banner/skyscrapper adverts that circle the game window which is a 

common practice on portals’ sites. Similar to this, and also more for smaller developers, licensing of 

the game may be an option: a game portal pay developers to make a special version of a game with 

their logo in it and connect up with their high score system. They host the game but developers are 

free to use a different version. It’s site-locked but non-exclusive. Flash Game License is a marketplace 

where game developers can receive offers from those who wish to brand them. For instance, Andy 

Moore accepted $25,000 for Steambirds from Armor Games (significantly more than the average price 

of 1,400$ offered on the site)84 .  

 

5.7 Browser games 

Most of these websites started originally with a downloading offer and in the past couple of years 

extended their offer to browser games. 

 

5.71 Frictionless Distribution 

Because Gaming 2.0 is essentially about bringing games to the broader market of non-core gamer 

consumers, the games themselves need to be as easy as possible to try out and play. In the gaming 1.0 

world, when one asks prospective players to first download heavy client software, or to register to 

play, or to purchase the game upfront, one creates friction points towards user adoption, and scares off 

most consumers. Instead, the gaming market is now giving way to browser-based, thin-apps and free-

to-play frictionless models aimed at getting the consumer to quickly try out a game and become 

hooked on the experience—eventually resulting in deeper engagement, viral sharing, and 

monetization. 

The Adobe Flash format and its supporting Actionscript language have been the dominant method for 

writing and publishing games in web browsers for the past decade. The Flash format allows for greater 

distribution reach with the simplicity of uploading a single file containing a rich game experience.  

Similarly, there is now a great interest in HTML5 among developers who are experimenting with the 

graphical cross-browser and multi-device potential of Html5. Google unveiled the details of its 

Chrome Web Store, an HTML5-based app marketplace that operates on top of the Chrome web 

browser, including games. "People want to get paid for their apps, but they don't want to trust a small, 

independent developer. That's one of the problems we wanted to solve with the Chrome Web Store," 

said Google VP of Product Management Sundar Pichai, as reported by Engadget. At launch, the store 

already listed 195 titles in the Games category, including offerings from Namco (Burger Time 

Deluxe), Zynga (FarmVille), Digital Chocolate (Millionaire City) and EA (FIFA Superstars, Lords of 

                                                 
84 Gamemakerblog.com 13/04/2010 Philip Gamble 
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Ultima, Mirror's Edge 2D) designed to run seamlessly inside the newest version of Google's web 

browser.The latest version of the Chrome browser supports hardware acceleration for in-browser apps. 

The Chrome operating system also focuses on synchronizing offline work with the cloud-based 

applications85. With Google claiming that 120 million internet users are now on Chrome, the Web 

Store may well grow rapidly. All of the Web Store’s featured offerings so far are actually paid casual 

games like Onslaught! Arena and Wordico. If that business model succeeds, the Web Store could 

recreate the paid vs free app battle taking place on mobile devices. On the other hand, Google may 

have trouble convincing many users to hand over credit card information, so free apps may do best on 

the Web Store. Over time, a base of repeat payers using Google Checkout or Google acquisition 

Jambool may build up. Developers who want to move off Facebook could do well with Google, either 

creating destination sites for Google to point to — effectively making it a directory and discovery 

service — or as more full-featured downloadable apps. 

5.72 Mid-core games                       

Casual games have demonstrated their flexibility in terms of monetization schemes. Some developers 

have been working on using these models on more hardcore games, especially when browser games 

allowing frictionless interaction (and in some cases multiplayer) with larger files became possible. 

According to 8-Bit Rocket, this type of mid-core players doesn't want to buy a new computer every 

time a new game comes out, they might love MMOs but don't have the time for eight-hour quests, 

they might own the latest consoles, but might not finish every single game they buy. Actually one of 

the first games to do this may have been Ankama’s Dofus. This free MMORPG Flash browser game 

has been launched in September 2004 and has met a major success since then                                   

With Gameforge and others, Bigpoint has been successful at blending hard-core gaming genre with 

casual business models. They run a gaming portal website with 65 browser-based games. The 

company has more than 250 million registered users. About 250,000 people sign up every day to play 

Bigpoint’s range of free video games through their web browsers. Although the games are initially 

free to play, a minority of players – numbering in the millions though – pay for extra features and 

virtual items, spending an average of €20 ($29) per month86. They even sell an item called the Tenth 

Drone which is sold for €1000. BigPoint is a publisher (their game Battlestar Gallactica Online 

surpassed the 2 million players in its first quarter of activity in 2011) who also welcomes third party 

games mostly from the “indie” world in their BigPoint’s DevLounge where the revenue split is 70/30. 

They offer integration of the portal API and of their payment API, leading to 120 different methods of 

                                                 
85 Kyle Orland Gamasutra 7/12/2010 « Google Unveils Chrome Web Store With Support From EA Games » 

 
86 “TA and Summit buy into Bigpoint” by Tim Bradshaw 26 April 2011 on ft.com 
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payment. They don’t host the games but ask for no exclusivity. Their offer is relayed by 1000 partner 

web sites. Their revenues reached $200 million in 2011. 

5.8 Sales. 

The number of users is impressive for the most successful games. After 11 years of service, a game 

like Bejeweled was still being downloaded 1,7 million times across all sites in 2010. PopCap’s Zuma, 

after 7 years in release still generated 620,000 downloads in the same year.  However not all the games 

reach such levels and the number of casual games available makes that discovery is actually the main 

issue for developers who struggle to add up significant numbers of players at a unit value which is 

inferior to $5 per game. 

Development costs for casual games are obviously much lower than those of hardcore console games. 

According to the Casual Game Association, these costs range from $100,000 to $500,000. However, 

the investment required to acquire traffic -through portals in most cases- makes that the average net 

revenues to developers are somewhat limited – approximately $3 per game. As a consequence, the 

breakeven point may be situated in the 40.000 to 100.000 bracket for those games sold at a fixed price.   

 

5.9 Towards Social games 

Since 2009, the attention has shifted to social networks games that could be considered as a sub-

segment of the casual games. Most of the initial games made available on social networks have 

actually been pre-existing casual games or games developed by teams coming from casual games 

studios. Social network games have many similar characteristics: they are targeted away from the 

traditional game market, are available online and are mostly free to play.  The biggest difference is the 

use of asynchronous social play.  

Actually, many casual and social games are single player. It also appears that very few social network 

games are social and many casual games are coming through portals including a live community.The 

difference comes from that the former are based on a pre-existing real-life community of friends while 

the latter are built from gamers sharing and chatting on the site. 
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6 MMOs 

 

6.1 Outlook 

While the boxed static PC segment was declining, MMOs have become one of the key market shifters 

in the online age. The definition of a MMO can be summarized as follows: a large number of players 

that can engage simultaneously in a pervasive and persistent virtual world. The game continues to 

evolve even when the player is away from the game. MMOs are being played predominantly on the 

connected PC. 

 

Ex.21- The Massively Multiplayer Games as opposed to Single Player and Multi-Player Games. 

 

MMOs –like casual games- can de distributed in two ways: client or browser. The client-based games 

require that the player installs a client on his desktop before connecting to the online virtual world. 

The client may come with a CD or may be downloaded on the internet from a site (publisher or 

portal). In return, a browser-based game can be accessed online without any friction.  The gamer 

accesses directly the game, streaming on the internet with his browser. In all cases, the player must 

have a valid account in order to play his avatar. 
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A great part of the value of a MMO comes from its community. A MMO needs a substantial number 

of returning gamers to function in an attractive way. Engaging players is a key challenge for MMOs 

not just for obvious financial reasons but also because it makes the game more interesting. Players’ 

engagement means a strong investment from their part which may even lead arguably to addiction.    

Originally, MMOs started on text mode (they were called MUD). They have been followed by early 

initiatives in graphic mode: Meridian 59 (3DO) in 1996 and Ultima Online (Origin System) in 1997 

which then led to games like Dark Age of Camelot. The true rise of the genre into mainstream in 

Western markets came with World of Warcraft released in 2004. Due to reasons earlier exposed, 

MMOs have been very popular in Korea and this is the reason why some leading international 

companies within this segment are actually Korean.  

 

6.2 Audience 

MMOs cannot be considered any longer as a “niche” in the global market given the number of active 

players. No less than 42 percent of men between 16 and 25 years play MMOs. More interestingly, 50 

percent of console gamers also play MMOs, according to NewZoo. In France only, 8.5 million people 

aged 13 years+ play MMOs. Obviously, the majority play free-to-play MMOs. In France, 7,100,000 

gamers play only free-to-play, 940,000 gamers play only pay-to-play, and 520,000 gamers play both 

genres. In the USA, 47.5 million play MMOs and 90 percent play Free-to-play MMOs. 

Regarding the audience of the traditional MMOs, it is generally considered that the majority of players 

can be found in schools and universities, given the spare time necessary to indulge in these games. As 

an example, 75 percent of Free Realms players are under 17 and 46 percent are under 1387. In 2005, 

World of Warcraft (WoW)’s players average age was older, reaching 28 and 84 percent were male. It 

appears that MMMORPG essentially replace players’s TV-watching time88. 

The emergence of free-to-play within the MMO arena allowed a broader audience to come to 

traditional MMOs. It may also have made easier the trial of alternative MMOs to players already 

deeply involved in one specific MMO. The free-to-play MMOs with more casual themes have 

attracted a new audience. 

On browser-based games, between the gamers which bypass the 'tutorial' period (about ±3-5 hours of 

gameplay), which is 10-15 percent of registrations, average lifetime is 4-8 months. As an example, 

Owlient estimates at 6 to7 months the average lifespan of their game Equideo. In return, on hard-core 

MMOs, given the level of engagement required to succeed in the game, it is often in years that lifetime 

should be considered. 

 

 

                                                 
87 in “Le game design des free-to-play” by Pascal Luban afjv.com 28/08/10 
88 http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/world-of-warcraft1.htm 
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6.3 Publishers 

 

6.31 Hardcore MMOs 

6.311 Blizzard 

Although originally deriving from a very hardcore background (Medieval Fantastic Role Playing 

Game), Blizzard’s WoW has met a record-breaking success. WoW and its subsequent expansion packs 

accounted for no less than 45 percent of the total MMO market value in 2009, according to IDG. 

Western subscriptions reached 13 million in total at the end of 2009 and today there are approximately 

12 million WoW active accounts.  WoW generated $1 billion per year in revenues 89in 2007 and $1,6 

billion in 2010 90. Among the reasons explaining the huge success of this game, two factors can be 

named a- it has benefited from being first-to-market with a heavy marketing budget, b- the social 

aspects of the game have been very well conceived and managed. They provided a true social 

experience prior to the emergence of Facebook. WoW has set the blueprint for MMOs in terms of 

gameplay and of monetization. 

 

6.312 Other publishers 

Sony Online Entertainment launched Everquest in 1999, (and sequel Everquest II, in 2004) and Free 

Realms in 2009. Free Realms has less combat and offers the opportunity to play as a trading card 

game, features social networking capabilities including the ability for players to send links, share files 

(including images and video) as well as a chat functionality. 

NCSoft is a Korean company founded in 1997 and expanded internationally in 2001. In April 2004, 

they launched two large MMORPGs: City of Heroes and Lineage II. They also published: Lineage, 

Guild Wars, Tabula Rasa and Aion, in 2010. 

Nexon is a Korean company founded in 1994. They published the first graphic MMORPG: The 

Kingdom of the Winds in 1995 and are reknown internationally for the success of Maple Story and 

Kart Rider. They are considered as a pioneer in the free-to-play business model. They posted revenues 

of $878 million in 2010 with a net income of $322 million. 

BioWare is a Canadian studio (behind Mass Effect and Mass Effect II), acquired by EA in 2008 and 

combined, in June 2009, with Mythic Entertainment. They produced Warhammer Online: Age of 

Reckoning and, more recently: Star Wars: the Old Republic. 

 

6.32 Casual MMOs. 

MMOs with a lighter content and easier to access have successfully reached the marketplace, in an 

opposite approach to casual game turning more hard-core (see 5.82): Habbo Hotel (Sulake), 

                                                 
89 according to Paul Heydon 
90 Colin Sebastian, analyst at Lazard Capital Markets 
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Runescape (Jagex), Webkinz and Neopets (Viacom) Barbie World, Second Life, MyTopia, VizWoz, 

OurWorld, Maple Story, Puzzle Pirates, Equideo etc are some good examples.  With mass-market 

themes, these casual MMOs still provide an immersive, community-based experience. Nexon’s Kart 

Rider has 15 million players worldwide. 

Large, accessible, compelling and immersive browser-based free-to-play MMOs with even hardcore 

themes have emerged. Ankama has been successfully showing the way for some time now with Dofus 

but others like Travian, Jagex, Gameforge have brought traditional MMO to a broader audience not 

ready to pay an upfront payment to start playing 

The case of Habbo Hotel is interesting. Helsinki-based developer Sulake points out that its 

audience is scattered across more than 150 countries, and that the game is available in 11 different 

languages. Over 13 million unique visitors visit Habbo Hotel each month, spending a total of 45 

million hours in the virtual world. The developer says 42.5 million “Habbos” logged in, in 2010. 

They announced that Habbo Hotel received its 200 millionth registration in January 2011, just over 

ten years after the teen-targeted, free-to-play virtual world launched. 2010 was a record year for 

Sulake, as annual user revenue shot up by 25 percent, bringing its Average Revenue Per Paying 

User (ARPPU) to over $3091. 

Shanda Interactive Entertainment, a leading Chinese MMO publisher, has reported its calendar 

2010 financial results with revenue of $846 million and profits at $124.7 million as the Shanghai-

based company went about repositioning its business as an overarching interactive entertainment 

media company. "2010 was an important year for Shanda as we worked to strategically transform 

our company into a leading interactive entertainment and media group," said Tianqiao Chen, 

chairman, CEO and president of Shanda.92   

 6.4 User acquisition 

Hard-core MMOs have used the same initial marketing approach (although adapted to the web) as 

boxed games, getting press coverage and buying ads to seduce potential subscribers. It is worth noting 

that they innovated in several directions, including: 

- Trial. Timed game trial cards offering a potential subscriber to play the game for free for a 

limited time (along the same principle as the “try-and-buy” casual game approach). It is 

acknowledged that one of the most successful tool to acquire new users have been the “buddy 

keys”, those cards with a stamped unique code inserted in the retail box so that player n°1 can 

give it to future player n°2. 

                                                 
91 Gamasutra “ Habbo Hotel reaches 200 million registrations” by Eric Caoili 3 February 2011 

92 Gamasutra “Shanda revenues up 7% to $846 million” by Leigh Alexander 1 March 2011 
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- Community. Community management, allowing a proper management of the game 

communities with a view to maintain a safe, friendly, knowledgeable community of gamers, 

allowing them to chat, to re-group in guilds or even participate in live events. 

Casual F2P MMOs that generally don’t have the larger publishers marketing budgets follow the route 

of SMO and other performance based campaigns measured by CPL or CPPU (Cost Per Paying User) 

and  affiliation programs with revenues share, all based on tools like static and dynamic display ads, 

dynamic tracking links, customizable ad, top-10 charts with affiliates etc offered by agencies like IQU. 

 

6.5 Monetization 

MMOs have been responsible for bringing a new business model in videogames. This metamorphosis 

is no doubt apparent in Activision-Blizzard's World of Warcraft, which as has more than 12 million 

subscription-paying gamers worldwide. Because not only has the MMORPG changed the social 

dynamics of video gaming, it also introduced a completely new business model. The MMORPG is 

hosted on the company's servers. Customers pay to access the digital game world on a usage-based or 

time-based system. This business model is actually the same cloud-hosted, software-as-a-service 

model as those of companies like Salesforce.com. 

 

6.51 Boxed product 

In many cases, the consumer-facing value chain of many client-based paying MMOs begins the same 

way as a traditional PC title, with a disc sold as boxed product at a brick-and-mortar or online retailer. 

However, it is not always the case and Ankama has been demonstrating this for some years now with 

great success with Dofus’client available on download only. Retail shelves presence, POS material, 

merchandised products, collectors editions have been bringing value to MMOs sold in retail boxes.  In 

return, it is obvious that free-to-play MMOs cannot afford an in-store presence.  

From there, the publisher can develop new episodic add-ons and enhancements through boxed product 

and/or download. Full game PC titles at a price of $49.95 while expansion packs are often priced at 

$29.99. It is pretty clear though that, like the bulk of PC games, boxed products are being replaced by 

digital downloads. 

 

6.52 Subscriptions 

The first source of revenues for MMOs has been subscriptions. The most important lever in this case is 

conversion. The publisher’s objective is to convert the purchaser to become a paid subscriber, beyond 

the initial period when the game may be accessed at no charge (or at a price included in the retail price 

paid for the client). Conversion is critical in order to build a community of subscribers, without which 

most MMOs are doomed to fail.  
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The churn rate is a key metric that is part of the global conversion equation: the higher the churn rate, 

the lower the revenue potential of the subscription model. One of the significant best practices of 

Blizzard has been its ability to reduce the level of churn by keeping customers satisfied and to manage 

smoothly the ins and outs within the players’ population. Interestingly, churn in MMO tend to go 

down after time: the longer a subscriber is a part of a particular virtual world, the more the user invests 

in that world, increasing the switching costs of moving to a new MMO.  

Actually, the learning curve that requires players to invest a lot of time in the game to master is a 

strong limitation for those who don’t have enough time available –and reduces the size of the potential 

market. In return, for those who are able to progress and access the upper levels in the game,   it makes 

the experience somewhat addictive and pushes them to stay with the game to “amortize” their efforts.  

It is reported that the average Western subscriber of WoW spends approximately 20 hours on the game 

- nearly 20 percent of his/her waking time- a week. Therefore, devoting time to more than one MMO 

world is simply not a possibility for many except perhaps the most devoted MMO gamers.  

Subscription prices are generally offered as a tiered scale, as is the case with WoW. Most companies 

sell subscriptions at around $14.95 per month but offer discounts on this monthly price if multiple 

months are purchased in advance. The revenue created by this subscription fee is often the primary 

component of the Average Revenue Per User (ARPU). While Western WoW players pay a monthly 

subscription fee, Asian gamers pay per minute of usage but time remains the measure. 

Hardcore MMOs able to provide an immersive experience are expensive to develop and therefore, the 

notion of subscription is critical in their ROI. Casual MMOs have much lower development, 

marketing and live operation budgets and, as a result, most casual MMOs charge anywhere between 

$5-10 per month with $8 generally representing the highest monthly sub-fee. Subscriptions are not as 

vital as they are for hardcore MMOs. Once perceived as being an integral part of the MMO business 

model, subscriptions raise questions. To start with, there seems to be some regional idiosyncrasies: 

according to Newzoo, more money is spent on pay-to-play than on free-to-play in the USA and the 

UK whereas, in Germany and in France, it is the reverse; more money is spent on free-to play. 

Subscription also raises the “friction” issue. “Personally I don't think that AAA, subscription, high-end 

MMOs are going to go away" offered Julien Wera of ICO Partners. "There aren't going to be many, 

that's the thing. You have the top, then you have the browser-based stuff at the other end of the 

spectrum. Some years ago you could have some games in the middle - subscription-based but not that 

high end. They could survive, but I don't think they will survive in the future, unless they really cater to 

the niche. There was a lot of talk about Eve Online, it's very high end, very deep, very complicated. It's 

perfect for a certain type of player. They don't need ten million players. They've got a high revenue, 

they've got high quality, they've got a retention rate that's crazy. I think they were saying that 50 

percent of people who bought the game at launch are still playing now. It's been eight years. I think 

that the business models are going to become more sophisticated. We came from a really dumbed-
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down business model which is 'give me money, I'll give you the game' to something with a lot more 

options”93.  

Bigpoint chairman Simon Guild said: "We didn't like the idea of subscription as a barrier, but....we 

think subscriptions will come back in a strange and unusual way – other ways of payment, all we're 

trying to do is reduce the barriers for people to buy our stuff. We also stopped doing [in-game] 

advertising, and now we're thinking of coming back to it. We had a company that pitched us $200 

CPM - so we're thinking a lot harder about that. "We actually think the future will be a bigger mix of 

all of these things and it won't just default to free to play" 94. 

Subscriptions may be considered as not just a barrier to getting players into the game but also as a 

barrier to letting passionate players to pay more for the value they get. Subscriptions cap revenue per 

user.   

Actually, after many years when subscriptions were the alpha and the omega of monetization for 

MMOs, many publishers have switched to a free-to-play model since 2009, following the Korean 

approach (Nexon, originally). With the growing pressure of free-to-play MMOs and after some 

publishers failed to take significant market share from WoW, hardcore MMO publishers have started 

to innovate using different conversion funnels. As an example, Lord of the Rings Online (Lotro) 

switched to a free-to-play model in September 2010, after launching in April 2007 as a $50 disc with a 

$15 monthly subscription. That title saw revenue increase 200 percent shortly after it went free-to-

play95. Similarly, Funcom announced in June 2011 that their MMO, Age of Conan, will be adopting a 

hybrid free-to-play business model, meaning there will be an optional subscription and cash shop 

available, much like LOTRO and Dungeons and Dragons Online (DDO). The F2P version of the game 

is titled: Age of Conan: Unchained and it gives access to the lands from the original game, four 

classes, two character slots, and access to on-premium dungeons. However, most of the Rise of the 

Godslayer content is reserved for paying players. In January 2012, SOE’s Everquest 2 switched to 

free-to-play and saw the number of players increase by 300 percent in a month time. SOE’s Free 

Realms which is free-to-play for some time has reached 20 million players96. Even Blizzard has 

given World of Warcraft its own on spin on the ever-popular free-to-play model even though there are 

still a number of restrictions that keep players from the full experience though. First off, players going 

at it for free won’t be able to advance their characters beyond level 20. There’s also a maximum of 10 

gold cap in place with trade skills limited to 100 ranks. Guilds are also off limits. 

                                                 
93 in  GamesIndustry.biz “MMO Business Models Must Become More Sophisticated” by Dan Pearson 6 June 2011 

 

94 GamesIndustry.biz “Subscriptions will be back in some form” by Alec Meer 9 December 2010) 

95 Gamasutra “LOTRO revenues tripled as free-to-play game” by Kyle Orland 6 January 2011 
96 Gamasutra: “Everquest 2 Free-To-Play Switch Spurs Jump in New  Players” by  Eric Caoili - 13 January 2012 
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Frogster COO Dirk Weyel said: "We generally believe that free-to-play system will be the model for 

most of the MMOs in the future, but we also believe that the subscription model does still work. There 

will be subscription models in the future, and also hybrid models”.   

 

6.53 Micro-transactions 

Accumulating a critical mass of users as quickly as possible is a crucial hurdle in the lifecycle of an 

MMO. The elimination of a subscription fee becomes increasingly advantageous as a growing number 

of MMOs enter the market and compete for a finite number of users. Due to these findings, an 

increasing number of MMOs are adopting the micro-transaction scheme in lieu or on top of 

subscription.   

With subscription revenue from WOW reaching a plateau, Blizzard has been focusing more on virtual 

goods within The Realm of Azeroth, releasing a third set of virtual items. Players can buy a non-

combat pet called Lil’XT for $10 or a Celestial Steed, a cosmic mount that runs and flies, usable on 

any character which costs $25. Eight hours after release there was a queue within the Blizzard online 

store that was a couple of 100,000 people long to buy those.  

With subscriptions becoming more and more optional or simply disappearing, micro-transactions have 

gained much importance in the monetization of MMOs. As an example, Nexon America announced 

that more than one million players have made microtransaction purchases in its free-to-play 

MMORPG MapleStory in 2010. MapleStory players can purchase virtual clothes, hair, pets, weapons, 

and other items using the MMORPG's in-game Mesos currency or NX Cash, which is bought with real 

money and can also be used in the publisher's other games. Launched in 2005, the 2D side-scrolling 

title has over 7 million registered players in North America alone. For Owlient’s Equideo, a casual 

MMO gathering 2 million Monthly Active Users (MAUs), the sales of virtual items represent 88 

percent of their global revenues (the remaining 12 percent coming from advertising). 

There are two kinds of virtual items. As personalization is one of the key differentiators in many 

community-based MMOs, characterization items (garment, decoration etc) have been the first items to 

be offered. Other items include action-based items that allow the players to progress more rapidly, by 

gaining more protection, more power or more help. It is also important to make a distinction between 

the smaller items that can be purchased with points earned while playing the game and items that can 

be bought with the game’s currency, only accessible via a cash transaction. 

Turbine tried to introduce a new way for users to buy virtual goods in its DDO game, much similar to 

what is available in social gaming: an offer wall which let users take third party offers providing from 

15 to 2600 Turbine Points. However, the offer wall had to be withdrawn further to negative feedbacks 
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after PlaySpan, a virtual economy provider, accidentally passed along unencrypted usernames and 

email addresses to the offer provider Super Rewards.97 

Many micro-transactions tend to be as low as $0.99 -or less- per paid download. Yet, over time, a 

cluster of such smaller transactions can truly add up and significantly increased ARPU as well as the 

Lifetime Value of the Customer (LVC) which is another key metric calculated as the product of ARPU 

and the average lifespan of the user. With some games, micro-transactions can be leveraged as a 

primary revenue source. Most MMO players - 54 percent- spend between $10 and $50 on virtual 

currency. 27 percent spend more than that, while just 19 percent stick to smaller purchases of under 

$10. 

MMOs progressively introduced to game publishers the concept of the conversion funnel. With 

subscription-based games, the key is to convert gamers to subscribe after the initial period (80 to 95 

percent convert). This conversion funnel –derived from the Western PC game business model- can be 

summarized as: pay/stay/play.  With free-to-play MMOs, the key is to make players buy virtual items 

and conversion rate are much lower (3 to 10 percent). The casual MMO business model can be 

summarized as: play/stay/pay. 

In diversifying their revenue streams, hardcore MMOs tend to get closer somehow to casual MMOs 

that, in turn, monetize in a fashion not dissimilar to social games. The optimal approach may well be 

an hybrid model, with free-to-play and subscription options within a single game. In order to remove 

any barriers to entry, MMO titles may offer a free version that allows the player to experience the 

game and become engaged. This player can be monetized via micro-transactions (and potentially 

advertising). However, exclusive items and certain gameplay features should be reserved for those 

who subscribe. Balancing both revenue models and players’ experiences would help to create a 

payment option that is palatable to all types of MMO players. 

6.6 ROI 

 Hardcore MMOs have been requiring comparable, if not larger, budgets to what has been seen in 

the development of traditional console AAA titles. On average, MMO titles require fairly large 

development budgets. THQ’s MMO, Warhammer 40,000: Dark Millennium Online, is rumored to 

have a development budget of $50 million, as did Trion World’s recently-released Rift.  

A discussion has raised about the profitability of EA’s MMO: Star Wars:The Old Republic (SWTOR) 

which already had an impressive 1.5 million beta testers in June 2011. Bigpoint’s CEO, Heiko Hubertz 

said:  "If you look at a game like Star Wars from EA and BioWare, they estimated a development 

budget of more than $100 million. (…) With micro-transactions and longer lifetime maybe I see a 

chance for this game but I don't think that EA or BioWare will be profitable with this game. Ever" 98. 

                                                 
97 Insidesocialgames 20/04/2010 Christopher Mack « Social gaming roundup » 

98 GamesIndustry.biz “Subscription model works” by Dan Pearson 2 January 2011) 
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This view is contradicted:  "At half a million subscribers, the game is substantially profitable, but it's 

not the kind of thing we would write home about", EA CEO John Riccitiello said in a conference call, 

"Anything north of a million subscribers, it's a very profitable business"99. Wedbush analyst Michael 

Pachter has estimated that EA invested more than $80 million in SWTOR."Given that the game was in 

development for over four years, with an estimated 200 full-time developers working on it, we estimate 

that EA’s investment exceeds $80 million" Pachter said in an investor note. In addition to the game's 

development costs, Pachter predicted that EA will spend around $20 million on manufacturing, 

marketing and distribution for the highly-anticipated title. Pachter also reaffirmed EA's previous 

claims, noting that SWOTR will easily make back its investment costs even with a modest number of 

subscribers. "We estimate that EA will cover its direct operating costs and break even at 500,000 

subscribers (this is exceedingly conservative, and the actual figure is probably closer to 350,000)", 

Pachter said100. Simplistically, 500,000 subscribers to pay development costs of $100 million means a 

LVC of $200 which can be split in $50 for the client and 10 months at $15 subscription excluding any 

virtual goods revenues which seems realistic.101 

Community effects are such a key ingredient to success and the limited pool of hardcore MMO gamers 

are a limitation to the number of successful games. MMO gamers who are willing to devote and invest 

the time necessary to maximize the high barriers to entry for large budget hardcore MMOs 

complicated by the lack of patience on the part of many publishers to generate a longer term ROI 

make that it will be difficult to have more than 2 or 3 main players in the hardcore game field. In 

general 80 percent of all unit sales for boxed traditional video game products is sold through in the 

first year of a title’s launch, most MMO do not breakeven until at least the second or third year of 

operation, as it takes time to generate the critical mass of users that comprise a profitable community 

of subscribers. Top flight MMOs require an upfront development budget, a build-out of server 

capacity to facilitate the virtual world, along with an ongoing budget to maintain the services side of 

the model (The average cost of service per user for a MMOG is assumed to be situated at around 15 

percent of the ARPU).  

As a consequence, the barriers to entry for traditional hardcore MMOs are extremely high. Casual 

MMOs which focus on a younger demographic and less sophisticated content and gameplay, the 

service model emphasis entails a much longer-term perspective on the ROI. Jeremy Liew of 

Lightspeed Venture Partners calculated the ARPPU of several free-to-play MMOs—including Club 

Penguin, Habbo Hotel, and Runescape—to be between $0.84 and $1.62 per month. Using Liew’s 

estimations (averaged at $1 a month) and the following set of assumptions: 10 percent conversion 

(which gives an ARPU of $0.1), an average lifetime of 6 month (giving a LVC of $6), and a 

                                                 
99 Gamasutra “EA Old Republic MMO to show profit with 500,000 subscribers” by Kyle Orland 1 February 2011 
100 Gamasutra “Ea invested roughly $80 million in the Old Republic” by Tom Curtis 5 May 2011 
101

According to EA,  SWTOR  had 1 million users 3 days after launch in December 2011 and the prediction is that this 

number will reach 3 million within the first year. 
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development cost of $6 million, a free-to-play MMO would need to grow to a user base of 10 million 

users to breakeven. Realistically, this means that the development budget for a casual MMO should 

not exceed, in these conditions, $1.5 million at the maximum (giving a breakeven point at 2.5 million 

players, which is already an achievement).  

6.7 Gameplay and the virtual economy 

6.71 A simulation of the real-world                         

One thing MMORPGs brought to videogames is the opening of choices for the player. He can select 

the race and the type of character he wants to play, he can personalize his avatar, he can decide to join 

a league, he can select the missions he wants to accomplish, he can interact with Non-Playing 

Characters as well as with Playing Characters, he can earn currency and spend it at his will, all these 

decisions modifying the user’s journey –and making it unique- but also having some sort of impact on 

the entire game’s world.                

With their persistent world, their community and their internal rules and currencies, MMORPGs tend 

to work as a simulation of the real world. Edward Castronova, one of the early researchers on 

MMORPGs, demonstrated that a supply-and-demand market exists for virtual items. He noted that, in 

a MMORPG, everybody begins the same way: from scratch and their virtual worlds are actually truly 

egalitarian, making them genuine meritocracies. Wealth comes from working hard, honing skills, 

clever trading… These games mirror “the state of modern free-market societies: only a small minority 

of players attain level 65 and own castles. Most remain quite poor”. One of the most frequent positive 

behaviors promoted by these virtual worlds is the regrouping of players within guilds. Belonging to a 

guild and participating to cooperative missions is a way to progress more rapidly and increase one’s 

wealth since, after the completion of a mission, the loot is equally shared among guild’s members. 

This way, although the wealth becomes a character’s individual asset, the player knows it has been 

acquired through a team effort.                

The "society" in a video game has no fixed amount of goods or services. In the real world, there's only 

so much land to farm, so much oil to be drilled, so much iron to be mined. Plus, you have property 

ownership that prevents any random person from acquiring those resources. But in the game world, 

that doesn't hold true. There's an infinite amount of resources: they just keep respawning as players 

gather them. Inflation is a problem in the real world because most people cannot obtain loaves of 

bread without paying money. They can't just farm their wheat and craft their tools. When the player 

looks at the prices of things on the auction house, the player has to make a choice: buy it at that price 

or go get it himself. One costs money, the other costs time. If a player is equally willing to spend 

either resource, then they should do whichever is cheaper: if the player can get the money to buy the 

thing in less time than getting the thing itself, then they should buy the thing. This is the basic idea 
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behind real world economies. Because there are limited means of production in the real world, real 

people have to buy loaves. In addition to the infinite resources to gather and craft, video game Non-

Playing Characters (NPC) vendors have infinite supplies of the goods they sell, too. And, even better, 

the prices never change. No matter how many loaves are bought, the prices never go up. Provided that 

the game is well-designed, that all key goods needed by new players have floor and ceiling prices, all 

new players will have the same opportunities to earn and spend money no matter how much money is 

in circulation or how inflated player-market prices are.               

Interestingly, virtual economy problems are true economy problems. As an example, Ultima Online 

had to manage a currency crisis in 1997. Due to a bug, some players had been able to artificially 

duplicate gold currency which created an inflation situation. After the bug has been fixed, the 

developers needed to drain the excess gold out of the virtual economy. To do so, they created a rare 

red hair dye and sold it in small quantities. It had no real use but because it was rare, it became 

instantly popular and commanded an enormous price102.  

6.72 Real money, real frauds              

And like in real world there are ways to “cheat”. The gameplay associated with progression in most 

MMORPGs isn't fun. It's tedious, it's repetitive, and it's time-consuming. The "leveling" part of most 

MMORPGs can best be described as an extremely long tutorial that the players are obliged to 

complete before they are allowed to start playing the real game. As long as no one can skip it, it's fair 

because everyone suffers equally. But there is a way to pay and skip the level grind and the unpleasant 

leveling experience: one can have it done by “gold farmers” who sell leveled up characters and other 

time saving items. It actually started with Ultima Online offering pre-leveled characters targeted to 

people who could not spend enough time to make their warrior elf more powerful. A few years ago, a 

company called Black Snow Interactive opened up a leveling service for the game Dark Age of 

Camelot. It had a digital sweatshop in Mexico; there, ultra-low-wage workers would click away at 

computers, playing the characters twenty-four hours a day to level them up. Mythic, the company that 

runs Dark Age of Camelot, got wind of the scheme and closed down Black Snow’s accounts and 

auctions. The operators vanished, and have not been heard of since. Many others have opened since 

then, especially in China.          

These same “gold farmers" who were selling leveling services quickly began to offer raiding services: 

they would take characters through a raid and get all the raid gear. Once gearing up became mere 

progression, it became a time sink… or, optionally, a money sink. Gold farming is the ultimate faucet: 

the player pays someone real money for them to spend their time getting him gold. Actually, players 

suffer from gold farmers who also try to find exploits they can abuse, many of which disrupt the game 

for other players. Gold farmers can also have a deeply disruptive effect on the in-game economy if 

                                                 
102 Terranova.blogs.com 
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they can get money from other players more easily than from the game world. They also hack into 

players' accounts, stripping them of everything of worth in order to more quickly fill their coffers with 

more gold to sell103. Trion Worlds studio general manager Scott Hartsman explains exactly how gold 

farmers hurt developers and players: "If you're talking about what different kinds of fraud exist in the 

world, the ones that for us as a developer and a publisher, the kinds of fraud that concern us the most, 

are the actual credit card frauds". The problem is that unscrupulous gold farmers turn around and 

perpetrate fraud on the same players that make use of their services “where you go buy gold from a 

disreputable gold site, and they say 'thank you' and deliver your gold, and sell your credit card 

number, or start registering accounts with your credit card.  I would dare anybody to ask an exec at a 

gaming company how much they've had to pay in Master Card and Visa fines, because of fraud. It 

happens a lot"104. The use of “bots” or automated programs that assist players to get in-game richer 

has also been condemned by publishers.                     

Game publishers’s terms of use usually prohibit the exchange of real-world money for virtual goods 

but others (Second Life, Entropia Universe) actively promote the idea of linking an exchange. Beyond 

this, real-world economic pressure impact on players and it appears that virtual items can also be 

purchased directly from other users. This is not something publishers encourage or simply allow for 

the time being. The legal status of virtual goods remains rather unclear but they are clearly perceived 

as “goods” by many users who believe they can be traded. For the moment, it is a parallel market but it 

may well happen that it becomes a legitimate market. World of Warcraft developer Blizzard has 

stepped up its efforts to curb the resale of in-game currency. Gold sellers are rife both on the internet 

and on WoW servers, where players are regularly subject to in-game mail and announcements from 

third parties offering virtual coins in exchange for real-world currency. Blizzard prohibits the practice 

and continually bans known 'gold farmer' accounts but due to the scale of the game's subscriber base 

has proven unable to wipe out the perceived problem. However, it has now appealed to online fee 

service PayPal, claiming 'Intellectual Properties violation' for virtual goods sales made via the site. 

Cases of stolen virtual goods are coming to courts which may force them to specify their legal status. 

29-year-old IT businessman defendant pleaded guilty to stealing $12 million worth of Zynga Poker 

chips at Exeter Crown Court in Devon, England and admitted to accessing the developer's servers in 

2009, stealing 400 billion virtual chips for Zynga Poker, then selling a portion of them for $86,000. 

“The defendant sold around one third of the 400 billion poker chips, and looking at the auction history 

where one can purchase such items, he was selling them for around £430 ($695) per billion," said 

prosecutor. Sold legitimately through Zynga, the full amount of chips would have brought in some $12 

million. The judge admitted that valuing virtual currency can be difficult and that the company was 

not actually deprived of tangible goods, but he said that the theft could still affect the developer by 

                                                 
103 Gamasutra “The F Word of MMOs: Free-to-Play” by Simon Ludgate 16 August 2011 

104 Gamasutra “The Hidden Costs of Gold Farming Hurt MMOs” by Staff 21 July 2011 
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indirectly causing legitimate online gamers to stop playing Zynga Poker or its other games. The 

defendant pleaded guilty to four charges of converting criminal property and a fifth charge for 

violating the Computer Misuse Act105. In return, this raises the issue of the legal status for these virtual 

goods. There are a number of circumstances where individuals lose access to virtual items or currency 

in a way they feel is unjust. This has created a difficult situation where virtual items have a 

heterogeneous set of rights, which differ widely from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, associated with them. 

What’s more as the industry grows; cases become larger and more frequent. Much of the argument 

about this has been framed by IP and contract law. However IP regulations cannot cover everything. 

So, a shift from IP / Contract interpretation actually started to happen almost immediately with Li 

Hongchen v. Beijing Arctic Ice Technology Development Co. Ltd., where a company was ordered to 

return virtual items that were taken from a player’s account through hacking. Arctic Ice was found to 

have a Duty of Care but the judgment also orders them to do a return of property. A 2008 case found 

that a particular act of taking virtual items taken in RuneScape constituted theft under Article 312 of 

the Dutch Criminal Code.               

Sites like playerauctions.com promote the sale of virtual goods for actual money According to Sean 

Stalzer who runs “The Syndicate”, one of Everquest’s most respected guilds, his guild has been 

offered $50,000 for all its characters and loot. He also mentions that an “enchanter” character has been 

sold for $2,000.106. One of these merchants is Robert Kiblinger who set up a web site — UOTreasures 

— to advertise his inventory. The site gets thirty-five thousand visitors a week. Kiblinger employs five 

hundred people inside the game, paying them a small stipend (in Ultima Gold and cash) to act as 

virtual couriers, scurrying around inside the game to deliver the goods to the players who’ve paid for 

them. A company called IGE, whose sole function is to buy and sell virtual goods has “thousands of 

suppliers” who scout the games all day long to find cut-rate good, says founder Brock Pierce. He has a 

hundred full-time staff members at an office in Hong Kong to handle customer service. On any given 

day, he says, they handle “several million dollars’” worth of virtual inventory.          

An even more intriguing financial institution opened for business: the Gaming Open Market. Based in 

Toronto, it is an on-line service that exists solely for trading the currencies of virtual games: 

Gold/Silver from Horizons, Linden Dollars from Second Life, Therebucks from There.com. If a player 

wants some quick virtual currency for his favorite game, he can buy it there using real-world cash. 

People who play several different virtual games use the market to transfer money from one world to 

another, like travelers at an airport exchanging currencies. As on Wall Street, the value of each game 

                                                 
105 Gamasutra “Hacker steals $12 M worth of Zynga Poker chips” by Eric Caoili 2 February 2011 

106 Terranova.blogs.com 
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currency fluctuates wildly depending on how badly it’s needed. “It’s just supply and demand. If 

somebody really wants a currency, it can drive the price sky-high,” says founder Jamie Hale.107 

6.73 From community to real-world              

Castronova tracked auctions of Everquest’s virtual goods on Ebay and came to the conclusion that a 

Platinum Piece (Everquest’s currency) was worth $0.01. The implication is that, on average each 

Everquest player generates 319 Platinum pieces an hour, that is $3.42 per hour. As a consequence, the 

annual GNP of Everquest has been estimated at $2,266 per capita, similar to the one of Philipines, 

according to IMF.                        

MMOs reflect real-world issues and community management has always played a major role to solve 

them. However, it may appear that it is insufficient in some cases and that some meta-rules should be 

applied across MMOs, meta-rules that may be found in the regulation of sports. In many sports people 

regularly do things that would be illegal in any other circumstance. What sports law and sports 

governance do is provide a highly sophisticated normative influence on the conduct of sports and 

sports people. The primary function of the arbitration body would operate by assessing incidents 

where an individual was denied access to virtual items in a way that they felt to be contrary to the 

spirit of the rules outlined by the service provider in question. In the case of both games and non-game 

online services that utilized virtual items this would include incidents such as:  suspension, banning 

through not following rules, fair play, community standards and theft through hacking, duping / 

coercion108. 

6.8 Sales  

World of Warcraft has ruled the PC MMO conversation, since its launch in late 2004. Although the 

publisher’s second expansion pack, Wrath of the Lich King (November 2008), failed to increase the 

subscriber base significantly, the content did achieve remarkable sales and kept current subscribers 

successfully engaged. The third expansion pack (Cataclysm, December 2010) acted similarly, 

achieving healthy sales but having a nominal effect on the size of the subscriber base. IDG estimates 

Blizzard has seen its monthly global ARPU for WoW fluctuate from $9.30 in 2008, down to $8.70 in 

2009, and then up again in 2010 to $9.90 thanks to the introduction of virtual goods into the WoW 

ecosystem in November 2010109. 

In  April 2010, Jagex revealed that its flagship product, free-to-play MMORPG RuneScape generated 

£38.4 million ($61.7 million) in revenues and £18 million ($28.9 million) in profits during the March 

                                                 
107 Clive Thompson “Game Theories” Walrusmagazine.com 18 May 2004 

108 “The Emperor’s new clothes” by Ren Reynolds 18 april 2011 TerraNova.blogs.com 

109 IDG April 2011 
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2008 to March 2009 period, mostly from optional subscriptions. At the time, the game had one million 

subscribers out of 10 million users explained Jagex's CEO Mark Gerhard.110 

Trion World’s fantasy MMO Rift (March 2011) has seen one million registered accounts since its 

launch in North America and Europe, and the title has received favorable reviews leading to a solid 

Metacritic. For the gamer who wishes to reach the maximum level and experience end-game content, 

Rift’s total cost is $215 for the full year (full game cost and annual month-to-month subscription)—

significantly lower than WoW’s cost of $300 (full game cost, annual month-to-month subscription, and 

three expansion packs). 

Casual F2P MMOs may generate higher user bases but their ARPUs and LVCs are much lower. 

 

6.9 New platforms 

Originally, made for the PC/internet arena, MMOs are coming to other platforms. NCsoft West 

executive producer Jeremy Gaffney has said that massively multiplayer online games have the 

potential to hit it big on formats other than PC: "I think we'll see a big hit in the tablet and iPhone 

space, I think we'll see a big hit in the console space," said Gaffney. "There are some pretty good 

games experimenting with that on iPhone and tablet - one of those is going to hit at some point, and 

once it does all the big boys who are so conservative with all their money are going to come in too and 

play hard in that space". He acknowledged that the main difficulty for MMOs on formats other than 

PC is that development periods are out of sync with the rapid iteration of hardware, but still believed 

the potential to become market leader on new formats is up for grabs111. 

The first MMO on the PlaysStation3, DC Universe Online, published by Sony Online Entertainment 

released worldwide for both Windows PCs and PlayStation 3, in January 2011. In North America, DC 

Universe Online (DCUO) features a retail price of $59.99 for PS3 and $49.99 for PC. Each copy 

includes a 30-day game membership, and gamers need to pay for a $14.99 monthly subscription to 

play when that runs out112. Figures released by SOE revealed that 45 percent of users play the title on 

the PS3, while the majority (55 percent) play on the PC. Another interesting statistic reported by SOE 

was that the average time spent per session on the PS3 version of DCUO was 1.5 hours, compared to a 

significantly higher average of 2.5 hours on the PC. Others are coming, blurring the lines, between PC 

and consoles. Undead Labs intends to create the definitive, open world, online zombie experience on 

home consoles. The team announced that it had partnered with Microsoft Game Studios to release its 

first title exclusively on the Xbox Live Arcade platform - a single-player, open world zombie survival 

                                                 
110 Gamasutra “Jagex secures new funding” by Eric Caoili 8 February 2011 
111 GamesIndustry.biz “Big Publishers ready to “play hard in portable MMO space” by Matt Martin 5 May 2011  
112 Gamasutra “DC Universe Online Launching Worldwide for PC, PS3 on January 11” by Eric Caoili 22 December 2010 
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game that will serve as both a sneak peak and a test-bed for what they ultimately hope to 

accomplish.113  

The current generation of high-definition consoles has a combined installed base of over 80 million 

units worldwide. Assuming a realistic percentage of Internet connectivity (80 percent) and a moderate 

percentage of MMO purchasers (10 percent), the total user base is approximately 6.4 million potential 

players. This potential market size on consoles is notably lower than the millions active users currently 

playing free-to-play and subscription-based PC MMOs. Additionally, on console, a publisher would 

encounter added fees in order to utilize Sony’s PlayStation Network or Microsoft’s Xbox Live 

platforms—a fee that normally would not exist when publishing for the PC. In consequence, console-

based large MMOs may only be working when cross-platform (console-PC) will develop, if it ever 

does. 

In return, mobile MMOs are already developing. Launched in April 2010, Pocket Legends was the 

first casual MMO in the mobile market, available as a free download on iOS and Android devices. The 

title has seen over one million downloads and IDG estimates the title has generated revenues between 

$1 million and $2 million in 2010—impressive for a mobile game, but still paltry compared to heavy 

hitters found on the PC.  

                                                 
113 1up.com “How will the ultimate Zombie MMO Will come to the Xbox 360” by Frank Cifaldi 2 March 2011 
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7.  Mobile 

 

7.1 Outlook 

Time spent on mobile gaming is increasing rapidly. 21 percent of US gamers play 1 hour + per day on 

their mobile whereas 24 percent play 1 hour + on console, according to a survey implemented  by 

Mocospace in December 2011 on 15,000 gamers. The revenues are expected to grow to $18 billion in 

2013 (Juniper Research) or $16 billion in 2016 (ABI Research). 

Mobile gaming has come a long way since Snake, the first preinstalled mobile phone game, or 

BrickBreaker. The attempt at turning mobile phones into handheld gaming devices has long been a 

defining factor in the consumer electronics race, aiming to marry expediency and entertainment to 

create a new market for the gaming industry. When the two-toned Snake game came pre-installed on a 

candybar Nokia phone in 1997, it became an instant hit; according to Nokia, the game now exists on 

more than 350 million mobile phones. With improvements in mobile technology, it has become 

possible to download games on devices. Mobile gaming went a step further than this to the point 

where FPS, 3D perspective games are now available on SmartPhones. Scott Ellison, VP, Mobile and 

Connected Consumer Platforms at IDC said, "The extension of mobile apps to every aspect of our 

personal and business lives will be one of the hallmarks of the new decade with enormous 

opportunities for virtually every business sector"114. 

Before the mobile phones had the luxury of large color screens and fast data connections the games 

had to be simplistic. In this first model the SMS messages are sent to a special short message number 

that is offered as a service from an operator. The developer of the game is able to collect around 20 to 

50 percent of the revenues from the fee paid by the players. The majority of the offer is composed of 

Flash games. An example of a successful SMS based game is the Codetoys Inc.'s “Who Wants to Be a 

Millionaire?”                

The concept of browser games refers to games that take advantage of web technology to enable 

gaming features. These technologies can vary from WAP/WML-based pages to XHTML, i-Mode and 

now html5. The game is sold through mobile portals (for example, NTT DoCoMo takes a share of 

around 8 percent of the game sales in addition to the data transfer expenses the users are paying).         

Native source code based games are generally developed using the same environment that the 

operating system of the mobile device uses. This method enables the games to take full advantage of 

the processing power of the device. Native games can be delivered Over-the-Air (OTA) but as there is 

less limitation to the size of the application, these games are usually downloaded via Infra Red or 

Bluetooth connection. This is the model Nokia initiated with their N-Gage and that flourished with 

Apple’s iPhone.                
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The J2ME platform has emerged as the most prominent mobile gaming platform widely accepted by 

developers, device manufacturers and network carriers. J2ME applications run on various devices 

from numerous vendors. That is extremely important in the highly competitive mobile hardware 

business due to the large number of different devices. Code portability is crucial for developers who 

want to maintain a single codebase yet still reach the maximum number of consumers. Unfortunately, 

this does not suffice to make a one and only SKU compatible with all mobile platforms but, at least it 

does provide a common base for the development studios.               

Beyond hardware and transmission technologies, one of the most strategic battles is actually 

happening on the front of Operating System (OS). 

7.2 Devices 

Device manufacturers drive the technical innovation. They make new hardware and support 

development platforms (like J2ME). Device manufacturers represent an independent force between 

carriers and consumers. 

 

7.21 Mobile phones 

Mobile phones technology has improved massively, allowing better and better graphics rendering, 

among other features. However, innovations on mobile gaming are now coming from Smartphones 

and tablets that outdate games on older devices. 

Mobile gaming has not been a major market, before the emergence of Smartphones in spite of all 

experts’hugely promising forecasts. In 2005, Arcadia Investments estimated the market value at $700 

million and were writing: “After several years of expansion, the mobile games markets showed signs 

of consolidation in 2005”115. In 2005, only 4 percent of those who owned a mobile phone were 

downloading games116. 

7.22 N-Gage, the first “GamePhone”                

Launched in October 2003, Nokia’s N-Gage has been the first device not produced by a console game 

manufacturer specifically designed for games. It was running on Symbian OS 6, meant for native 

source code based games. The attempt was to lure gamers away from the Game Boy Advance. Besides 

its gaming capabilities (Instead of using cables, multiplayer gaming was accomplished with Bluetooth 

or the Internet via the N-Gage Arena service), the N-Gage was a Series 60 phone. Many gamers were 

unaware of the later redesign and stayed with the image of the original model's limitations. In 2005, 

                                                 
115 “2005-2006 Home Interactive Entertainment Market Update” by John Taylor – Arcadia Investment -  May 2006 

116 Survey: GfK/ISL “Etude des joueurs de jeux video”- panel of 2000 p. representative of the population in December 2005 
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Nokia announced that it would move its N-Gage games capabilities onto a series of Smartphones. 

These devices have been available since early 2007, and the N-Gage application allowing users to 

purchase and download games was made available for download from the official N-Gage website in 

February 2008. Nokia pronounced the end of the N-Gage service at the end of 2010. The poor sales 

performance - estimated at 3 million pieces worldwide- can be attributed to the limited selection of 

games compared to its competitors and its cost at launch; it was more than twice as expensive as a 

Game Boy Advance SP on release day. N-Gage has been considered a failure. Nokia, a massively 

dominant actor in the sector at the time (35 percent market share), may have been too confident and/or 

may have done mistakes but it is now possible to say that the N-Gage was probably a visionary 

product that came too early to the market. It becomes more obvious now that phone devices compete 

with game handheld hardware.  

7.23 Handhelds                

The history of mobile games should be considered in light of the evolution of the handheld games 

consoles that Nintendo initiated with the Game Boy, in 1990. The generation of handheld games 

consoles that competed with N-Gage has met a huge success. Nintendo’s DS, originally launched in 

2004, has reached an installed base of 148 million units. Sony’s PSP, launched in Japan in late 2004 

and in the rest of the world in 2005, reached an installed base of 65 million units. Portable consoles 

have been the leading platform for mobile games for years.  

7.24 From mobile to Smartphones 

As at February 2011, 24.6 percent of US mobile subscribers (13+) played games, according to 

Comscore. This number is slightly decreasing, coming from 26 percent in 2010, according to e-

Marketer. However, this hides a major shift during this period ; the number of mobile gamers playing 

on non-Smartphones have decreased by 35 percent while players on Smartphones increased, by 60 

percent according to Comscore Mobiles. According to Nielsen Mobile Media, at the end of 2011 in the 

USA, 44% of phones are Smartphones. 

The main driver to a new usage of mobile phone in the West came with the launch of the original 

iPhone in 2007 and the sub-sequent launch of Apple’s App Store in June 2008. In less than a year, 

mobile games went from being somewhat of an afterthought on phones to rivaling some of the biggest 

names in the video game space. Mobile games downloaded from digital storefronts like the iPhone’s 

App Store and the Android Marketplace have been increasing in popularity due to lower app prices 

and increasing hardware install bases. Smartphones have fast become a major arena for video game 

industry players. Morgan Stanley analyst Kathy Huberty believes Apple may shift 100 million iPhones 

and 40 million iPads in 2011 only. Forrester expects tablet sales will grow from 10.3 million units in 

2010 to 44 million units in 2015 — growth that should further drive the mobile gaming market 
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7.25 Tablets            

Tablet devices have larger screen sizes and more computing power, while still being portable, 

potentially making them a better fit for gaming than any mobile devices. Although not strictly a phone 

device, the iPad is now considered by most video game companies as a competitor to the Sony PSP 

and the Nintendo DS, essentially blurring the line separating mobile games from handheld games. 

Analyst Colin Sebastian with Lazard Capital Markets told Gamasutra that the iPad launch was one of 

the biggest events to the gaming industry in 2010. "[It brings] in new consumers to play games, with a 

new platform that should cater to both casual and core gamers. … The iPad could [also] herald a new 

trend bringing game apps to televisions."117              

According to the firm's quarterly Media Measure study, 52 percent of tablet owners use their tablets to 

play games, and 58 percent use them for web surfing. More recently, research firm Interpret said that 

71 percent of iPad owners were playing games118.  A report from Nielsen Media Research finds that 32 

percent of iPad owners have not yet downloaded anything from the App Store, but a majority of those 

that do use the store download games. The 68 percent of iPad users who have downloaded apps 

includes five percent of the total market that say they only download free apps, with 63 percent saying 

they've paid for at least one app. Of the paid app buyers on the iPad, 62 percent say they've 

downloaded games, making them the most popular category of paid apps on the device, ahead of 

books, music and shopping apps. Market research firm Mintel found that 38 percent of tablet gamers 

play five or more hours per week, while only 20 percent of mobile phone gamers play that much.       

A Nielsen's report also found that 63 percent of iPad users are under 35 years, 65 percent are male, and 

51 percent have at least a bachelor's degree119. It is expected that 20 percent of US consumers have a 

tablet in 2014 and that, according to eMarketer, cumulated sales of tablets reach 140 million by 2014 

in the world.                   

In 2011, iPads and the iPhone moved to 1.2GHz multicore processors -- already more powerful than 

the iMacs shipped at the beginning of the Century. Furthermore, Nvidia's Tegra 2 chip is the first 

mobile chip to feature a dual-core CPU, leading to faster browsing, hardware-accelerated Flash, and 

"console-quality gaming" with its GeForce GPU. "Tegra's multimedia capabilities allow developers 

and publishers to deliver an even more immersive gaming experience for Android devices" says 

Nvidia120. Epic’s Unreal Engine 3 engine is already driving a new wave of fast-paced action games. 

Developers are impressed: id Software co-founder and technical director John Carmack said: "I am 

working on games today using over a million times the processing power of my first game, and my cell 

phone can do things that no graphics system on earth could do when I started. Processing, graphics, 

                                                 
117 Gamasutra “Study: Gaming second only to web surfing on US Tablets” by Kris Graft 17 december 2010 
118 Gamasutra “71% of i-Pad Owners Play Games” by Frank Cifaldi 15 September 2011 
119 Gamasutra “Nielsen: 32% of Ipad owners haven’t downloaded any apps” by Kyle Orland 21 october 2010 
120 Gamasutra “Glu, Nvidia partner for Android Phone and Tablet Games” by Leigh Alexander 5 Januray 2011) 
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networking, and mobility are all still surging ahead, and there are plenty of exciting things to look 

forward to" 121.Tablets are computer equivalents. 

7.26 Dedicated vs multifunctional devices                   

Market research firm Interpret suggested gaming on mobile phones is stealing significant share from 

dedicated handheld gaming devices like the Nintendo DS and Sony PSP.  "The proliferation of highly 

multifunctional Smartphones and messaging phones is a very real threat to the dominance by the DS 

and PSP of the handheld gaming market" said Interpret research and analysis manager Courtney 

Johnson in a press release for the report, based on a U.S. survey of 9,000 respondents. 

"Devices which satisfy a variety of entertainment and utility are fast outstripping single-function 

devices as consumer favorites" Johnson added. Interpret said phone gaming is on a "meteoric rise" 

while "Sony PSP and Nintendo DS stagnate." Interpret's data showed that 44 percent of the total 

gaming market for mobile phones, PSP and DS plays games on phones, a 53 percent year-on-year 

increase. The proportion of respondents in that market playing games on DS or PSP fell by 13 percent. 

Additionally, 27 percent of consumers who said they only play games on phone said they do own a DS 

or PSP, Interpret found.             

What future for dedicated handheld devices? Wedbush analyst Michael Pachter said bluntly that 

dedicated gaming devices have an uphill battle waiting for them due to the proliferation of Apple's 

iPod Touch and Nano. "I really think as the iPod Touch gets more and more powerful, you’re going to 

see a lot of free games over there." Pachter predicted the “PSP2” (now known as: “Vita”) will be 

"dead on arrival" and dedicated handheld gaming will decline after a "little rush" immediately 

following the 3DS launch. "Ultimately, I think handhelds are in trouble" he said122.            

Ngmoco boss Neil Young has expressed concerns too:"I think they're clearly hurt" he said of Sony to 

Industry Gamers. "I think PSP is done and the new [NGP] is dead on arrival (…) It's really difficult to 

compete with an app store that has hundreds of thousands of applications and a wide range of options 

where the average price paid is around $1.20 and there are tens, if not hundreds of thousands of free 

applications that are really high quality. So I just don't think Sony's going to be able to compete with 

that." 123                   

Nintendo deny any interest in the mobile market and is sticking to what it knows best.  While 

Nintendo of America (NOA) president Reggie Fils-Aime believes the 3DS and its games can offer 

longer and deeper gaming experiences than an App Store game, he also acknowledged the Apple 

threat, saying, "Do I think that in the near term [Apple] can hurt us more than Microsoft? Absolutely." 

With retail titles for the Nintendo 3DS in the $35 to $45 range, NOA President Reggie Fils-Aime 

actually thinks it's cheap, even confronted to $1 and $2 mobile games that are "one of the biggest risks 
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today in our gaming industry." Speaking to Geoff Keighley in an episode of GameTrailers TV, Fils-

Aime contrasted "full-fledged" 3DS games like Steel Diver with a flood of cheap games on mobile 

devices like the iPhone that are "disposable from a consumer standpoint." "Angry Birds is a great 

piece of experience" he said, "but that is one compared to thousands of other pieces of content that for 

one or two dollars I think create a mentality for the consumer that a piece of gaming content should 

only be $2."124                

The initial sales of Nintendo 3DS have been considered disappointing by all accounts and this may 

well be a sign indicating that times are changing. Nintendo has revealed that the 3DS portable has 

missed its initial sales targets worldwide. Although the portable console saw strong first week sales in 

all territories these quickly tailed off in subsequent weeks - as initially reported by third party analysts. 

As a result the shipped total reached only 3.61 million by the end of the month of launch.125 The 

company rapidly repositioned its marketing approach as a result and even decided, in a surprise move, 

to cut the price of the hardware in July 2011, cutting it by almost 50 percent, less than three months 

after launch. At the same time, Japanese investors have been urging Nintendo to enter the mobile 

games market. Stats Investment Management Co.'s Masamitsu Ohki said that Smartphones are the 

"new battlefield for the gaming industry.”126                   

Sony’s initial strategy appeared to have been to leverage the PSP Go as a potential “iPhone killer” 

courting developers to make low priced apps for the console. Sony lowered the price of their dev kit 

by 80 percent in June 2009. The whole concept failed, partly because it came too early, partly because 

retail did not support it at all. But Sony intends to go after the iPhone. Sony Ericsson's first 

PlayStation-certified phone, the Xperia Play, launched in the U.S. in May 2011. The Android 2.3-

powered phone cost $199 when purchased with a two-year Verizon contract that includes a 

$29.99/month data plan, and comes pre-loaded with 7 titles. The initial line up was composed of 50 

downloadable games. The fact that the Xperia Play has a dedicated gaming D-pad does not really give 

it a leg-up in the current market when considering that D-padless products such as the iPhone and iPad 

have already proven that game-specific input hardware is not necessary to enjoy games, and especially 

not at the cost of a tactile keyboard. Sony is now focusing on Vita. Sony's PlayStation brand is 

nonetheless later than some of its peers to arrive in the mobile app space: Microsoft has built its entire 

Windows 7 phone plan with its gaming presence at the center, aiming to offer Windows 7 phone users 

an entry point to their Xbox Live accounts and friends' activities through the device.       

This is why Sony Computer Entertainment unveiled the PlayStation Suite, which brings first and third-

party PlayStation-branded content to Android mobile devices. The new initiative includes bringing 

classic PS One games to mobiles that are based on Google’s Android operating system. It’s the first 
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time that PlayStation content is made available on an open OS. The introduction of PS Suite is an 

acknowledgment by Sony that it has to address a growing threat to its PSP handheld business posed by 

Smartphones. PS Suite — that requires Android 2.3 — isn’t just for releasing old PlayStation games 

on mobile devices. Sony said it will provide a “new game development environment” in order to 

encourage the creation of new PS Suite content by first and third parties. Sony also said it will partner 

with hardware manufacturers in a “PlayStation Certified” license program. “Through this program, 

SCE will offer necessary support, including development support as well as logo licensing, to ensure 

the delivery of PlayStation quality experience across various devices” the company stated.127 

The Playstation Vita’s online capabilities includes a net-connected staging area for each game, and a 

proximity-based social tool (LiveArea and Near respectively). Near is a “gifting” system rather than a 

social discovery tool:  it is for leaving presents at certain locations, accessible to certain people or 

everyone and consisting of in-game items, challenges. LiveArea is an all-purpose update system that 

shows things like notifications from friends, new DLC and updates for games, and promotions like 

PSN game sales. Party is a cross-game voice chat system, accessible throughout the system128.       

Sony Computer Entertainment America CEO Jack Tretton has reiterated the company's confidence 

that increasingly popular Smartphones pose little threat to Sony's dedicated portable gaming 

business. Asked by The New York Times if he was worried about gaming competition from Apple's 

iOS platforms would steal away Sony portable gaming customers, Tretton replied, "No. (…)The great 

thing about gamers is that they have tremendous influence over what they want to play. If their parents 

say I'm getting you an iPad and that's your device, but their friends are playing a dedicated console 

like a PSP, then the kids will find a way to get a PSP". SCE Group CEO Kaz Hirai had similar 

sentiments regarding competition from the increasingly popular mobile gaming market: "I don't see 

the PS Vita being in direct competition with Smartphones and tablets"129. SCEA hardware marketing 

director, John Koller said: “When you look at the type of consumer that’s playing cell phone games 

currently, it’s someone that enjoys smaller ‘kill time’ gaming and has not gravitated to the larger, 

richer, deeper experiences that true handheld gaming provides”130         

Nevertheless, given the lower price of mobile games, as opposed to portable console games, the 

combined market in dollars has reduced between 2009 and 2010 with portable game software revenues 

going down from 24 percent to 16 percent. 
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                     Ex 22- US Portable VideoGame Software by Revenue  by Flurry Analytics 

Lyme Hall, from Heavy Iron Studio said to Gamesindustry.biz: “the technology is sweet, I'm a huge 

fan of mobile technology, but I just don't know there's a market out there anymore for the hardware. I 

can’t see why you would want to put a device out that only does games.(…) The consumer has spoken. 

We wanted to see that world exist - more players, more opportunities for us, but at the same time 

people don't want that. Unless there's a super technology paradigm shift it’s not going to shift back." 

As the entertainment offerings on Smartphone improve, it will become increasingly difficult to 

convince these two demographics that a separate gaming device is really necessary, 

 

7.3 Audience 

There is an estimated 5,113 million mobile subscribers in the world. Naturally, not all can play games 

or access an appropriate network. It seems that no more than 4 percent of worldwide mobile owners 

download games. 57 million people across the main European countries and 64 million people in the 

USA are playing mobile games (from all platforms)- nearly a quarter of mobile users in these 

territories131.  

                                                 
131 Computer World “The evolution of iOS gaming” by Jonny Evans “Apple Holic 2 February 2011 
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                                Ex. 23 – Number of People Playing Games on Portable Devices by Newzoo 

 

The true growth of the mobile games markets is due to Smartphones. ISG and PopCap found that the 

average Smartphone owner purchased twice as many games as those with other types of phones (5.4 

games vs. 2.9 games) in 2010, and spent nearly $10 more on titles ($25.57 vs. $15.70). Of the 2,425 

adults polled in an online survey conducted in January 2010 and commissioned by casual game 

developer PopCap, an average of 52 percent said they had played a mobile game at some point. The 

survey found that 24.6 percent of respondents played a mobile game in the past month. When asked 

what device they play games on most often, 44 percent of mobile gamers said their phones (compared 

to 19 percent in 2009), while 21 percent of them said traditional consoles and 30 percent said 

computers. 43 percent of mobile gamers and 49 percent of Smartphone gamers said they upgraded a 

free trial game to a full paid version in the past year. 27 percent of mobile gamers and 34 percent of 

Smartphone gamers said they paid for additional content in a free-to-play game in the past year, too.132 

A Nielsen research shows that 64% of Smartphone users downloaded mobile games in the past thirty 

days, making it the most downloaded app. iPhone users spend approximately 14.7 hours per month 

playing games on their Smartphones, whilst Android users play around 9.3 hours of mobile gaming a 

month. 23 percent of Smartphone usage time is spent on games. Smartphone mobile gamers in 

particular spend a lot of time gaming on the go, as 92 percent play mobile games at least once a week, 

                                                 
132 Gamasutra “Survey: a third of US, UK adults play mobile games” by Eric Caoili 28 February 2011 
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and 45 percent play mobile games daily. 63 percent of Smartphone gamers claim they are playing 

more games now, too. 88 percent of Smartphone gamers play mobile games weekly, while 68 percent 

said the same for daily. 

As compared to “traditional” -that is console and PC- gamers, mobile gamers are younger and more 

feminine, according to Flurry133 

 

 

 

                                                 
133 ReadWriteMobile “Mobile Gaming Audience” by Sarah Perez 23 February 2011 
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Ex.24 – Mobile Social Gamers vs Traditional Gamers a) by age, b) by gender by Flurry Analytics  

In terms of usage, "The truth is that most people actually play mobile games from their home" said 

Boatman, EA Mobile VP of Studios, “Forty-seven percent of mobile gamers play mobile games at 

home. Seven percent play in the bathroom.” 

 

7.4 Distribution 

 

7.41 Mobile Phones                   

Network operators, or wireless carriers, are at the center of mobile game distribution channels not only 

in offering the data transfer infrastructure but also in many cases in managing a portal. From the 

operators’ perspective the selling of the product is the most interesting step in the value chain as the 

operator already controls a billing mechanism for its customers. Carriers not only control the network 

but also own the customer information. Carriers wield significantly more power in the mobile gaming 

space than retailers do in the traditional game business because they have a monopoly over their very 

large customer base – and game selection is simply not a criterion for most people in choosing their 

carrier. Carriers don’t only provide the storefront but also drive pricing, technology specifications 

(e.g., 3D API’s, digital rights management, community infrastructure), determine/enable various 

business models (e.g., subscription, one-time download, micro-payments), and they provide the 

network that connects it altogether.                    

Mobile games are distributed on mobile games portals or though the internet. Mobile portals can be 

from mobile network operators –who have acquired a radio spectrum license- or from virtual network 

operators. Independent mobile game platforms (like Jamba, Cellfish or Zaoza) also offer games. In 

Europe 80 percent of the revenues are generated directly by telecom companies even though 

independent distributors tend to play a more active part in the market.        

There are actually 37 distinct stores in operation, spread across device manufacturers, OS developers, 

operators and independents (from Getjar and Handmark to Mobango and App Central). And that’s not 

to mention the pre-existing mobile operator portals and OEM embedded programs. Suffice it to say 

that all of these channels offer their own opportunities and challenges for game developers. After a 

game is developed it has to be ported and checked against 100 or more specific cell phones. This 

makes the number of SKU’s potentially staggering. Depending on the complexity of the game, the 

porting process usually exceeds the initial development costs. Developers are forced to choose to 

design for specific platforms and reach only a limited installed base of users. Before operators agreed 

on implementing more viable application store solutions, attracting more developer support the 

fragmented mobile platform landscape have seen the emergence of Smartphones. 

 
 
7.42 Smartphones 
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Smartphones work through a different value chain where carriers play a more minor role. With the app 

stores, telecom companies are by-passed. The revenue split between the platform and the publisher is 

70/30 (a share of the 30 percent going to the carrier) whereas it is 55/45 with telecom companies. 

There is an estimated 394 million install base of Smartphones in the world and it is rapidly growing. 

Out of that, there are approximately 55 million tablets. There are still competing OS in the 

marketplace but there are only four of them instead of the many different configurations of mobile 

phones. Each OS offers its own app store. 

       

                                                               Ex  25 – Smartphones OS Install Base by Brand-USA 

 

7.421 App Stores 

7.4211 Apple App Store  

The single largest platform for mobile games was not manufactured by a mobile device company or a 

gaming company. Apple App Store game revenue accounted in 2009 for approx 65 percent of all 

mobile game sales in the US. The iPhone/iPod Touch installed base should reach 100 million at the 

end of 2011 for several experts. The Appstore has had by far the most seamless method of payment 
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processing since purchases are linked to one’s iTunes account.  Apple does not allow third party 

payments. 

Launched on 10 July 2008, 425,000 apps were available in the store in September 2011. 10 billion 

apps have been downloaded from the App Store as of January 2011. In November 2011, the platform 

reached 5.6 million free apps downloaded every day in the USA. Independent Site AppStruck found 

that over 24 percent of the apps were free and 42 percent of them were priced at $0.99. 12,92 percent 

at $1.99, 6.28 percent at$2.99, 3.32 percent at $4.99, 1.98 percent at $9.99, 1.93 percent at $3.99, 1.11 

percent at $5.99, 1.01 percent at $7.99. The number of free downloads has been estimated at 75 

percent by mobile analytics firm Flurry. Assuming that annual downloads hit 6 billion, it means that 

1.5 billion downloads are for paid apps. Weighted average price works out to $2.41 per app. Taking a 

conservative approach at $2 makes total estimated revenues of $3 billion to $3.6 billion in 2010. 

Developers get paid 70% of revenue, therefore the potential market size was: $2.1 to $2.5 billion in 

2010. 

According to a survey from Dutch research firms Distimo and Newzoo, and focused on downloads for 

the top 300 games, as many as 63 million users in the US and Western Europe are downloading 5 

million iOS games, including 600,000 paid-for apps, per day. The study found that the average iOS 

owner downloaded 2.5 games each month, of which 88 per cent were free. According to the study 

downloads were heavily weighted towards the top performers, with games in the top 25 accounting for 

five to six time more downloads and revenues than the next 25 top sellers 

In-game spending alone now accounts for 40 percent of all iPhone/iPod touch game revenues (32 

percent on iPad). The report suggests that in-game spending will begin generating the majority of 

revenues by the second half of 2011.  
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Ex. 26 – Daily iOS Game Downloads by Device by Newzoo/Distimo 

 

In February 2011, analytics website Mobclix revealed there were more than 26,000 games available 

with 68 percent of them paid titles. The most popular genre, puzzle, contains more than 7,700 titles. 

Analytics company Distimo estimated the average price for paid applications at, $3.62 for Apple’s 

App Store. 

Many experts say that even though Apple’s market share in tablets will be decreasing below the 50 

percent bar with the strong and rapid expansion of the market, the market share of their marketplace 

should remain above the 50 percent bar thanks to the quality of the end-user experience and to the 

popularity of their solution for music and apps. The study estimates that Apple currently owns about 

75 percent of the tablet market, which is expected to expand from less than 20 million units in 2010 to 

more than 230 million in 2015. By that time, Apple’s share of the market will drop to just 38 percent, 

due largely to the proliferation of cheaper and more advanced Android tablets but it is possible that, in 

spite of this, Apple App Store keeps its leadership 

 

7.4212 Android Market 

For those mobile devices that run a third party’s operating system (Motorola, LG, Sony Ericsson, 

Samsung and HTC), applications are available via that third party’s storefront. The two main brand-
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agnostic OS providers are Google with its Android OS and Microsoft with Windows Mobile, although 

the former is open source while the latter requires a licensing agreement. The respective application 

storefronts are the Android Market and Windows Marketplace. 

Since October 2008, Android Market is accessible via a standard web browser putting the Market 

online, a la iTunes. Users can also install applications directly to their device. The install base was of 

100 million devices as at May 2011 and the number of available applications was around 277,000 in 

September 2011. The platform reached 10 billion apps downloaded in December 2011. 

As of February 2011, analytics website AndroLib tracked 3,825 Android games, dominated by the 

brain and puzzle categories. Analytics company Distimo claims Android Market has the lowest 

average price for paid applications at $3.27 —compared to $3.47 for Nokia’s Ovi Store, the vast 

number of OS iterations and hardware models on Android is a stark contrast versus the simplicity of 

Apple devices, which run iOS across three different hardware models 

 

7.4213 Ovistore/NokiaStore 

After Nokia acquired Symbian in June 2008, it began using the Symbian OS on all its latest 

Smartphone devices. Symbian OS was carried by an estimated 250 million users in 2009 and the firm 

decided to make Symbian OS open-source and therefore the OS can be found on devices by 

companies such as Sony Ericsson and Siemens. However, Nokia’s application marketplace, Ovi Store, 

can only be accessed by Nokia brand Smartphones. The 2010 agreement between Nokia and Microsoft 

have already modified this situation with OviStore being renamed in July 2011. Analytics company 

Distimo estimated the average price for paid applications at $3.47 for Nokia’s Ovi Store.  

 

7.4214 BlackBerry App World 

The market size for the BlackBerry AppWorld is estimated at 41 million subscribers with 

approximately 7,000 available applications including around 1,200 games—even if they’re essentially 

J2ME titles. Thanks to RIM’s policy of maintaining $2.99 as its lowest price point, BlackBerry App 

World has the highest average price—$8.26 according to Distimo. Even when it comes to games, 

Pocket Gamer’s research shows that the average price of the top 20 BlackBerry games is around 

$4.00,compared to $2.50 for Apple App Store. 

 

7.4215 Amazon 

Like Apple, Amazon will curate titles in its app store and select games before they're approved. Unlike 

both Apple and Google's Android Market, however, Amazon will set the prices for the apps. The most 

visible incentive for developers is Amazon's search feature and recommendations technology, which 

will presumably allow customers to browse apps on the site. Developers set a "list price" for their 

apps, but Amazon uses a number of market factors to determine the final price for the app. Developers 
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will get 70 percent of the revenues from their app sales in Amazon's store, but Amazon says it will 

guarantee 20 percent of an app's list price in the event that it decides to offer the app at a steep 

discount or for free. 

 

7.422 Mobile Social Platforms 

7.7221 Open Feint 

Gree has over 25 million users in Japan alone, making it the biggest social gaming network in the 

country. On top of this, Gree added 90 million users when it acquired the U.S.-based OpenFeint 

network in April 2011, which also operates a mobile social gaming platform in the U.S., in a $104 

million deal. Now, the platform which operates on both iOS and Android offers 6,900 games to a 

userbase of 115 million. OpenFeint offers to developers marketing and targeting tools. Developers can 

either use OpenFeint built client or simply add a social layer to their existing game with OpenFeint 

Connect (which is based on Facebook Connect). OpenFeint offers Social features (virality through 

email, sms invites, forums, leaderboards, rewards and achievements, action replays), promotions (Free 

Game of The Day, In Game News) and cloud-saving. Players only have to sign-in with OpenFeint 

OFUID once to access the network, replacing, on iOS, the Apple UDID. 

 

7.4222 Mobage 

DeNa is a Japanese mobile/social publisher. They actually use a “freemium” business model and viral 

marketing tools with a concept based on “make friends with those who play”. They publish their in 

house games and offer third party games on their open platform. The bulk of the company's sales come 

from their MobageTown and Yahoo!Mobage social platforms for phones, which as of December 2010 

boasted 24.48 million registered users –entirely from Japan. 90 percent of their revenue is coming 

from virtual goods. As of January 2011, DeNA said it has 764 game titles. DeNA reported that its 

sales in its fiscal year reached $1.38 billion134.  The firm bought mobile developer Ngmoco for $403 

million in 2010. Ngmoco’s boss, Young said that "There's an opportunity, I think, over time to 

basically build a game service that is almost device-independent." 135 NGMoco has ported 100 games 

to Android Marketplace in late 2011. They offer to developers a single ad network, a single currency, 

leaderboards and social discovery tools (sharing scores, favorites etc). NGCore is an in-house engine 

porting apps from iOS to Android. 

 

 

 

7.4223 Others 

                                                 
134 GamesIndustry.biz “DeNa predicts $1,4b revenue for fiscal 2010” by Alec Meer 2 February 2011 
135 GamesIndustry.biz “ngcomo: at the end of the day” by Alec Meer 13/12/2010 
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Heyzap is another emerging social platform on Android and PapayaMobile is a Chinese company 

attempting to do a full-featured platform. Facebook has also extended its viral channels and discovery 

tools to mobile in October 2011. Users can now respond to friends’ requests on Facebook iOS and 

access to iTune (and soon to Android Marketplace) or html5 web sites. 

There is a trade off for these portals between a direct relationship with user (and monetization) or a 

widespread adoption since installing the network’s app is a friction. Mobage seems to be leaning 

towards direct relationships whereas Facebook tends to favor widespread adoption, allowing its viral 

channels pointing to iOS games.  

 

7.5 Publishers 

Game publishers aggregate titles from developers. They build a brand name, certify the game for 

technical correctness, promote the game, and build business relationships with wireless carriers. A 

consumer can purchase games from the publisher's website or through content provisioning systems 

provided by the carrier. 

 

7.51 EA Mobile 

 EA Mobile is the n°1 publisher of mobile games. The group acquired Jamdat in 2006 and Chillingo in 

2010 and is now a top-grossing publisher across many mobile e-marketplaces. It is relevant to point 

out that they underwent a learning curve in terms of the differences between the mobile and traditional 

game ecosystems. For example, whereas the publisher started out by pricing mobile versions of its 

popular IPs (including Need for Speed and The Sims) at a premium price point of $9.99, most of EA 

Mobile’s games are now priced between $0 and $1.99, with only a handful of marquee titles priced at 

$6.99, at the highest.  Electronic Arts revealed in February 2011 that its mobile game sales revenues 

for Q3 hit $59 million. For the second quarter in a row, however, Electronic Arts’ overall mobile sales 

were flat. While EA didn't break this figure out by platform, it is pretty clear that games for the 

iPhone, iPod touch and iPad have become a business that's driving a rapid evolution in terms of 

quality and game play136. Their portfolio includes original IP titles like Reckless Racing alongside 

board game licenses like Scrabble, big-budget EA Sports games and even Dead Space.  

 

7.52 Gameloft 

 Founded in 1999, Gameloft is a developer, publisher and distributor of mobile games.  With company 

sales on Apple's iOS App Store up an impressive 63 percent in 2010, Gameloft has announced 

revenues for 2010 at $141 million. Gameloft is said to be the n°2 publisher behind EA Mobile. They 

have announced that their iOS titles have seen more than 200 million downloads on the App Store 

                                                 
136 Computer World “The evolution of iOS gaming by Jonny Evans “Apple Holic 2 February 2011 
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since the platform's launch in 2008. One of the publisher's iOS releases, fantasy-themed 

MMORPG Order and Chaos managed to rake in revenues of $1 million in just 20 days137. 

 

7.53 Glu Mobile. 

Founded in 2001, Glue produces and publishes games for mobile. Their catalogue comprised 38 

games in the App Store at the end of 2010. Their revenue full year 2009 dropped to $79.3 million 

compared to $89,8 million in 2008. They also develop social mobile gaming apps for Android 3.0 

(Honeycomb) and other Android releases, with more than 25 games already available on Android 

Market. Activision’s Guitar Hero 5 is published as Guitar Hero 5 Mobile for Blackberry, Android, 

Microsoft and Pal based phones by Glu. 

 

7.54 Zynga 

2010 acquisition of mobile game developer Newtoy, mobile game developer of Words with Friends, 

n°1 game with 12 million downloads is the strongest sign yet of its intention to become a mobile 

powerhouse. Zynga has already made a number of key hires for its mobile development efforts. html5-

powered Mafia Wars Atlantic City is available through either a standalone web site or on app 

download service GetJar. Mafia Wars Atlantic City's decision to run on the html5 framework means it 

is playable on a variety of platforms, including iPad, iPhone/iPod Touch, Android, WebOS, and 

BlackBerry devices. Bonfire, a mobile game developer behind We Farm published by Ngmoco has 

also been acquired by Zynga in 2010. 

7.55 TinyCo 

 Formerly known as Brooklyn Packet, the San Francisco-based company is the maker of Tap Resort 

Party and Tiny Chef, which have both seen more than 5 million downloads. Both of TinyCo’s top 

titles are essentially resource management games. TinyChef has reached the second top-grossing spot 

in the Apple app store. 

7.56 Social deck 

Their portfolio includes games Color Connect, Shake Spell and Pet Hero. The company has been 

bought by Google.  

 

 

 7.6 User Acquisition 

 

                                                 
137 Gamasutra “Over 200 Million Downloads for Gameolft Titles on App Store “ by Eric Caioli 8  June 2011 
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7.61 Discovery 

Blogsite TUAW noted in November 2010 that the number of iOS games is nearly three times as large 

as the total number of games released on all traditional consoles combined since 1986. With thousands 

of titles competing for limited attention many independent games developers see annual average 

incomes of less than $700, a report last year claimed. “The gold seems over-hyped: only five percent of 

respondents reported very good revenues, above their expectations. Moreover, nearly 60 per cent of 

iPhone respondents had not reached their revenue targets (…) The key challenge reported by mobile 

developers is the lack of effective marketing channels to increase application exposure and discovery. 

Moreover, half of respondents are willing to pay for premium app store placement.”138 

7.62 Retention              

Users are often willing to give iOS and Android apps a try — but rarely do they come back for more. 

That’s the conclusion of a research report that found 26 percent of the apps downloaded in 2010 were 

used only one time. The report, developed by research firm Localytics, looked at some 400,000 

iPhone/iPad apps and 200,000 Android apps available on their respective stores. The firm formed an 

analysis of the competitive mobile market, and recommended developers look past download stats 

when evaluating engagement. According to the analysis, among those who used an app for the first 

time between January and March 2010, 22 percent never opened it again. In the second and third 

quarters, the one-time usage rate remained at 26 percent, and grew to over 28 percent in the fourth 

quarter. “On the other hand, having 74 percent of new customers go on to use your app at least once 

more is pretty encouraging” Localytics adds.139 

Flurry reported that while frequency of app use (on a weekly basis) and retention after 30 days were 

above average in the games category, retention after 60 and 90 days were on the low end. This would 

indicate that mobile game play patterns are more like that of current console/handheld games versus 

that of more casual titles or MMOs with more extended life cycles. 

7.63 Promotion 

Juniper Research says that new app discovery remains a major issue for developers given the ever 

increasing number of games available. Today, developers can market their games through:  

 

7.631 Virality 

There is very little virality with standard mobile games, for the time being. Mobile platforms still lack 

many of the free marketing channels that Facebook has. However, Apple has taken notice of social 

gaming’s move to mobile and has updated the iPhone OS with notifications and built-in micro-

                                                 
138 Survey: “Mobile developer economics 2010 and beyond” July 2010 by Vision Mobile 
139 FingerGaming “Research 26 percent of Android, iOS Apps used only one time” by Leigh Alexander 1 December 2011 
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transaction tools. Apple’s social network gaming platform Game Center, launched in September 2010, 

enables gamers compete with each other and follow leader boards. Likewise, another 

platform, OpenFeint, enables iOS and Android gamers to play across platforms. Ngmoco’s Plus+ and 

Aurora Feint’s Open Feint SDK enables mobile games to include social tools including viral sharing 

and inviting, achievement, leaderboards and more. OpenFeint is an embedded social platform for 

games on the iPhone. It offers three major sets of features: Online Competition (OpenFeint connects 

players by sharing global, geo-location, game specific achievements and high score leader boards), 

Social Interaction (Chat, forums, favorites, and friends lists allow players to meet and interact directly 

with each other, leveraging tools like Facebook and Twitter), Cross-promotion (a set of tools allows 

games in the network to market directly to players by getting feedback on games, sharing “more 

content from this developer,” or simply showing up in friends’ games lists).  

 

7.632 Charts 

 Be featured among the most downloaded Apps is clearly a strong –and free-  marketing tool, 

following the rule that success leads to success. There have been arguments about how Apple exactly 

set this list. It is also known that some developers devoted some of their marketing budget to buy apps 

in order to see it rise in the charts. One very famous developer was said to have its app downloaded in 

China –at a very cheap price- in order to push it in the worldwide charts. However, since then, Apple 

now operates local charts.    

 

7.633 Platform Promotions. 

Developers may buy in promotions, like the ones offered by Apple, including “game of the day” or 

others. In App Stores, about 40 percent of adults learn about new games within app stores, where hot 

lists, rankings and user reviews are highlighted140.  

 

7.634 Advertising  

iAd campaigns may support the release of a game, like on any other platforms. It may happen that 

stronger marketing campaigns prior to and at the launch of a title grow as the mobile games market 

grow more prominent and begin to see more dollars invested. 

Mobile gaming also has additional unique viral mechanisms:  SMS messaging and phone-push 

notifications which can be used to update players on in-game events on the go or to reach out to 

friends in their address book.  

 

                                                 
140 Mintel’s report on the U.S. mobile gaming industry 
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7.635 External promotion.                              

The emergence of bespoke service companies like: 

Appsfire, Chomp, Mplayit, AppAware, Appolocious, 

StumbleUpon etc has facilitated the search marketing of 

mobile games. Tapjoy, which rehabilitated itself by 

shifting its attention onto mobile platforms from 

Facebook, is looking to keep its edge in the app 

promotion space as new competitors emerge. The San 

Francisco-based company has launched a pay-per-action 

advertising network that lets developers promote their 

work to new users and only pay when they make certain 

actions or reach a higher level in a game. It’s a more 

refined approach to how the company’s advertising has 

worked in the past. Tapjoy built its name and network by 

letting gamers earn extra virtual currency in mobile apps 

if they installed apps from other developers. Unlike other 

mobile advertising, they charge per install, not per 

impression or click. Pay-per-action goes a step further, ensuring that when new users download an 

app, they actually play it. (There are variants of this model in the past on the Facebook platform 

through another company, Nanigans.)141 Mihir Shah, chief executive of Tapjoy, said at VentureBeat’s 

Mobile Summit that, after a conversation with Apple, Tapjoy has voluntarily put a limit on these pay-

per-install promotions so that an app cannot rise to the top 25 list of apps through this kind of 

promotion alone. Apps should be able to reach that list through user recommendations, good reviews, 

and longer usage, or engagement. But when Apple tweaked the way it calculates App Store rankings, 

it also changed its stance on pay-per-install apps. The problem is that Tapjoy, Flurry, AdMob, W3i 

and Apple’s own iAds generate considerable revenue through pay-per-install campaigns. Shah said 

that Tapjoy reaches 10 to 20 million users a day and receives a handful of complaints per month. And 

mobile app developers have come to rely upon the valuable marketing from pay-per-install programs, 

said Sam Altman, chief executive of mobile location service Loopt.142 Social and casual gaming firm 

WildTangent has a service for discovering and playing games on Android Smartphones and tablets for 

T-Mobile USA's customers. The service is designed to allow T-Mobile customers to more easily 

discover and try Android games. Players can choose to play games for free with ads, rent them for a 

fraction of their suggested retail price, or purchase them. The service uses WildTangent's proprietary 

WildCoins virtual currency for in-game item purchases and rentals. It also takes advantage of the 

                                                 
141 Inside Social Games “Tapjoy launches PPA mobile” by Kim-May Cutler 9 February 2011 
142 GamesBeat “Tapjoy limits certain promotions” by Dean Takahashi 25 April 2011 
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company's BrandBoost ad platform for free game sessions and virtual goods. Third party promotions 

such as the promotional application FreeAppADay Store that remains a popular download are a way to 

get instant visibility. 

7.636 PR and word of mouth 

Mintel’s report highlights a number of stats that tell the story of how users hear about new mobile 

games. Whether in the physical or digital worlds, word of mouth is the glue that holds it all together. 

Here are the top ways that gamers hear about new mobile games: more than 50 percent of mobile 

game-playing adults learn about new mobile games from friends and family. Besides these methods, 

there are also a number of well-trafficked mobile gaming sites that highlight and review games, 

chronicle new releases and publish cheat codes and tips. Metacritic’s recent addition of iOS games  

should entail a greater reliance on an independently aggregated rating system that rates the quality of 

an app, to help consumers filter out the excess noise in the markets.  

7.7 Monetization 

The basic business model of the mobile game publisher is the same as in the PC and console video 

game industry. They acquire the rights to different IP and typically fund development of the game 

through internal or external studios to bring it to market. They also typically fund the porting process 

and manage the delivery of the game to the carriers. 
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Ex. 27 – Mobile Games Revenue Flow by Rapidsoft Systems 

Charging an upfront fee to download the game application was –by far- the most frequent 

monetization scheme for standard mobile games. This has been changing within the Smartphones eco-

system.  The other methods include:  subscriptions, free-with-ads, and “freemium”. In 2011, game 

revenue in the App Store (IOs and Android) shifted dramatically from premium to freemium, with 

65% of all revenue generated among the top 100 games now coming from freemium games143 

 

7.71 Fixed price.  

On standard phones, fixed price (or free of charge) is the only existing model. Payment is done on the 

internet or through a pay-by-phone service. 92.5 percent of U.S. mobile gaming revenue in 2010 have 

been generated by downloads, according to eMarketer. 

One problem is that average prices are generally low, as seen before. Colleen Delzer made the 

following comment: “Is one dollar enough to make a living off of video games?(…) The problem I see 

is that many games sell for one dollar that are worth a great deal more due to the complexity, 

originality and artistic detail that the developers have put into them.”144 

                                                 
143 Flurry.com “Freemium Mobile Gamers Spend Most Money on Items They Don’t Keep” by Jeferson Valadares 16 August 
2011 
144 Colleen Delzer co-founder Adversary Games Gamasutra “Is one dollar enough?” 20 April 2011 
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                     Ex.28 – Revenue of Top 100 Games US App Store from Premium and Freemium in 2011 

 

This type of pricing structure may be working for EA Mobile because so many of its IPs are heavy-

hitting franchises. However, for many of the newer entrants, free-to-play is emerging as the 

monetization scheme of choice.  

 

7.72 Freemium 

The freemium model is gaining momentum on mobile. Actually, freemium games lead all app revenue 

models and account now for 65 percent of all app revenue on iOS and Android, according to Flurry. 

Only 4 percent of the 200 top grossing apps on the iPhone support in-app purchases but those apps 

create a full 72 percent of the revenues for these titles, according to Distimo145.  

                                                 
145 Gamasutra “In-App Purchases Make up 72% of iPhone App Revenues” by Kyle Orland 20 September 2011 
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Ex.29 – Revenue Shift From Advertising to In-App Purchases in 2010 by Flurry Analytics 

 

When making in-app purchases in freemium games, consumers spend an average of $14 per 

transaction, according to a recent survey from Flurry. While that average may seem high in a market 

where premium games struggle to sell for more than $0.99, Flurry analyst and GM for games Jefferson 

Valadares points out that it only includes the small, 3 percent sliver of free-to-play players that pay at 

all. Once a player has decided to cross the in-app purchase threshold, “they appear to be deeply 

committed to the game experience, and therefore spend large amounts", Valadares said. The average 

is also skewed by the 5 percent of in-app purchases that are worth $50 or more, as opposed to just 2 

percent of all in-app purchases worth $0.99. In fact, over 30 percent of all in-game purchase revenue 

came from purchases worth $50 or more, with a 51 percent majority of revenue coming from 

purchases $20 and up. "If you're a game designer, your main take away is that very few transactions, 

and consumers who complete those transactions, make up the bulk of your revenue," Valadares said. 

"Therefore, your own 'meta-game' should be about whale hunting". Flurry reports that revenues from 

free-to-play titles now represent nearly two-thirds of all iOS game revenues. They also indicate that 

virtual goods monthly ARPU on iOS is 8$ per user146. 

 

                                                 
146 http://blog.flurry.com/bid/48418... 
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Ex.30 – In-App Purchase Transaction Sizes vs Revenue by Flurry Analytics 

 

In terms of categories of virtual goods purchased, one may discriminate durable goods - items that 

provide a permanent gameplay benefit (armor to increase defense in a role-playing game) from  

consumable items -depleted when used (a set of grenades in a war game) or from  personalization 

items – durable goods that do not add any gameplay benefit. It appears that consumable goods 

dominate. 

Mocospace issued a survey implemented on 500,000 mobile gamers in the USA in 2011 that shows 

that: only 10 percent of 18-25 purchase virtual goods whereas 22 percent of 25-35, 50% of 35-45 and 

70% of 45+ do147. 

                                                 
147 Hollywood Reporter : “New Research Shows Gamers Playing More on Mobile Devices” by John Gaudiosi 7 January 2012 
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Ex.31 – iOS and Android Freemium Games Virtual Goods Revenues by Category by Flurry Analytics 

 

Ngmoco has been one of the prominent pioneers in trialing freemium games for mobile phones. Their 

FPS Eliminate Pro game garnered much attention for generating more than $10k in its first day. The 

game is free to download and play but energy units are required to advance in the game. Energy units 

are also free but once expended, take four hours to regenerate. Gamers who are too impatient to wait 

can purchase energy units for $1 each. 

With in-app purchases becoming an increasingly important revenue stream, Apple announced the wide 

availability of timed subscriptions for in-app content, allowing game makers a new way to distribute 

their downloadable content. Game makers could use such a subscription plan to offer complete access 

to extra level sets, offer regular access to weekly song releases for a music game, or simply meter 

basic access to a games for a set period, for instance. Apple will take its standard 30 percent share of 

subscriptions made through the App Store or the app itself. App makers would keep the full proceeds 

from subscriptions made outside the app.148 

Papaya Mobile, an open mobile social network for Android, announced that 20 percent of its network 

(25 million users as at August 2011) purchase virtual currency in games and that the ARPU across 

their network was $22.40 a month149.  

 

                                                 
148 Gamasutra “Apple offers times subscription plans for iOS” by Kyle Orland 15 February 2011 
149 Gamasutra “Papaya Mobile Network Surpasses 25 M users” by Mike Rose 24 August 2011 
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Top Grossing iPhone Games      

            

  USA UK Germany France Russia 

n°1 
Smurfs 
Village 

Smurfs 
Village Texas Poker Pro Texas Poker Texas Poker 

n°2 
Angry 
Birds 

Tap Pet 
Hotel Smurfs Village 

Smurfs 
Village Smurfs Village 

n°3 
Texas 
Poker Crime City 

Gangster Miami 
Vindication Crime City Infinity Blade 

n°4 Crime City 
Zynga 
Poker 

Cut the rope: 
Experiments Tap Zoo Crouching Panda 

n°5 
Tap Pet 
Hotel 

Bejeweled 
2 Lords and Knights 

Cityville 
Hometown Amazing Breaker 

n°6 
Fashion 
Story Tap Zoo Angry Birds Lets Golf 3 Paradise Island 

n°7 
Zombie 
Gunship Tiny Tower Texas Poker  Urban Rivals Red Racing 2 

n°8 High Noon 
Angry 
Birds Tap Pet Hotel 

Tap Pet 
Hotel 

Big Time 
Gangsta 

n°9 
Zynga 
Poker Tiny Zoo Modern Combat 2 Zynga Poker 

Cut the rope: 
Experiments 

n°10 Tap Zoo 
Touchgrind 
BMX 

SpiderMab: Total 
Mayhem 

Infinity 
Blade 

Anomaly War 
Earth 

Fifa 11 n°102 n°26 n°17 n°50 n°31 

Tetris n°54 n°50 n°24 n°33 n°114 
Plants vs 
Zombies n°24 n°40 n°18 n°75 n°18 

            

  Games with no in-app purchases      
 

Ex.32 – Top Grossing iPhone Games by Country with and without In-App Purchases – data from Appanie.com 18 August 

2011 

 

7.73 Advertising 

eMarketer predicts that revenue from free, ad-supported games will only amount to a measly 12.3 

percent by 2014. Google accounts for 59 percent of all mobile advertising revenue in the US with the 

next closest competitor Apple coming in with just 8.4 percent, according to IDC. IDC estimates that of 

Google’s $1 billion in mobile ad revenues, only about $150 million is coming from apps, another 

portion from licensing fees, and the bulk coming from mobile web, in the form of display and search 

ads. The free ad-supported version of Angry Birds is estimated to make developers Rovio $1 million 

per month in advertising revenues. "Angry Birds has been a huge hit over the last year on the iPhone 

since its launch; but arguably its relative impact, in terms of downloads, has been bigger on Getjar 
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and, more recently, on Android Market, as a result of offering the game free with ads" said Juniper 

Research report author Daniel Ashdown150. 

A Mobclix151 research which shows ARPU of free mobile games from advertising only indicates that 

monthly ARPU on iPhone is $4 and on Android $1.90. It's also interesting to see that games yield 

lowest revenue from all apps. A step further is the monetization of social games with in-app 

advertising will consist in providing localized advertising offers to end users as part of their social 

gaming experience.  

 

7.8 Sales  

Angry Birds hit 350 million downloads in September 2011 but it is interesting to note that Angry Birds 

is actually Rovio’s 52nd title since the studio formed in 2003. Interestingly, when the game first 

launched on the App Store in 2009 nobody noticed the game and, according to Peter Vesterbacka, 

Rovio’s marketing and business developer, what helped Angry Birds reach this status happened when 

the studio start spending a lot of time and energy to convince family and friends to buy the game. Then 

the game became n°1 in Finland, then n°1 in Sweden too, when a renowned Swedish skier let it slip on 

TV that she was passing the time when recovering from an accident.152  Angry Birds and its 

incarnations (Seasons, Rio) have been downloaded over 350 million times according. Downloads, yes, 

sales, no. Angry Birds is free on Android and the Chrome Web Store (where it was downloaded 6 

million times in the first week) and comes in various “lite” versions free to download153. Among those 

who have played the game 25 times or more, they played it on the following split of platforms: 

iPhone: 32%; iPodTouch: 33%; iPad: 15%; Mac: 6%; Android: 41%; PC: 25% and others: 6%154. 

Numbers for successful games can be impressive: Nexon Mobile’s iOS racing title KartRider Rush has 

surpassed three million downloads in July 2011 since its debut in early March (the game saw its first 

one million downloads just a week after hitting the App Store). KartRider Rush is based on Nexon's 

popular free-to-play KartRider on PC, which has over 200 million registered users worldwide. The 

game is available on the iTunes App Store for $0.99.155 

Cut the Rope, this game sold for $0.99, has been downloaded over five million times.  Doodle Jump, 

downloaded 200,000 times on Christmas Day alone. World of Goo developer 2D Boy has revealed 

first-month sales of 125,000 copies of the iPad version of the puzzle title, which is selling much faster 

than similar versions on WiiWare and Steam. They revealed that, in comparison, World of Goo’s best 

                                                 
150 Games Industry.biz“Study predicts ten-fold rise in yearly mobile ad-spend” by Dan Pearson 5 January 2011 
151 : http://blog.mobclix.com/2011/02/... 
152 “The road to E3: Mobile Gaming” by Laura Parker Gamespot 11 May 2011 
153 That Videogame Blog “ Angry Birds Downloaded 200 Million Times” by Warren Buchanan 19 May 2011 
154 Mashable: “Addicted to Angry Birds?” by Charlie White 12 September 2011 
155 Gamasutra “Nexon Mobile iOS Racer Kart Rider Rush Reaches 3 Million downloads” by  Tom Curtis 22 July 2011 
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31 day period on WiiWare was 68,000 copies (thanks to a mass mailing by Nintendo), and on Steam it 

was 97,000 copies (thanks to two promotions at discounted prices).156 

During the last week of November 2010, among the best selling games on the iTunes App Store, the 

top  iPhone titles were: 

1. Infinity Blade ($5.99) 

2. Angry Birds ($0.99) 

3. Smurfs’ Village (Free) 

4. Angry Birds Seasons ($0.99) 

5. Bloons TD 4 ($2.99) 

6. Dungeon Hunter 2 ($6.99) 

7. Cut the Rope ($0.99) 

8. World War (Free) 

9. Tap Zoo: Christmas (Free) 

10. Texas Poker (Free)157 

Epic Games’ Infinity Blade was then leading as the App Store’s highest-grossing iPhone game in its 

second week of release, leading over strong chart performers like Rovio’s Angry Birds and Capcom’s 

micro-transaction-supported Smurfs’ Village. Epic’s Infinity Blade emerged as the iPad’s top seller in 

this particular week, as the game’s optimization for high-end iOS devices like the iPhone 4 and the 

fourth-generation iPod Touch drove sales. The Unreal Engine 3-powered iOS title Infinity Blade, has 

topped $10 million in "earnings" in its first six months, according to Epic Games. Infinity Blade, a 

sword-fighting action game, was released in December 2010 on Apple’s App Store. The game sells for 

$5.99 on the store, and works on iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch158.The $10 million is not total sales, but 

money in Epic's pocket. Epic’s President, Mark Rein said the figure represents "earned revenue ... 

that's how much we've earned from the store after Apple deducts their portion from the sales to end 

users"159. 

Later in the year, weekly top paid iPhone and iPod Touch game titles on the App Store, as captured on 

December 13th 2010, were as follows: 

1. Angry Birds ($0.99) 

2. Battlefield: Bad Company 2 ($0.99) 

3. Words With Friends ($0.99) 

4. Angry Birds Seasons ($0.99) 

                                                 
156 Gamasutra “World of Goo sells 125k” by Kyle Orland 8 February 2011 
157 Source: source: Finger Gaming 
158 Gamasutra “Infinity Blade Earned Revenue Tops $ 10M” by Kris Graft 7 June 2011 
159 Gamasutra  “Infinity Blade Earned Revenue Top  $ 10M” by Kris Graft  7 June 2011 
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5. Tetris ($0.99) 

6. Need for Speed: Hot Pursuit ($0.99) 

7. Cut the Rope ($0.99) 

8. Madden NFL 11 ($0.99) 

9. Scrabble ($0.99) 

10. Doodle Jump Christmas Special ($0.99)160 

In return, classic PSone games on the Xperia Play have been selling at less than 1,000 downloads each 

according to new data, with some as low as 50 to 100. Previously nicknamed the PSP Phone, one of 

the main selling points of Sony Ericsson's Xperia Play smartphone was PlayStation certification and 

support for PlayStation Suite. This includes the PlayStation Classics brand, with Crash Bandicoot 

being pre-loaded with the device. However, an interview with Sony Ericsson head of market 

development Dominic Neil-Dwyer at PlayStation LifeStyle indicates that sales so far proved to be 

very low - Destruction Derby has sold between 500-1,000 downloads, Syphon Filter 100-500 units, 

MediEvil 100-500, Cool Boarders 2 between 100-500 downloads and Jumping Flash 50-100 copies161. 

 

7.9 Gameplay 

 

7.91 Casual 

In terms of genre, puzzle strategy games remain dominant (29 percent), followed  by card/casino (17 

percent)162. Apple has not helped traditional casual games because they continue to disallow Adobe 

Flash—the leading format for browser-based games—on iOS devices. As a consequence, on top of the 

specific ports of successful casual games on other formats (for instance, Mojang has developed 

versions of its success game Minecraft for mobile phones) a series of new casual IPs have emerged on 

the AppStore. Among those: Angry Birds (Rovio), Plants vs Zombies (Pop Cap), Cut the Rope 

(Chillingo). As said EA Mobile VP of Worldwide Studios Travis Boatman:  "never bet against native 

IP" that was created specifically for a mobile platform.”163 

 

7.92 Mid-core                   

It is highly probable that more immersive genres will emerge on mobile platforms, including mission-

based FPS, story-based action-adventure platformers, and RPGs, among others, bringing mobile even 

more in-line with the traditional console/handheld market. This is already being seen with the release 

of titles such as Epic Games’s Infinity Blade. Assassin’Creed was one of the first AAA franchises to 

be released on the iPhone, further perpetuating the positive growth cycle with a larger number of more 

                                                 
160 Gamasutra “Analysis: Over 60 Apps Downloaded on average for each iOS device” by Kyle Orland 
161 Games Industry.biz “PSOne game sales on Xperia” by David Jenkins 12 May 2011 
162 Source: Telephia 
163 Gamasutra “EA’s Boatman Busts five mobile game myths” by Kris Graft 10 February 2011 
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sophisticated high-production titles to appear on the platform. Square Enix recently launched Chaos 

Rings, an immersive, expansive RPG made for the iPhone and iPod Touch with iPad compatibility at a 

high price point of $12.99.              

The iPad has changed iPhone gaming all over again. iPad users will play the same game for three 

times as long as an iPhone user, according to Mobiclix. First up was World of Goo ($9.99), an iPad-

only adaptation of 2D Boy’s hit physics puzzler previously released for WiiWare and PC.  

7.93 Instant access               

Accessibility of games is a very important feature when game sessions are short. Veteran developer 

Graeme Devine said: "The game is playable in week 40, and week 42 is when they are going to ship. 

But you know what you play? You play the game. The game needs to be running on day two when 

you're making games for iOS."At a maximum, Devine says that players should be interacting with the 

game in some fashion within 3 seconds of launching the app from the device. "Do what you need to do 

to have an application start in 3 seconds. Take stuff out. If you want to make people play your game 

again, that is the only way it will happen." Also, successful games on the iPad do not have virtual D-

pads but use the touchscreen.164. 

7.94 Multiplayer 

Multiplayer games are no longer scarce in the mobile space. On Androïd only, one can play with other 

gamers at MMOs like: Pocket Legends, the Google Map based Parallel Kingdom, real-time 

multiplayer marble battle Cestos, and 24 players per game MMORPG ProjectINF.  

 

7.95 Social features 

There are some social games on mobile that are quietly doing very well. They tend to sit in the upper 

end of the Top Grossing chart, and much of their gameplay is the same RPG/Sim appointment-driven 

gameplay that can be seen in most of the big Facebook games. One major difference though is that the 

screen format is not the same. A Facebook game is typically a vertical design, but a mobile game is 

more commonly a wide-screen and horizontal experience. Social gaming on mobile is clearly 

identified by most developers as a strong trend going forward. 

7.96 Location               

With Smartphone ownership continuing to expand, developers are presented with an opportunity to 

add location awareness into social games, adding unique experiences for users and creating new 

business models for developers. One of the first location-based games, Colonial Living Plus, was 

released in May 2005 by Colopl, in Japan. This game is a standalone social game not dissimilar to 

                                                 
164 Gamasutra “The brand new paradigm of  development on ipad” by Christian Nutt 1 march 2011 
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Zynga’s Cityville. The location information adds another dimension around which users can interact 

and explore new opportunities for fun and entertainment. Location elements can be made as a 

ubiquitous API that can be integrated 

into any social game. Google is the 

first company to share location 

information as open APIs.. The other 

large category is “take-over-an-area” 

games, such as Foursquare. These 

games can be combined with 

promotions for local businesses. The 

Mobile Country Takeover Battle developed by Japanese 

company Mapion is a great example. Players use the 

“takeover” command to conquer the region, and repeat until 

they conquer all of Japan. By conquering a certain area or 

by answering a quiz, users earn points. There are other 

examples including scavenger hunt games, photo uploading 

games and even location-based dating games. One 

interesting example involves GPS graffiti and traces a 

user’s whereabouts to create a drawing on their mobile 

phones. Several years ago in Japan, an interesting 

application came via a game that focused on signal gathering – users would go to different locations 

and gather cell phone signals to earn experience points.  Location Based Services (LBS) is becoming a 

common feature for many social games, but in order for it to be effective on a social platform, it must 

achieve massive user numbers. Usually third-party developers can call on LBS APIs to get users 

location-related information so that it can be used to enhance and personalize games. The social-

graph-based recommendation system, combined with location-relevant information, provides 
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comprehensive suggestions to users for local businesses.165                  

Games such as these can be a great fit for marketers looking to connect with customers. Logos, 

buildings and products can all be incorporated into the gaming environment through barcode scanning, 

image recognition or GPS. Such games add more depth to social check-ins, a field where developers 

are still trying to figure out how to create worthwhile experiences. MyTown is an early example of 

how this can work. Players buy and sell the locations they check in at, much like Monopoly. 

Paparazzi is an Android game that layers digital animation on top of the real world, a technology 

known as augmented reality. The game challenges players to take photos of a 3D character standing 

on a table. The character becomes agitated and will throw tea cups at the player. He’ll even jump onto 

the phone itself if given the chance integrated through barcode scanning, which can unlock virtual 

goods and manufacturer promotions. 

7.10 Cross-platform 

 

7.101 MMOs 

MMO publishers have been the first to innovate in terms of cross-platform mobile/PCs. Although 

mobile devices provide the requisite Internet connectivity and user input controls similar to PC, the 

gaming behavior patterns on the two platforms are vastly different. Online game tracker Raptr 

reported that the average game session for World of Warcraft (WoW), after the release of the 

Cataclysm expansion pack, stood at 2.1 hours. A report from mobile social network MocoSpace, on 

the other hand, revealed the average iOS and Android game session on its network lasted for only 16 

minutes. 

 Blizzard released a free World of Warcraft Mobile Armory browser/iOS app tracking character info, 

items, and more (for $2.99 a month, they can also manage auctions remotely). Sony Online 

Entertainment’s EverQuest II Mobile allows users to chat –for free- with EverQuest II players, check 

in-game mail messages, view/share character stats (faction, achievements, equipped items, etc.), view 

a guildmate's status and location, and find their own in-game location. The mobile application requires 

that users have an OTA data or WiFi connection, as well as an EverQuest II Station account. Both paid 

subscribers and free-to-play accounts can download and launch EverQuest II Mobile from the iOS, 

Android, and Blackberry marketplaces. NCsoft also launched a paid Aion Exchange iOS app allowing 

Aion players to view in-game stats, equipment, and auctions. It intends to put out an application for 

iOS devices, Android Smartphones, and browsers to accompany upcoming MMO Guild Wars 2, too.  

 

 

                                                 
165 Inside Social Game “How location based services changed social games in Asia” by Si Shen (Co-Founder and chief 
executive of mobile social gaming network provider Papaya Mobile Inc.) 8 February 2011 
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7.102 Html5 and Unity 

With html5 coming into its own as a programming language for social and mobile games, the release 

of games that actually do run seamlessly across networks becomes possible. Large social game 

developers take steps toward realizing this goal; Zynga acquired an HTML5 engine and EA built 

an entire game and mobile component with it in 2011. Electronic Arts’ EA2D, a younger studio 

focused on building cross-platform games, is bringing Dragon Age: Legends to Facebook and mobile 

devices through HTML5.  

Unity Technologies announced the release of the Unity Android add-on for its development platform, 

enabling game developers to port their Unity-based projects to Android devices. Supporting traditional 

consoles (Wii, Xbox 360, and PS3), the web, and iOS, Unity is meant to serve as a single authoring 

environment for 3D games and other interactive content across all compatible platforms. The company 

says that developers can port their games, including iOS titles, to Android with a single click. Over 

400,000 developers are now using Unity 

7.103 Console                           

Sony launched a free PlayStation app for iPhone, iPod Touch and Android. Sony's official PlayStation 

mobile app is primarily geared at enabling users to access social features, like friends' status updates, 

the games friends are playing, new game listings and news announcements. It is more a consultation 

tool rather than a true access to PSN. 

                  

Sony is to release a new version of its PhyreEngine development framework, compatible with both the 

PlayStation 3 and NGP (now Vita). PhyreEngine is a cross-platform game engine and toolset, 
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provided as source code under license. According to Sony it has been used by almost 50 titles from 

dozens of game studios in the last few years.  

Windows Phone 7 offers remarkable integration with Xbox LIVE, a feature that is accessible via the 

Games Hub and if used will allow to improve Gamerscore!Xbox Live on Windows Phone 7 – Games. 

After entering a Xbox Live Gamertag and password the account is synchronized with the details 

already held, and players are able to view their avatar and their current Gamerscore. 
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8. Social Games  

 Social games are similar to casual games but played on a closed social network’s platform and the 

gameplay of social games is structured to leverage the player’s network of friends. Social games 

appear casual because of the soft themes, cute graphics, ease of use and target demographics. One 

difference between most social games and most casual games is that social games are played over 

extended periods of time, like strategy or sim games, while casual games are played for repetitive and 

short periods of time. However the key difference lies in the access to the social graph. It is important 

to note,  though, that the vast majority of these so-called “social games “ actually display an a-

synchronous gameplay, allowing players to interfere with other players even when there are not online 

simultaneously. So far, social games have used mainly the social graph to acquire players rather than 

to make them play together. They should be called “socially distributed casual games”. 

8.1 Outlook                                

It is estimated that, in 2011, 293 million users played social games worldwide166. Approximately 62 

million U.S. Internet users — that’s 27 percent of the total Internet-using population in the U.S. — 

played at least one game on a social network on a monthly basis in 2011, a 15 percent increase from 

2010167. According to another source (e-marketers), social gamers in the US are expected to grow by 

29.5 percent by 2012168. 

                                          

                                                   Ex. 33   - US Social Gamers 2010-2012 in millions by eMarketer 

                                                 
166

 GamesIndustry.biz 12/08/2010 
167

 Mashable “Social Gaming will generate $1 billion this year” by Lauren Indvik 13/01/2011 
168

 Social Times “Research: social gaming to grow by 30% in US by 2012” by Bilal Hameed 20 Januray 2011 
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The popularity of games on Facebook, undoubtedly the most popular social networking platform in 

the world, can be summarized in the following list of statistics: 

• 53 percent of Facebook users play games. 

• 69 percent of Facebook gamers are female. 

• 19  percent say that they are addicted 

• 20 percent have paid cash for in-game benefits 

• 56 million people play daily 

• 290  million play monthly 

• 50 percent of Facebook log-ins are specifically to play games (210 minutes) 

• 927 million hours per month of collective gaming.169 

Social gaming has followed the international expansion of Facebook: for instance, out of Zynga’s 

Cityville 100 million players, 50 percent are coming from outside the USA. NewZoo’s National 

Gamers Survey 2010 gives an insight on the specificities of the major national markets.  

 

                                                 
169 allfacebook.com “10 mind blowing Facebook Games Statistics” by Patrick O’Neill 22 September 2010 
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Ex.34 – Social Gamers by Country by Newzoo. 

Even though some of these statistics are conflicting, it is clear, that by all accounts, social gaming has 

become a massive phenomenon.  

                         

                                              Ex.35 – Social Gamers Key Figures by PopCap/TNS/NewZoo 

8.2 Distribution           

Social networking is not a market: It’s a functionality. The road to market for social network games is 

easy and simple. The game is made available on the network where anyone can play it for free. What 

differentiates the games is their ability to reach an audience through virality (or marketing). While 
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console and PC videogames sales still come at 80 percent through retail, the position on retail shelves 

command.  This is where the big game publishers add a lot of their value because it’s hard to buy a 

game if it isn’t on the shelves at WalMart, Gamestop and Bestbuy. Social games are played in a 

browser, so anyone who has an access to the internet can play the games right away without 

downloading or installing a piece of software. There is no friction in the distribution of social games. 

While Facebook does not operate any control on games appearing in their network, Google+ has 

chosen to curate, and therefore make a selection in games that hit the network. Accessing the 

community and using the APi is actually free of charge for a publisher who will only share revenues 

with the platform. There is no hint that this model would change in the next future, bearing in mind 

that it has contributed to the success of these platforms.  

8.21 Facebook as a platform                 

A key phenomenon is that, for many users, Facebook has replaced Google as their point of entry to the 

web. To find the content that has most relevance to them, users are increasingly gravitating away from 

content portals to social networks (Yahoo Games, MSN Games and AOL Games saw a combined 14 

percent drop in monthly traffic worldwide in 2010170). Facebook is undoubtedly the most popular 

social networking platform in the world. In May 2007 Facebook launched its Facebook Platform 

which opened up the social network to independent development of applications. Since the barriers to 

entry were so low, game developers and even individuals were able to self-publish their applications. 

Two months after the launch of Facebook Platform, the company that eventually became Zynga was 

formed; Texas HoldEm Poker was their first game on the platform.       

Since then, Facebook, with now 800 million registrations, has grown from 27 million unique monthly 

visitors to over 500 million unique monthly visitors, and over 70% of those visitors engage with 

applications every month. 53 percent of Facebook users play games. In the USA, out of the general 

online population, 80 percent visit Facebook, 44 percent visit other social networks and 36 percent 

play social media games on a daily basis171. Although Facebook holds the dominant position in the 

social networking industry, the site makes up less than 30 percent of worldwide unique visitors to 

social networks (but 95 percent of the total time spent on social networks in the USA in 2011). There 

are nearly 40 social networks with over 10 million monthly active users (MAUs) and nearly 150 with 

over 1 million MAUs. In terms of worldwide unique visitors the top list of social media included in 

2010:   

                                                 
170 Comscore January Vs may 2010 
171 Nielsen Net View cited in Social Media Matters 2010 
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- among regionally popular general social networks:  Orkut (Brazil), StudiVZ (Germany), 

Vkontakte (Russia), Qzone (China), Mixi (Japan), Skyrock (France), Hyves, (Holland), Tuenti 

(Spain)…  

- among secondary English speaking networks: Hi5, Twitter, MySpace, Bebo, Blackplanet, 

Tagged, Ning… 

- among specialty networks focused around specialized themes: IMVU (games), Livejournal 

(journalism), Myyearbook, Quepasa, StumbleUpon (Q&A), FlickR (photos), Linkedin 

(business), Badoo (dating). 

How is Facebook generating a vast majority of social gaming revenue even though the site is only 

representing 30 percent of the global social networking audience? 

 

                                                      Ex. 36 – Social Network Traffic by Network by Viximo 

The hypothesis is that, right from the start, games have played a key role in Facebook’s user 

experience. Some say that games have been the Killer App for Facebook. At least, it is very clear that 

the growth of Facebook has been concomitant to the growth of social gaming. The number of 
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available apps on Facebook has grown fast: 33,000 apps in July 2008 to 550,000 apps in July 2010172. 

Many of these apps turn out to be games. Furthermore, Facebook has rapidly understood that games 

are a non-intrusive and much better accepted way than straightforward advertising to monetize their 

audience.                   

As a consequence, most social game publishers publish only on Facebook with just a couple of 

exceptions. The games that appear on other networks are often no longer curated or managed by their 

publishers. It’s not a good sign for a social network when game developers begin to shut down 

applications all together and it appears that Zynga has shuttered its Mafia Wars game on Myspace in 

April 2011 (according to a notice on the Mafia Wars homepage within Myspace, Zynga was 

discontinuing Mafia Wars on Myspace but was encouraging users to continue playing Mafia Wars at 

MafiaWars.com).                  

Facebook has clearly won the battle in terms of the largest social generalist network for the time being. 

However, one should still bear in mind that a- new competitive generalist network may arise with 

success (Google+), b- some specialist networks may grow. However, one of Facebook strongest 

competitors is actually Facebook themselves. The way they handle business with their partners may be 

perceived negatively and may convince some of them that they need to find an alternative distribution 

channel. Often mentioned examples of Facebook business practices that changed publishers’ business 

models and disrupted their generation of revenues include: frequent modifications in the set of rules, 

change of rules for notifications and virality (March 2010), compulsory use of Facebook Credits (July 

2011). For instance, many publishers suffered a severe drop of revenues (ranging from 40 percent to 

70 percent) when they had to shift to Facebook Credits (because of the no longer existing unused 

game specific currencies and because of the restricted means of payments excluding popular SMS 

payments).  

8.22 Alternatives to Facebook               

The first alternatives to Facebook are actually those companies that make up the “other 70 percent” of 

social networking traffic. Some are just beginning to realize the engagement and monetization benefits 

of social games. Some sites, such as MyYearbook and Quepasa, have made social games a central part 

of their strategy and are seeing significant growth despite the fact that more and more users are still 

being drawn to Facebook. When it comes to social games, smaller social networks may paradoxically, 

have the benefit of size. Users of multiple social networks tend to split their time between Facebook 

and another social network. To these users, Facebook is an indispensable communication tool, but the 

other social network is essentially the local pub: a close knit community woven around shared 

affinities and experiences. Social games are the perfect addition to these communities. As a result, 

social games on smaller social networks often meet or exceed the ARPU observed on Facebook. And, 

                                                 
172 Playdom “Running games” by Paul Lafontaine Prez October 2010 Casual Connect 
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unlike advertising, which detracts from the social experience of a site, a successful social games 

strategy will simultaneously increase a site’s stickiness and significantly increase revenue. However, it 

remains that in social games, a small number of people play a lot and a lot of people play a little. In 

order to monetize through a freemium model, large numbers are necessary. This is the reason why, up 

to that point in time, Facebook has been the leading platform for social gaming.             

Google+ hints in the source code point to API calls that replicate what social game developers can 

already do on Facebook to generate friend invites. Google Checkout offers a Checkout for the Web 

option that allows developers to collect payments for virtual goods from within a game. Plenty of 

Facebook social game developers have expressed enthusiasm about working with Google+ as a games 

platform and Google already has its own in-house social game developer in the form of Superpoke 

Pets!’ developer Slide. The limitation actually comes from the mitigated success of the platform itself 

with web users.                             

The success of games on Facebook also comes from Facebook Connect. The API of the Facebook 

Platform has been designed to fully and easily exploit the many data of the social graph. OpenSocial, 

an open API alternative to Facebook provides access to data for many of the top social networks 

including Yahoo, MySpace, Hi5, Ning and Orkut but apparently does not provide the same level of 

detail (limited documentation and lackluster support for some of the traditional viral methods). This 

may change and a competitive alternative may arise in the future.       

Some gaming web sites use Facebook Connect for users’ authentification. As part of its ongoing shift 

away from relying on Facebook for distribution, Zynga has launched Farmville, Mafia Wars and more 

of its titles on their own websites (but still relying on Facebook Connect for user authentification). 

Dedicated websites can also utilize Twitter to log in and share or stick to traditional email or other 

Instant Messaging in an effort to remain platform agnostic. They may collect the user’s Twitter 

account during the signup process or during the game’s progress and use for a number of purposes; 

occasional reminders to former players about games updates, sharing experiences with Twitter 

followers and inviting Twitter friends. Some games have already taken advantage of Twitter for 

gaming: 140 Mafia, an html mafia title by LolPlaying gained traction by asking users to opt into 

Twitter notifications for various in-game achievements. Twitter encourages this type of integration. 

Despite being one of the older forms of online chatting, Instant Messaging continues to adapt with the 

times. Companies such as Raptr have brought Instant Messaging to games and chat rooms and social 

gaming viral mechanisms such as notifications to traditional games. This requires the developer to 

actively ask the user for his or her Instant Messaging information. 
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8.3 Audience              

“The real promise of social games is bringing games to people who may never have played before, by 

providing a utility beyond just the game itself,” says. Sebastien de Halleux, co-founder of social games 

company Playfish. “That may be playing with friends, or it may be a game that touches on a particular 

passion, such as sport”. The format of social games is a perfect match to the daily pattern and rhythm 

of how people use the social web and social games are the only form of interactive entertainment that 

are natively woven into and distributed via social networks, the new internet’s gateway.  

Entertainment activities are always more enjoyable in groups. This is one of the takeaways of Ben 

Kirman’s Lincoln Social Computing Research Center survey. According to this survey, the average 

social gamer is a 43 years old female who plays at least once a day in 30 minutes long sessions. She 

plays with friends rather than strangers.                

Consumer research undertaken by Econsultancy and Toluna shows that men and women are almost 

equally likely to play social games; some 20 percent of females are social gamers compared to 18 

percent of males. Social games are also played by people of all ages, although there is a slight bias 

towards younger demographics, as the chart below indicates.  

                        

                                                            Ex.37 – Social Games Demographics by Age by Toluna 

Beyond this very broad statement, more segmentation is possible. “One of the biggest things that I 

hear when I talk to brands is ‘social gamers are moms. They’re middle-aged moms’” said Carree 

Syrek a partner in social media strategy at Mindshare. “But actually, this is not the case. Each of the 

games or the worlds that you’re in has very specific audiences that you wouldn’t necessarily see 

unless you dug a little bit deeper”. There are strong disparities between FarmVille and Mafia Wars 
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demographics as an example of diversity among social gamers, as presented in the 2010 PopCap 

Social Gaming Research Results. 

• FarmVille pulls an audience that is 62 percent female, 33 percent of its audience is between 18 

and 34 years old, and the average income is between $60,000 and $100,000. The FarmVille 

audience is also 84 percent Caucasian and 7 percent Hispanic. 

• Mafia Wars‘s audience, on the other hand, is 51 percent female, with 28 percent of the 

audience between 18 and 34 years old, and the average income falling below $30,000. 

Seventy-one percent of Mafia Wars users are Caucasian, while 17 percent are African 

American173. 

It is important to point out that Facebook gamers play under their own name and are not hidden behind 

an avatar, like in browser games for instance. And it makes a difference. In a circle of friends, 

everybody may know what everyone is playing and what their performance is, much like in a 

boardgame in which players are expected to behave according to their usual social pattern. Themes 

and situations in most successful social network games often evoke the everyday life, unlike most 

MMOs and browser games which display futuristic or medieval backgrounds and more combat like 

situations. Social network games are often less escapist and possibly attract users who prefer to mimic 

everyday life and share with their real-life friends. 

                                                 
173 Mashable:” 4 Misconceptions about marketing in social games” by Erica Swallow 27 November 2010 
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Ex.38 – Social Gamers by Gender by Country by NewZoo 

 

As previously indicated, Facebook gives access to international audiences. Top5 countries on 

Facebook are: 1- USA (154 million), 2- Indonesia (39,5 million), 3- India (33,5 million), 4- Turkey 

(30 million), 5- UK (30 million)174. As an example, a company like Lol Apps has players coming from 

(in decreasing order): the USA, Philippines, UK, France, Italy and Malaysia175. The language in which 

games are played is (in number of gamers) for Lol Apps: English (1.340 million), Spanish (0.386 

million), French (0.115 million), Italian (0.0824 million) and German (0.0481 million)176. Some game 

companies have identified that the English speaking world is already saturated in terms of social 

games offering and decided to focus their strategy on less competitive secondary languages. For 

example, Kobojo started with a quiz game in French: Petits Quiz Entre Amis and now deploy its 

Goobox and PyramidVille games in Spanish and Portuguese not only in localizing the games but also 

in opening local publishing offices to properly address the cultural idiosyncrasies. Social games do 

address a mass-market international audience. In return, this does not mean that this mass-market 

audience should not be segmented in terms of demographics, in terms of usage and attitude and also in 

terms of games experience and player types. 

                                                 
174 source: Socialbreakers.com 
175 Lol Apps Inside Social Games December 2010 
176 Lol Apps - Inside Social Games December 2010 
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Even though Facebook terms and conditions require that users are over 13, it happens that some large 

numbers of children use the platform. Based on a survey on 2,089 members of a TNS interactive 

consumer panel, it was estimated that more than 5 million US Facebook users are 10 years old and 

younger. But Facebook’s screening requirements for minors may be a moot topic. In a statement, Jeff 

Fox, technology editor for Consumer Reports, said the majority of parents of kids 10 and under 

“seemed largely unconcerned by their children’s use of the site”177. As a consequence games are also 

played by kids on social networks. There are obviously alternatives for dedicated children social 

gaming, like Moshi Monsters. Online game Moshi Monsters has reached the sizable milestone of 50 

million registered users. It is a social online game/community that allows kids 6 to 12 to adopt virtual 

pets, tool around a virtual land called Monstro City, play games to earn virtual currency and 

communicate with other kids in a moderated, safe environment178. However, it is obviously more 

difficult to monetize games with children, even more so if they are not supposed to play there. 

According to Playdom’s analytics of one of their popular Facebook games, Sorority Life, gamers aged 

18 or younger have the lowest average rates of spending on games (less than 1 percent). Incidentally, 

Playdom found that gamers in the 25-35 year age bracket have the highest rates of spending on 

games—3 percent, which is more than triple that of their teenage counterparts. The lesson here is that, 

having a large DAU/MAU base is important, but it is even more important to appeal to the most 

profitable target audience.  

As a practical consequence for developers, various alternative strategies may be deployed in terms of 

audience. However, the viral nature of social networks make that the chances of success are greater 

with a cross-gender game “for all” than with a game addressed to a niche. It is essential to understand 

that the acquisition of players in social networks comes through friends of friends who may only have 

limited demographic similarities. Furthermore, players happen to start playing a game with no true 

intention; they only play it because one of their friends plays it. This lack of intentionality (a complete 

opposite to the logic of search that prevails on the web) makes that it is to the game to adapt to the 

audience rather than the opposite. 

As opposed to console games, social network games developers know their players very intimately 

and may use this to their advantage.  “Those guys at Facebook are learning who you are, and that 

gives them an advantage. In games we will learn more and more who you are and use that to your 

advantage when you play” said Yves Guillemot, Ubisoft CEO.179 

 

 

 

                                                 
177 Mashable “7,5 M Facebook users are younger than 13” by Todd Wasserman 10 May 2011 
178 Mashable “Kids Online Game Moshi Monsters Hits 50 Million” by Brenna Ehrlich 6 June 2011 
179 in Gamasutra “Ubisoft’s Guillemot Bringing The best of Facebook to Console Games “ by Kyle Orland 6 June 2011 
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8.4 User acquisition 

 

8.41 Virality 

On Facebook, the most sustainable driver of engagement is friends. Virality happens with feed posts 

visible on friends’ walls. They can be invitations, gifts as well as notifications. For each feed post, it is 

estimated that 3 Facebook users should click. In terms of re-engagement, for a request to participate on 

friends already in game, one can expect a 70 percent CTR180. According to Playdom’s Paul 

Lafontaine181, the percentage of installs generated by user stands between 64 percent and 97 percent of 

all installs of a game. The impact of virality can be illustrated with the following example. Who has 

the biggest brain? by Playfish was launched in 2007. Developers started with asking to approximately 

one hundred of their friends to play with them. One month later, the game had 100,000 users, 11 

months later, it had 20 million users. What is proving to be an even more successful viral channel for 

developers is to require users to call on friends to help them progress in the game. A great example of 

this is in Playdom’s City of Wonder. It has the standard viral communication options; bragging, gifting 

and inviting but it also uses a good mechanic wherein players can get “wonders of the world” for free 

by recruiting their friends to help them via posts to the stream feed.  

 

8.42 Virality generates DAUs.  

Games on Facebook have massively benefitted from the virality offered by the network in its first 

years. News Feed became a free advertising board for developers who were not shy about 

implementing “post to news feed” options for a gamer’s every action in a game. Moreover, developers 

structured gameplay to incentivize current users to invite more friends.  

Social gaming visibly grew at astounding rates through 2009 and into early 2010, producing massive 

successes like Zynga’s. However in March 2010, Facebook has given gamers more control over the 

amount of “spam” they might potentially be exposed to during their Facebook experience as well as 

implemented more limitations on how developers can access users. For instance, users can choose to 

apply bans on any game postings to their News Feed and the News Feed algorithm has been tweaked 

to feature less game  news overall unless a user opts to become a fan of said game. Specifically, they 

stopped the automated notifications whenever an achievement was made in a game by one user who 

was then informing all his friends. The primary cause can be directly linked back to Facebook’s 

eliminating application notifications and deemphasizing game invitations and requests to less 

noticeable positions on the homepage in order to maintain a clean user experience and avoid the level 

of annoying social noise games were pouring into their news feeds.         

                                                 
180 RockYou Lisa Marino Chief revenue officer - October 10 Casual Connect presentation 
181 Playdom’s Paul Lafontaine -Casual Connect Presentation October 2010 
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The impact of virality can still be observed, though, with the rapidity with which games spread across 

the network.  While traditional video game market measure sales on a weekly basis, the social games 

space tends to measure on a daily basis. Most successful games are able to gain an average of 50 to 

100,000 Daily Active Users (DAUs) per week when on their rise. A game like Cityville, the most 

successful game published by Zynga so far and also the first to see a simultaneous global release (5 

languages), has gained 4.1 million DAUs in one week (on week 50, 2010). It reached 8.6 million 

DAUs (AppData) in 11 days. Zynga’s FrontierVille took 32 days to reach 6 million users. Zynga had 

4 out of the top 5 list of games by DAU in 2010. EA’s The Sims Social rapidly gathered 7.8 million 

DAUs with a high ratio of DAUs/MAUs. Gamers have been playing an average of 3 times a day in 15 

to 20mn sessions182.                    

In March 2010 as Facebook began limiting the viral channels that made big gains possible, the traffic 

went down and publishers reacted:  “DAU traffic has been flat for the last 6 months… Facebook has 

severely dialed back its virals”183. “The three legs of the stool have been virality, cross promotion and 

advertising. The virality leg has been cut-out” said Tim Chang of NW Partners. Playfish boss, Kristian 

Segerstrale, felt that, following Facebook crackdowns on virality, "It's more than plateaued, I think it's 

declined a little bit but that might ultimately be to game-makers' benefit. Perhaps the immediate effect 

of Facebook curbing some of these channels is to see the aggregate number of clicks going down a 

little bit but at the same time it forces much better quality product and in my mind it's a far more 

sustainable way of growing the market" 184. It is interesting to monitor the market trends in 2010, in a 

year when Facebook modified their notification policy. The first trend is a flattening of growth for the 

social game market as a whole. The following chart shows one significant uptick at the end, caused by 

the launch of CityVille: 

                                                 
182 Gamasutra “EA Details Strong Digital Growth” by Frank Cifaldi 7 September 2011 
183 Rick Thompson Playdom 20/4/2010 
184 GamesIndustry.biz “Playfish: devs without franchises will be in a precarious position” by Alec Meer 2 December 2010 
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Ex.39 – Top 250 Facebook Games DAU Growth Feb 2010 – Jan 2011 & Ctivyville MAU nev-Dec 2010 by Inside Network 

From here, it would be an easy guess that if the top 5 developers (Zynga, Electronic Arts, CrowdStar, 

Playdom and RockYou) uniformly declined but the market showed a plateau, some other group was 

experiencing growth. To measure this growth, Inside Social Games analysts simply removed games by 

the top 5. This left them with a set of about 175 titles, which did show gains:                                             
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Ex. 40 – Facebook Top 175 Games excl. Top 5 developers – Feb 2010 – Jan 2011 by Inside Network 

The above chart shows a dip at the end which is a predictable effect of Christmas, when growth 

temporarily slows for all social games. The chart shows growth of about 23 percent over the course of 

a year, and 40 percent from the low point in May 2010. The largest games in the set above include a 

dozen titles with over a million DAUs, like Millionaire City , Monster World and Car Town – all of 

which were launched after Facebook made its spring changes that impacted viral growth. Even more 

impressive: games 26-175 on the list from AppData, which lists titles developed by growing medium-

sized companies down to very small developers: 

               

Ex. 41 – Facebook DAU Growth excl. Top 5 Games, Games 26-175 Feb 201-Jan 2011 by Inside Network 

In the past year, DAU traffic to these titles has more than doubled. In other words, more developers 

than ever are growing. Among the full top 175, excluding the top 5, the number of games with over 

100,000 daily active users rose from 67 in February, to a peak of 107 before Christmas 2010185. 

Virality remained active even after Facebook reviewed their viral policy in March 2010. However 

Facebook  rolled out in December 2010 a short-term test of app requests in the notifications channel to 

many or possibly all users. The change was designed to help developers by improving app discovery 

                                                 
185 Inside Social Games “An In-depth look at the social gaming industry’s performance and prospects on Facebook” by Chris 
Morrison 24 January 2011 
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and user retention186. In August 2011 in the USA, Facebook implemented changes in the Canvas Page 

to reintroduce active game discovery. They designed bookmarks appearing at the top of the right hand 

corner while users are playing games and also changed how game stories appear in the news feed.  On 

September 2011, Facebook re-introduced active viral tools in the form of tickers showing what game a 

friend is playing but also specific in-game actions. Clearly, virality is at the heart of Facebook and 

social networks.                      

Virality is also called K-factor, can be defined as: (infection rate)*(conversion rate). Infection rate says 

how much an average user exposes the game to others (through status updates or email invites). 

Conversion rate says when infection results in a new sign up (or install). A K-factor of 1 means that 

every user brings an additional user. With notifications going away, a K factor inferior to 0.7 could be 

expected but according to Ouat Entertainment co-founder, Sebastien Doumic, 1 remains a minimum 

target. Virality remains at the heart of independent developers’ acquisition strategies. For Kobojo, 

virality brings 95 percent of their user base. For larger companies, and in more mature markets, like 

the USA, it may vary: for LolApps187, in phase 1, players come at 60 percent from promotion, at 32 

percent from virality and at 8 percent from ads. In phase 2, 40 percent come from promotion, 30 

percent from virality and 30 percent from ads.            

One way to improve virality may come from personalization. A 35 years old business man and a 16 

years old female student, although playing the same game, might have totally different incentives to 

send out an invitation, so the incentive for each one should have different character (text, art etc...). 

The situation today is that all games have a single fixed incentive for all their users, regardless to their 

social profile and behavior. For instance, a company like Bees and Pollen offers an automatic real-

time optimization solution for every element in games, from invitations to the game's payment page. 

The idea is to send each user to the content where he is most likely to convert on, based on his social 

profile. 

8.43 Life cycle 

The initial number of DAUs is a strong indication of the future success of the games. It is in the very 

first days of online presence that the fate of a game can be predicted with a reasonably low margin of 

error.  Maximizing DAUs is one thing, keeping them high is another thing. And there are different 

publishers’ strategies. For instance Pop Cap’s Bejeweled Blitz saw its rate of DAUs fluctuating 

steadily in the range of 4 to 4.5 million throughout the latter part of 2010. Compared to most Zynga’s 

games this range is low. However, it does prove that PopCap’s games bring consumers back for more 

with regularity while Zynga see much more fluctuation. 

                                                 
186 Inside Facebook “Facebook Widens Test of App Request Notifications” by Josh Constine 13 December 2010 
187 Inside Social Games December 2010 
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Another interesting indication is the level of peak DAUs that may be reached by a game and the 

subsequent losses relatively to this highest point. CityVille (Zynga) peaked at 20 million DAUs and 

saw losses since peak of 0 percent. Millionaire City (Digital Chocolate) peaked at 3 million DAUs and 

suffered from losses since peak of 15 percent. City of Wonder (Playdom) peaked at 1.1 million DAUs 

and experimented losses since peak of 60 percent. My Empire (Playfish) peaked at 1 million DAUs 

and saw losses since peak of 90 percent. 

With the increasing number of games available, it becomes clear that the average life cycle is 

reducing. It seems now that, for the majority of games, the peak has been reached before 6 months. At 

any rate, maintaining (or growing) the number of DAUs is critical and managing retention is key.  All 

developers acknowledge that day one retention is essential. Kobojo considers a 30 percent rate as 

normal. That is: only 3 out of the 10 persons who played the game will play again. This is the first and 

largest decay in the user base. Further to this, the churn rate grows progressively with time but is 

compensated by newcomers. After three months, it is often considered that the game reached its 

organic userbase. Mark Skaggs of Zynga: stated that Zynga manages to attain 1.5 million DAUs on the 

first day and aims for a 60 percent same day repeat engagement of a newly released game. Their core 

focus is on long term retention of around 30 percent188.     

      

               

                                         Ex. 42 – Retention Rates by weeks for Top 15 Facebook  Games 

 

PlayFirst's popular Diner Dash series has been taken offline after eight months, following a steep 

decline in the game's popularity. The game -- based on a popular casual game franchise that launched 

in 2003 -- went online in January 2011 and peaked at just over 2.5 million monthly active 

users, according to stats from AppData.      

                                                 
188

 Azam Khan “Social gaming summit 2010: lessons from leaders” 7/05/2010. 
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                                                      Ex.43 – Diner Dash DAUs and MAUs June-July 2011 

 

8.44 MAUs 

In terms of MAUs, numbers can be very high since it measures the number of persons who accessed a 

game for more than 1 second once in a month: in the week 50 of 2010 Inside Social Games showed 

some statistics in their weekly chart list: FarmVille had 56 million MAUs, CityVille, nearly 48 million 

MAUs, ZumaBlitz (PopCap) 4.8 million MAUs. On Myspace, in January 11, according to Inside 

Social Games (04/01/2011), the n°1 game on the platform was Playdom’s Mobster with 15 million 

MAUs, followed by Zynga’s Mafia Wars (13.4 million MAUs), Playdom’s Bumper Stickers (12.9 

million MAUs) and Playdom’s Own Your Friends (10.3 million MAUs). 
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A look at Electronic Arts’s Facebook applications shows that189, for a total of 37 apps, there was a 

total of 35,931,288 MAUs and 6,153,880 DAUs (engagement : 0.17). An average app at EA had, at 

that time, 971,000 MAUs and 166,000 DAUs. 

- Pet Society: 11.3 million MAUs and 1.9 million DAUs Engagement: 0.17 

- Restaurant City: 7.4 million MAUs and 1.6 million DAUs Engagement: 0.22 

- Scrabble: 1.1 million MAUS and 0.402 DAUs Engagement: 0.34 

- My Empire 1.1 million MAUs and 0.104 DAUs Engagement: 0.09 

- Geo Challenge 0.449 million MAUs and 0.036 DAUs Engagement: 0.08 

- Gangster City 0.116 million MAUs and 0.011 DAUs Engagement: 0.09 

Interestingly, Activision has indicated that the number of Call of Duty console and PC online players 

was reaching 20 million MAUs which gives a strong point of comparison.                                                

It is often said that the market was originally beneficial to independent studios but has then followed 

the same concentration rule on top grossing games than the off-line games market.  

 

Ex.44 -  Top 25 Facebook Games App – 30 December 2011 – AppData.com 

                                                 
189 App Data-December 2010 
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8.5 Marketing 

Albert Lai—president and founder of Kontagent, a social web analytics company—reported at GDC 

2011 that social games acquisition costs have increased 10-30 times since the early days of social 

gaming and are trending up. In general, out-of-game primary sources of traffic on Facebook are the 

following. 

 

8.51 Cross-advertisement 

Zynga success comes –among other factors- by leveraging cross-advertisement across games. 

CityVille may have become the fastest-growing game on Facebook was not so much a factor of the 

game’s merits as it was of Zynga’s already massive number of users. This is the “one game leads to 

another game” strategy that proved successful in many prior cases (and is –for instance- a justification 

to aggregators’ sites).  

Larger publishers can rely on their own internal cross-promotional tools to promote their games, given 

the size of the cumulative audience of their games. However, smaller publishers with lower cumulated 

MAUs may use third party tools. Applifier is the largest cross-promotion network; it has been the first 

third-party cross-promotion bar to grow large, followed by AppStrip. Basically, promote a game X 

when a user is playing a game Y is cross-promotion. The clear benefit is that this “ad” is addressed to 

a targeted audience, resulting in a better ROI. Cross-promotion between games on Facebook has been 

a strong tool for all developers. Applifier on Facebook has grown steadily, reaching over 150 million 

monthly active users with its cross-promotion bar and its newer games portal app. As of today, the 

company claims 100 million game installs on the platform as a result of cross-promotion. Developers 

can integrate with the cross-promotion platform for free while Applifier itself remains ad-supported. 

Basically, cross-promotion bar works with the same exchange model, in which developers get 0.9 

clicks back for every 1 they send out; the extra clicks left over are sold by the service. 

Digital Chocolate has released its own third-party cross-promo bar, the VIP Games Network. VIP 

Games Network is undercutting the competition by starting as a straight 1 to 1 exchange. It also offers 

analytics and ad optimization tools to measure the results. 

 

The advantage to Digital Chocolate seems fairly obvious. If it can pick and choose which games go on 

the network, the company can tailor the selection to be beneficial to itself, including only games with 

desirable players who may not have been exposed to Digital Chocolate’s games before.  

 

8.52 Ad Campaigns 
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Advertising through Facebook Ads is another way of acquiring new users. At a cost. It is obvious that 

a developer needs to reach a very large number of potential players to get DAUs for the simple reason 

that, in that case, the motivation is not a friend’s recommendation (even worse: it is a commercial’s 

recommendation) and there is still a lack of intentionality. As a consequence, advertising is generally 

perceived as a secondary tool that is only activated when the game is already a proven success and in a 

true ROI approach. However, the strategic approach to marketing much varies with each studio: 

Antvoice has not spent any marketing money to support their games whereas Ouat Entertainment 

invested 150.000€ in a Totally Spies Facebook Ad campaign. 

Advertisements targeted to adequate audiences are an efficient way to recruit users. ROIs can be 

calculated by demographics, by date etc. Publishers need to target online players with specific ad-

promoting offers. In bidding for performance ads space, they obviously compete with other industries 

that can draw high lifetime values from users who click their ads and thus push out, competing social 

game advertisers. According to many, Facebook Direct Ads provide the highest ROI for customer 

acquisition for the following reasons: 

1. tight demographic targeting unlike with any other ad network in the social space: interests, "likes", 

age, gender, geography, etc. 

2. Possibility to A/B test with many different parameters to come up with the most optimal audience 

for one game, target that audience specifically to drive down acquisition costs, thus producing a higher 

ROI per user. 

3. Facebook ads are made obvious to users as ads, so they don't accidentally click on Facebook ads 

and then accidentally install an app in trying to return to what they were doing before. It is unlikely to 

pay for an accidental click. 

4. Facebook ads are not incentivized. There are some really clever incentivization schemes right now 

for installs, some that produce great users, but in general an incentivized user will not have the 

retention or ROI of non-incentivized users. 

5. If uncomfortable with the risk of a CPC campaign, one may only want to bid CPI to be sure to be 

able to arbitrage. Companies like Ad Parlor or Nanigans can manage Facebook direct buys for third 

parties on a CPI basis.  

Ultimately what is the cost of acquisition of a new user with ads? It is said that in the USA, an 18+ 

new user is worth up to $3 but in certain categories and segments (female 35+, poker etc) it can be 

worth up to $5. In Europe, the cost is apparently more in the region of $2 and go lower in Latin 

America ($0.50) or Indonesia ($0.10)… The mentioned figures are obviously averages and for the 

same application, a publisher may be able to acquire users for $0.30 or $3.00.  

The cost will increase with time with the click through-rate (CTR) and the conversion rate (CVR) 

going down when reaching less motivated audiences. A CTR of 0.15 percent and a CVR of 65 percent 

are achievable at first but after some time, users are starting to get tired of these ads, despite an attempt 
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to keep refreshing new images and copy. The market of active targetable users who are interested in 

other games of the same genre they play is starting to diminish, and in order to keep the volume of 

users up without increasing the rate, one must open up keyword targeting on the users. While these 

other keywords / interests also work well, the CTR will not be as high. As CTR and CVR gradually 

decline, and if one wants to maintain a consistent volume of new users, one eventually has no choice 

but to increase the price he is willing to pay per user. This cost of user acquisition begins to rise 

roughly at the approximate rate of 10 percent for every 100,000 users he brings on. If one was to bid 

and be charged $1 per click with a CTR of 0.01 percent, he then has an effective cost per thousand 

users, or CPM, of $0.10 to Facebook.190  

The alternative to Facebook Ads are display ad networks like Rockyou and Adknowledge to name a 

few.  

Facebook Promotion via Games dashboard for Facebook Credits may also be available for selected 

games that Facebook wants to promote, offering them more visibility. 

 

8.53 Incentivized players 

To increase the numbers of players, developers may “pay” some of them through some mechanisms 

that have not all been transparent and/or acceptable. For incentivized traffic it is often estimated that 

the cost of acquisition should not exceed 10 percent of the cost of acquisition through ads. However, 

for games it seems that the cost is actually higher. 

Tapjoy, Flurry and others incentivize users within Game X to download Game Y in return for free 

virtual currency. How valuable are players acquired through those advertising channels relative to 

"organic" players that were never incentivized to download the game? It is estimated that engagement 

and activation levels are between 10 percent and 25 percent of an organically acquired user. It is also 

said that around 25 percent of Tapjoy's incentivized installs will engage with the app post install. Of 

those, maybe ~50 percent will actually use it a second time or more. In essence one should multiply 

the CPA bid by 3 to get an effective CPA of acquiring a real user.  

TapJoy is the leader of monetization and distribution services for mobile and social gaming 

applications. Their Pay Per Install acquisition for Smartphones starts at $0.35. Developers pay per 

install starting at $0.35 for free apps and 50 percent of the cost for paid apps. AppDog’s solution for 

social networks and for Iphone is on a pay-per-install basis. AdParlor is on a CPI (per install) model.  

However, according to Jan Miczaika of Wooga, using promotional giveaways of Facebook Credits has 

not proven a successful strategy for increasing monetization. Instead, it “created a lot of friction in the 

ecosystem, introduced billing headaches”. The problem with promotional offers, from Wooga’s 

perspective, is they don’t seem to add new paying customers or introduce the idea of paying for virtual 

                                                 
190 Inside Social Games “Facebook ads and the rising cost of user acquisition” by Hussein Fazal CEO of AdParlor 
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goods to new users. Instead, Miczaika said, “There were simply free Credits slushing around in the 

system, which did not add value”191. 

Marketing budgets for social networks games have historically not been large for a series of reasons. 

Firstly, these developers have always relied more on virality, which is the essence of this business. 

Beyond this, only those games that are considered successful benefit from marketing support –which 

is a completely different approach to console games where publishers have to invest upfront 

massively. Generally managed by people coming from the internet arena, marketing has been 

approached in a strict ROI mentality. Live statistics are a direct benefit of internet that enables 

marketers to manage their investments based on the returns they can measure. However it appears that 

marketing has become increasingly more important to acquire users and, with competition growing, it 

is not difficult to predict that marketing budgets will grow. 

 

8.6 Monetization 

Freemium is the dominant method for monetizing in the social games arena. Following the success in 

Asia, most European and American social gaming companies have adopted the free-to-play business 

model combined with virtual item sales. This model is rapidly gaining followers and market share 

because players can decide how they want to use content. Various reports show that the free-to-play 

business model attracts more players overall which, through virtual item sales, results in a higher 

ARPU than the ‘’traditional’’ MMO subscription model. More fundamental, the lack of intentionality 

in the initial discovery of the game implies, to a large extent, a free access experience. 

This means that the majority of participants plays for free without engaging in micro-transactions or 

subscriptions. They may be lightly monetized via ads, but they also contribute indirect value by 

enriching the game world and experience for other players with their participation. A smaller number 

of players (up to 10 percent) pay small amounts for micro-transactions, and a very small subset (1 to 3 

percent) pays for premium services or subscriptions –when available. Actually this business model 

often includes multi-streams revenues: virtual goods, advertising and lead-generation. 

 

Ex. 45 – US Social Gaming Revenues by Segment 2010-2012 by e-marketer.com 

                                                 
191 in All Facebook “How to monetize games with Facebook Credits” by Wagner James Au 10 June 2011 
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For example, Kobojo enjoys a double stream of revenues: with their game Goobox, 70 percent of the 

revenues come from advertising while micro-transactions bring the remaining 30 percent. On 

PyramidVille, it is the reverse. Other developers (like Ouat Entertainment with La Redoute) also 

generate revenues with in-game product placement.  

 

8.61 Advertising 

In 2010, about 30 million players per day played the most popular social game, FarmVille. The most 

popular prime time television show in the same period of time, Dancing With the Stars, had about 24 

million viewers. The audience is clearly there and, furthermore; it is an engaged audience. Then in-

game advertising, that is placing advertisements in games, became widespread, with the emergence of 

easy-to-use services like MochiAds (or CPMStar, Video Egg, GameJacket) which embed ads on the 

loading screen of a game.  A successful execution ensures the ads placed inside the game are 

contextual and enhance gameplay. The execution should be seamless and feel like a natural part of 

gameplay, such as the spot-the-difference game sponsored and skinned by Toy Story. It seems that in 

game ads may convert as high as 50 percent of opt in users (said RockYou’s Lisa Martino Chief 

revenue officer - October 10 Casual Connect presentation). 

Speaking in an interview with Edge magazine EA Ben Cousins revealed: "We actually aren't getting 

much from ad revenue at all. The in-game advertising business hasn't grown as fast as people 

expected it to.(…)If you think about how fast the virtual goods business has grown in the last year or 

so, it's been much quicker and become a much more reliable source of revenue,". Cousins did not 

dismiss in-game advertising entirely though, and instead suggested that more targeted examples were 

likely to prove the most effective. "We did a deal with Dr Pepper for Battlefield Heroes, where if you 

buy a bottle and scan in the code you get an exclusive outfit." he said. "That kind of deep integration 

will work, I think, but I'm not convinced that we'll have billboards in games and things like that. 

Maybe those days are over."  

Actually one of the most successful ways to bring ads in games is probably deriving from the “offer” 

system. Social video ad distributors (like Sharethrough) help brands get their videos watched. Brands 

pay for a certain number of views, and Sharethrough places the video in ad units on Facebook where 

players watch in exchange of credits, in a natural extension of the game experience. Brands get to step 

in and help users advance in exchange for their attention. The second strategy is to embed the video 

directly within the flash interface of the social game. Clicking the screen folds out a traditional video 

ad unit. Users feel as if watching the video is part of the game, and are more likely to view the whole 

video and have a positive impression of the ad’s brand.  

Another form of advertising integration is with branded virtual goods. As an example, in July 2010, 

organic foods maker Cascadian Farm sold 300 million virtual organic blueberries in Zynga’s game 

FarmVille. In August of the same year, Honda turned to Cie Games’s Car Town to promote the U.S. 
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launch of its latest sport hybrid coupe, the Honda CR-Z.  Sony Pictures turned to Zynga’s Mafia Wars 

to build buzz ahead of the film premiere of The Green Hornet in January 2011192. Old Navy launched 

a virtual store in CrowdStar’s social game, It Girl. Players could purchase Old Navy virtual clothing or 

gift it to their friends. The virtual store displayed real-world offers, and players could also complete 

quests that would earn them virtual currency. Century 21 partnered with mobile gaming company 

Ngmoco to create branded virtual goods that players could use in Ngmoco’s We City, a game in which 

players build cities. The Century 21-branded virtual goods comprised of skyscrapers, homes and other 

buildings that players added to progress through the game. Century 21 Chief Marketing Officer Bev 

Thorne says 92 percent of We City players have incorporated Century 21-branded structures into their 

virtual cities. “That’s quite the engagement rate”, she adds. USA Network’s TV show Psych has a 

game-heavy website for its fans called Club Psych, where users earn rewards for consuming and 

sharing content, as well as interacting with fellow fans and content. The rewards range from virtual 

items (badges, wallpapers, digital music) to physical ones (posters, DVD sets). “After the launch, 

users’ time on the Psych website increased from an average of 14 minutes to 22 minutes; pageviews 

were up to 16 million from 9 million in the previous season; and average site visits increased from 2 

times per month to around 4.5 times month” says Rajat Paharia, founder and chief product officer for 

BunchBall, which “gamified” the Psych experience193. The successful example of La Redoute 

products integrated in Ouat Entertainment’s Totally Spies game is innovative. The branded virtual 

items could be purchased with Facebook credits –some being offered by La Redoute in exchange of 

“likes”- and the same actual item could be purchased at La Redoute through the game (with a free of 

charge postage). 

 

8.62 Virtual goods 

The main point for virtual goods is to create perceived value. The higher value is generally on actions, 

items and events due to variables such as difficulty, rarity, time, artwork and social functionality.  The 

perceived value also comes with self expression items, competitive items to upgrade and progress 

(collectibles, time savers).  It requires that there is a clear incentive to continue gameplay by providing 

visible goals and achievements, PlayFish’s Pet Society that has 20 million users sells 90 million virtual 

goods per day194. Virtual goods prices vary a lot and may start at a very low level. In LOLapps’ 

Ravenwood Fair (4.5 million MAUs) virtual goods are very cheap: cheapest goods (consumables used 

to build new attractions at the fair) cost 1 Facebook Credit ($0.10). “We’re setting a price point to let 

people get engaged in the game early on, charging 1-5 credits instead of 39-49 credits,” LOLApps’ 

CEO Sethi mentionned. “You’re starting to see in some games, it’s $6-7 dollars for items. But if your 

                                                 
192 “Social Gaming Will generate $1 billion this year” by Lauren Indvik 13 January 2011 
193 Mashable “Why 5 Big Brand Marketing Campaigns are betting big on social gaming” by Brian A Hernandez 4 May 2011 
194 Mashable “Pet Society sells 90 million virtual goods per day” Sebastien de Halleux interview at LeWeb 2010 Paris 
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price point is $20-30 a month, how can you pace and price your game charging so much for goods? I 

don’t want someone to come into the game for a week, spend all their money and never come back”195.   

Most gamers see no tangible value behind virtual goods but while not often profitable to social game 

developers, they are nonetheless necessary to a successful ecosystem. They are the ones who help 

make a game popular, and with popularity comes whales and super whales—and that is where the 

money is. “Whales" are virtual currency and goods addicts who spend as much as $1,000 annually on 

in-game add-ons. And "super whales" are known to spend upward of $5,000 per year. In social games 

just 9 per cent spend more than $50, while 22 per cent of "casual web site games" players send over 

the $50 mark. Out of the players, only about 1 percent is composed of whales196197. It seems scary to 

rely on such a small percent of a game's user base for a majority of profits but, in a game, they are not 

the same people who stay and pay, they are renewed, as part of the game life cycle. 

In the same way as one rule says that a game should start with instant gratification (levelling up a new 

user quickly in order to create a sense of quick accomplishment and value, publishers have to offer 

low priced items at the beginning to let people get engaged in the game early on. The initial purchase 

helps drive players on to buy the goods that make up the bulk of a publisher’s revenues: energy refills 

and high value items.  

Not all in-game items can be purchased with money. Some items can be bought solely with currency 

earned in the game (soft currency), and some can only be bought by spending real money currency 

(hard currency). Free players must not feel cheated. At Kobojo, for instance, 75 percent of existing 

virtual goods can be bought with soft currency. Micropayments games often sell only decorative items 

for real money and require players to earn the items that give them an advantage over other players. 

 

 

8.63 Micro-transactions 

Virtual goods are paid through micro-transactions. According to a recent survey, a majority of users 

(57 percent) directly buy from inside a game while 38 percent purchase virtual goods from an official 

website outside the game, 16 percent from an e-commerce site like PlaySpan, 8 percent from another 

player, 8 percent others and 8 percent unsure198. The ideal scenario for publishers is obviously to offer 

users a one-click payment experience without having to leave the game. 

                                                 
195 Inside Social games “How LOLApps succeeds with low price points and high engagement” by Chris Morrison 1 
December 2010 
196 GamesIndustry.biz “Europe Virtual Goods market to triple” by Matt Martin 18 August 2011 

197 Techvibes.com “The Art of Social Gaming Monetization” by Knowlton Thomas  Mon, July 25, 2011 

198 Survey from Frank Magid Associates for PlaySpan. Nationally representative online survey of 2412 cited by Mike Snyder 
in USAToday.com) 
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Making sure the payment method is well implemented and accepted is necessary for all games. 

According to Allison Luong from Pearl Research, the rapid growth of free-to-play games in Korea has 

been made easy thanks to a trustworthy micro-payments scheme on mobile phones. 

There are a number of companies providing developers with a service that addresses each piece of the 

value chain. They have internal solutions and/or have some deals with selected payment service 

providers. They generally offer solutions for games balancing, virtual goods/items store management, 

virtual currency wallets, detailed analytics. Most payment service providers now offer direct 

integration of payment methods. They keep players in-house, increasing game stickiness, “time on 

site” and “time in game”. They may offer a white label solution or remain self-branded. Their cut is 

generally 5% of every transaction. Vindicia, a provider of software-as-a-service billing solutions for 

online gaming companies and other industries, reported an 80 percent year-over-year revenue growth 

for 2010. Founded in 2003 and based in Belmont, California, Vindicia provides billing solutions for a 

variety of business models, including subscriptions, free-to-play, and more. Its gaming clients include 

Cryptic Studios/Atari, Activision Blizzard, and Mind Candy. Users sent $2 billion in transactions 

through Vindicia in 2010199. Super Rewards is the leader in monetizing virtual currency for online 

games and social networks. Founded in 2006, PlaySpan which provides a monetization-as-a-service 

platform that includes fraud and risk management, analytics, merchandizing, and global payment 

connectivity features for online purchases has been acquired by Visa for $190 million in February 

2010. Its UltimatePay product allows consumers to buy virtual goods online using more than 85 global 

payment methods in 180 countries. PlaySpan also sells Ultimate Game Cards, prepaid cards available 

in over 50,000 retail locations across North America and other countries. Allopass cover 55 countries 

and manage 8 million transactions a month; their services include:  payments wall including Premium 

SMS, phone billing, Hiway ewallet, Prepaid cards, ISP billing, bank transfers… 

 

Users can also buy pre-paid cards at retail in order not to go through an online account. Pre-paid cards 

are one of the ways for physical distribution to remain part of the value chain. The user only needs to 

take the card and enter the code on the web site/app, giving in-game currency or items. They are not 

activated until they are purchased, so they don’t sit on the balance sheet of the retailer. There are a 

                                                 
199 Gamasutra “Vindicia 2010 Revenues Up 80% from Online Billing” by Eric Caoili 1 February 2010 
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number of companies who provide publishers with pre-paid cards: GMG Entertainment, In-Comm, 

Qinqo… Epay global network, one of  Zynga‘s partners, may give access to 240,000 points of sale 

 

8.64 Promotional offers 

An alternative to cash payment in social games is an “offer wall” inside of games. This system allows 

gamers to purchase in-game premiums without having to pay out-of-pocket. Instead gamers complete 

“offers” such as filling out surveys, signing up for free trials or purchasing items from partners. Offer 

companies give users the possibility to gain credits in answering surveys, watching video ads, 

shopping accomplishing tasks...  For example, Bing ran in the UK a sponsored ad on FarmVille that 

urged users to become a Facebook “fan” of Bing to receive three units of Farm Cash, the FarmVille 

virtual currency. Before the ad launched, Bing had 117,000 “fans.” The next morning, the fans 

exploded to 539,000, surpassing Google. Offers are generally packaged in a branded i-frame that game 

developers can plug-in to their game. It is estimated that 10-15 percent of social gaming revenue is 

derived from offers while the rest is via direct payment. Before 2009, game publishers used to owe up 

to 30 percent of their revenues to such “promotional offers”. The standard cut is 80/20; 80 percent of 

the users’ price paid goes to the publisher and 20 percent goes to the offer provider. 

Facebook themselves introduced a program in May 2011 that offers consumers a financial incentive to 

watch ads on the site. Facebook rewards users who watch certain ads with Facebook Credits, which 

can be redeemed to purchase goods on Facebook Deals. The incentive, however, is not huge. Initially, 

the average ad yield one credit, which is equivalent to $0.10. The ads are mostly in games. CrowdStar, 

Digital Chocolate and Zynga were among the initial participating game publishers. Dan Greenberg, 

CEO of Sharethrough, says Facebook’s move represents “a step away from interruptive advertising.” 

Greenberg, whose clients include Microsoft and Nestle, says his network won’t deliver traditional 

advertising but rather branded entertainment, which consumers will want to watch and share with 

friends. 
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The problem with some offer walls is that the consumer is incentivized to sign up for these services 

even if they have no intention of becoming a paying customer. The service that is paying for such 

leads could find that it is paying for users who will not bring in any additional revenue. Virtual 

currency monetization companies came under fire in late 2009 when it was revealed that a good 

number of “offers” were in facts scams or otherwise based on morally dubious grounds. Facebook, the 

primary platform, reacted and banned in-game offers altogether until the companies involved had had 

a chance to implement checks that would discern the legitimate offers from the illegitimate ones. 

Specifically, Facebook singled out promotions in which the payment or delayed payment obligation 

was unclear. In order to comply with the new guidelines, the game publishers and promoters operating 

on Facebook’s platform removed a number of promotions that were in the gray zone of compliance. In 

return, Facebook announced in April 2010 that they themselves would begin implementing offers to 

help users earn Facebook Credits partnering with Trial Pay and Peanuts Lab.  

The second issue is that offer companies build their brand by maintaining their own identity 

throughout the transaction. However, during that time, the user loses the game brand experience. To 

minimize this disruptive practice, offer companies have begun providing in-game integrations of 

offers with customized looks that allow developers to blend them nicely within their games’ 

environment. Companies like Supersonic Ads, TokenAds, Sometrics are also looking to target online 

players with specific offers within the context of the game through the promotion of game items and 
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discounts on buying virtual currency. TrialPay offers in-game overlay version of their offer wall 

allowing developers to load up the payment experience right on top the flash based game (used in Pet 

Society and Restaurant City).  

Many developers have had to learn how to best monetize their games and they can get help and 

support from companies like AdJolt, from Mindjolt. It is a monetization product, a targeted ad 

platform and a set of tools to add virtual currency and power ups to games. They claim over $20 

million in revenue. Their business model - akin to Mochi Media- focuses on monetizing other 

developers, taking a significant cut (50 percent of revenues). 

 

8.7 ROI 

The initial development costs for a social game are situated in the region of $100,000 to $300,000. But 

social games also require an ongoing maintenance and content improvement team. Its size may vary 

but Mike Turner200 estimates it at 4.5 man months each month with a cost of $12,500 to $22,500 per 

month. Assuming a four months launch period to determine whether the game has found its audience 

and whether it is worthwhile keeping on with it, the global cost of development and maintenance is 

comprised between $150,000 and $390,000. 

The marketing strategy depends upon each publisher’s strategy, some of them investing no money at 

launch but only after several months. However, AdParlor, a leading social game advertising company, 

states that ads cost anywhere from $0.50 per install when a game is first launched and up to $3 per 

install at the later stages of a game’s lifecycle. As a result, a launch campaign can cost between $0 and 

$200,000 or more. 

A short business case may be summarized as follows. Assuming a new game costs $300,000 of 

development and maintenance in its first 4 months and considering $100,000 are invested in 

marketing. The game monetizes at $30 for each 1,000 DAUs and Facebook cut is 30%. It means that 

the game will breakeven –leaving aside any overhead costs -with 160,000 DAUs. As at 29 August 

2011, there were 1,440 games on Facebook that generate over 160,000 DAUs (source AppData.com). 

 

8.8 Publishers 

There is a large number of game publishers/developers active on Facebook but the split by number of 

DAUs (from 100,000 to 49 million) speaks for itself: 

                                                 
200 Social Times “Breaking Into Social Gaming” by Mike Turner 26 August 2011 
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Ex.46-  Number of developers that fall within various ranges of DAUs counts on 5/29/11 Source Data: Appdata.com( 

Breaking Into Social Games) 

 

As at July 8th, 2011 the top 5 publishers –in terms of DAUs- 201were:  1- Zynga, 2- Electronic Arts 

(+PopCap), 3- Wooga, 4- Playdom, 5-Digital Chocolate, as shown below: 

               

                                         Ex.47 – Facebook MAUs by Publisher data from AppData Q2 CY11 
 

Each top publisher has several games in its line up but has –at least- one game that generates over 1 

million DAUs that represents the bulk of its combined DAUs: Gardens of Time for Playdom, Zombie 

Lane for Digital Chocolate, Backyard Monsters for Kixeye etc, showing that it is a hit driven business. 

                                                 
201

 Source : Appdata.com 
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Many other games in top tier publishers’ portfolio actually have very poor performances. In Breaking 

Into Social Games, Mike Turner estimated Facebook publishers revenues for a selection of publishers 

between n°1 (Zynga) and n°80 (Tall Tree Games) in terms of number of DAUs based on the number 

of DAUs, using the data from Appdata.com and Lisa Marino’s estimation method (Monetizing-Social-

Games) –based on the fact that most games monetize between $10 and $30 for every 1,000 DAUs. 

  

Ex. 48 – Estimated Revenues by Tiers of Facebook Publishers – data from Mike Turner Breaking Into Social games 

 

By all accounts, Zynga appears as a true exception and, if we exclude them, the daily earnings for any 

developer in the top 80 list should range from $4,000 to $309,000.  

 

8.81 Zynga  

Zynga is the undisputed leader in the Facebook game arena, having more DAUs than their 9 top 

competitors combined. The revenues posted by Zynga are in the region of $1.1 billion. The recent 

flotation of the company has not been as successful as expected due to –among other factors-  

questions about their actual churn rate and concerns about their acquisition costs going up. Beyond 

Facebook, Zynga’s games can be accessed from Yahoo. During the first quarter of 2010, they forged a 

deal with Yahoo to feature their games throughout Yahoo’s network and with MSN Games. These 

agreements had come after Zynga agreed to enter a five-year partnership with Facebook to continue its 

presence on the social network after tensions between the companies. It seems that Facebook was 

pushing to keep exclusivity over Zynga’s games. This obviously hasn’t happened. In return, with 

Project Z, it has become clear that Zynga is aiming at becoming independent from Facebook, turning 

itself into a platform. 

 

8.82 Playfish and others 

Electronic Arts-owned social games developer Playfish has over 55 million MAUs. EA bought 

Playfish for $400 million. On Facebook, EA/Playfish used to be the third largest game developer in 
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terms of total monthly audience, behind Zynga and Crowdstar (Happy Aquarium It Girl).  Tracking 

site AppData shows that Playfish's games reach a total of nearly 37.7 million monthly players on 

Facebook alone, but the company's titles are available on other platforms, too, such as MySpace. In 

Pet Society, its most popular social game, users have purchased over 187 million pairs of shoes and 

1.7 billion apples in-game. The London-based company adds that users have established 57 million 

restaurants in Restaurant City, 2.2 million football teams in Madden NFL Superstars, 10.9 Roman 

cities in My Empire, 10.6 million football clubs in FIFA Superstars, and almost 25 million hotels in 

Hotel City.202 

Playdom was acquired by Disney for $763.2 million. CrowdStar, a social game developer with 55 

million MAUs with games like: It Girl. Wooga, founded in January 2009 by Jens Begemann in Berlin, 

has a team of 55 and has published 3 games: Brain Buddies; Bubble Island and Monster World that 

generate 12 million MAUs on Facebook. RockYou has 25 million MAUs on Facebook. Digital 

Chocolate. The company had 20 million MAUs on November 2010. Millionaire City is their biggest 

game and only hit with 12.4 million MAUs and 7th game overall on Facebook according to AppData. 

Gamehouse was founded by Alex Mendelev publishes: Scrabble, Uno, Family Feud and has 10 

million MAUs.  

Studios/publishers may also decide to license their IPs to social game publishers. For instance, Square 

Enix licensed “Championship Manager” to Jolt Online (owned by retailer GameStop) in order to offer 

“Championship Manager: Rivals” as a free-to-play multiplayer game on Facebook. 

8.9 Gameplay                          

8.91 Short formats              

Throughout the history of entertainment media, content has been developed in short and long formats. 

Each format serves a different purpose. While traditional games generate significant revenue per 

player, their higher barrier to entry yields a smaller audience. The availability of social games gives 

them the broadcast appeal. In many ways, the social game is to gaming what YouTube is to video: a 

shorter format that has been enabled by new social forms of distribution.       

What gameplay features must be included in games people has originally no intention to play is really 

the question developers have had to ask to themselves. This is why most social network games don’t 

have one main mission to accomplish but several assignments and players, depending upon their 

profile, actually choose to play with different aspects of the game: building, collecting, exploring, 

personalization, optimization etc…  In such games, almost everyone should find something they like 

to play with, as opposed to console games where players initially choose the game they intend to play. 

In most of these games, one cannot even win or lose, which is deceptive to many hardcore gamers. "I 

tried playing FarmVille, I really did, but it's not my cup of tea. And I'm not saying that FarmVille is a 

                                                 
202 Gamasutra “Playfish social games reaching 55 million monthly players” by Eric Caoili 18 January 2011 
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bad game but as a gamer who has played games all my life, I know what kinds of games I want to 

play. I play games every day and I'm always trying new stuff" commented Silicon Knights founder 

Dyack203. For instance, in Cityville, basically, one cannot lose at this game. The only thing one can do 

is have a slight depletion of energy level, but even then, one just waits and it comes back. The game is 

an endlessly extending horizon of tasks to complete.               

It is an undeniable fact that Zynga created games that emulated core elements of other companies’ 

games. Reminiscent of other developer’s games such as Slashkey’s Farmtown (FarmVille) and 

Maestri’s Mob Wars (Mafia Wars). That happened also in traditional game (see copycats of 

Nintendogs). The fact is that the game design of these games does not vary much and exploit basic 

(but efficient) and well-known sets of rules.  It is considered that the “tweaking” of these games is a 

key ingredient for success. The art direction and the theme distinguish games one from another but 

basically the high number of casual games accessible could easily be reduced to a limited set of basic 

game mechanisms. It is therefore crucial for studios and publishers to invest in marketing and 

communication to gain awareness, conversion and adoption in order to exist within the community of 

gamers.                  

Facebook's director of games partnerships Sean Ryan "We have the farming channel, we have the city 

building channel, and we have the pet nurturing channel," he jokes, "Clearly there is room in every 

other media category to have lot of successful players (…) We don't even have one romance game," he 

says. "If you look at any other more mature category, you have highly targeted, highly successful 

media offerings for them. We're just early"204. 

8.92 Social gameplay? 

One key area that will be a focus for advancements is the fact that these so-called social games are not 

in fact very social. Greg Costikyan, a developer, analyses: "Developers of social games have clearly 

given great thought to using the social graph to foster player acquisition, retention, and monetization; 

but as far as I can see, no thought whatsoever has given to the use of player connections to foster 

interesting gameplay"205. Similarly, Jenova Chen, co-founder of Thatgamecompany (Flower) has 

criticized designers of some online games for "lazy work", saying they just add online features to old 

single player mechanics. “If you really wanted to stimulate a social activity, you need to re-think it 

from the ground up" he said. "What is the skill [the player is] supposed to acquire? Accuracy? Or is it 

the ability to convince others? If the skill is social, it’ll be very relevant and useful. People still play 

poker. Why? Because the skill of deception is useful for real life (…) Look at online games. How many 

skills are based on social elements? Most games are based on grinding, accuracy, physical dexterity. 

                                                 
203 Games Industry.biz “Social gaming will crash” by David Jenkins 11 may 2011 
204 Gamasutra “Facebook Game Bosss Hoping for more Diversity” by Franck Cifaldi 27 July 2011 
205 Gamasutra “Unsocial Games” on 24 May 2011 
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They are not social games. They’re just old games with online features"206. What makes social games 

social if sometimes limited to high score lists that are more relevant to casual players: friend 

leaderboards that show only the scores of the player’s friends.  

Social games today might have the underpinnings of various real-world social mechanics, but for now 

they are "primarily single-player experiences," adds Raph Koster, VP of creative design at Playdom. 

And there's plenty of room for improved player-to-player collaboration, he said. He identified 40 

social mechanics (see Appendix 5) that are used to varying extents in social games. The game design 

is extremely important in social gaming and it must include what the audience expects, not what the 

brand dictates. 

An analysis of the DAU/MAU performance in the top 500 apps on Facebook in March 2011, 

performed by Mike Turner, demonstrates that game shows, card/table, sports, and skill games do well 

in the social space, but IPs popular on other platforms fail. Existing IPs ported from other gaming 

platforms such as PC, console, and MMO account for only 12 percent of the DAU in the top branded 

games. 

 

8.93 Gameplay mechanics 

Sharing, gifting, personalizing, caring are often mentioned as popular mechanics in social games but 

one of social game players’ most significant social emotions is a desire to be dominant and show off 

their prowess. Players stack up against all the players in leaderboards, a mechanism that exists in many 

non-social web games. However, social games, contrarily to “traditional” videogames have left room 

for those users who are not just led by competition: “We’re reaching the multitudes of people who 

want to co-operate and gift, not just compete” says Bing Gordon, partner at Kleiner Perkins Caufield 

& Byers207. 

Serious Business’ Friends for Sale was one of the monster hits of the early days of Facebook. The 

game was extremely simple. As the title would suggest, one could buy one’s Facebook friends for in-

game currency. Friends produced income as long as one owned them; the more expensive the friend, 

the more income he or she produced. Each time a person was purchased, the price would go up, giving 

a nice profit to the player he or she was “stolen” from and providing a cash bonus to the person being 

purchased. This core game-play gave the game an amazingly social feel; every interaction in the game 

involved looking at the profile of a friend. Friends for Sale had three main additional social features 

beyond the basic friend marketplace: nicknames, gifting, and puppeting. Players used these features to 

express a variety of socially relevant feelings—everything from taunting to flirting to admiration. 

These features greatly enhanced players’ enjoyment of a very simple game by allowing them to further 

                                                 
206 Gamasutra “Chen : Designers of online games often do lazy work” by Simon Parkin 12 January 2011 
207 Tech Crunch “The end of Moore’s law: a love story” by Bing Gordon 25 August 2010 
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express themselves. These features have been used by many –if not all- the most successful social 

games since then. 

         

                    Ex. 49 - Brand Success in the Top 500 Apps - data from  Mike Turner Breaking Into Social Gaming 

 

Resource management games have also been very successful on social networks: City building games: 

Social City, Millionaire City, City Wonder, My Empire, Hello City, Farming games: Farmville, 

Country Life, Country Story; Farm Town, Minecraft etc. Co-op play has inspired users to create 

elaborate structures out of simple, square building blocks and to show off their creations. These basic 

principles have also been used in other games: Nightclub CityBuild a nightclub and throw parties for 

other users; Crime city where users have to work their way up the ranks of the mafia through nefarious 

means; Ravenwood Fair where furry creatures try to clear a haunted forest in order to hold a fair; 

Holiday Village, a social game developed by Online Alchemy which allows multiple players to create 

a small “Christmas village” together. 

The social game industry is still learning how to combine those characteristics with its heritage of 

virality and metrics-based design. Some developers are also doing quite well with purely competitive, 

or “hardcore”, games. Kabam is well known for its success with Kingdoms of Camelot, but there are 

also less-known games like Wild Ones that benefited early on from player vs player mechanics. But 

for the most part, developers are still learning how to combine competitive gameplay with higher user 

numbers. The ongoing shift at some developers to a newer, more creative model is in plain sight. 

CrowdStar, for instance, is still one of the top developers, by playerbase and revenue, on Facebook. 

However, its older generation of games, including the hits Happy Aquarium, Happy Island and Happy 

Pets, all made generally lower ARPU.  
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Most social games actually have the same features. There is no doubt that social gaming features will 

diversify and improve and, as Seismic Games’ founder Greg Borrud explained: “There has to be more 

than analytic based games design”208 

 

8.94 Goals 

All social games have goals measured by developers. For instance, in Cityville, four types of goal 

funnels can be found: 

• The Viral Funnel: a series of steps designed for the user to spread the game through invites 

and gifting mechanics. 

• The Engagement Funnel: a series of steps designed to nurture a user’s progression through 

gameplay to deepen a user’s commitment to the game. 

• The Retention Funnel: a series of steps designed to get the user to return to the game once 

they’ve ended a session, including emails and notifications. 

• The Viral Engagement Funnel: Here, a user not only attempts to complete a goal, but also 

must elicit help from their friends (neighbors) or pay precious virtual credits to complete the 

goal. 

In the table below, is broken down each progressive goal funnel in the game up until Level 4 is 

reached. Game mechanics are broken down by Engagement and Social/Viral mechanics buckets that 

are persistent throughout the game. 

                                                 
208 - Inside Social Games: “Seismic Games Opens Doors” by Kathleen de Vere – 4 January 2012. 
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                                                     Ex.50 – Goal Funnels in Level 1-4 of CityVille 

It is interesting not note that: 

• There are more viral goal funnels in the first few levels. Zynga knows that the first 15 minutes 

of game play are crucial to getting players engaged. Even if they drop-off and never play 

again, they hope that their first-time players send out viral invites and messages to other 

potential players. 

• There are easier engagement goal funnels in the first few levels. Zynga also knows that players 

need to feel a sense of progress and easy flow in order to feel engaged. The first few 

engagement goals are essentially tutorials, but are designed to award goal completion with 

social mechanics like naming your city, which then solidifies psychological ownership and 

social investment over your virtual city. 

• Viral Engagement Funnels are presented more and more as the game progresses. One 

inflection point of the game, where players build their City Hall, represents the capstone of the 

transformation of a player’s city from a small town to something bigger. At this point, players 

must either recruit neighbors/friends to staff City Hall, or pay City bucks to staff Samantha, 

the in-game virtual neighbor in all the roles. 

Kevin Rose wrote a very detailed blog post on Cityville game design that illustrates the mechanics of 

viral funnels.  
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8.95 Gameplay for engagement 

When users play a lot, they are much more likely to spend money and invite other friends to be active 

in a game. Therefore, a developer must take steps to keep engagement consistently high throughout a 

game’s lifetime. In engaging the user, there are three critical steps: Initial Design, New Content & 

Features and Engagement Funnels. A number of well-established techniques have emerged to get 

users to return to a game on a regular basis, all using time: “harvesting”, limiting game-play, letting 

things decay. For further details, refer to appendix 6. 

Regular updates and introduction of new features is very important. Wooga has declared that they 

make weekly updates of their games. 

 

8.96 Gameplay for monetization 

Gameplay is designed in order to maximize monetization. Unlike traditional game design, almost all 

elements of social games should be done with a business objective in mind. The challenge for the 

developer is to find ways to make players spend money without stopping their gameplay when the 

money runs out. An example of this mechanic in action is in NanoStar Siege by Digital Chocolate. 

The primary goal in this game is to launch attacks against other players’ bases an action which 

requires troops. However, the more troops players add to a battle, the more gold they need to spend on 

that fight. Players will often spend more gold than they will win in order to secure a victory and gain 

experience. The result of this mechanic is that gamers are constantly trying to accumulate enough gold 

for their next attack and currency flows out of the economy with these battles. 

In terms of gameplay content, it is understood that the keys to monetization are: Drama, Friendship, 

Love, Competition, Collections, Gambling, Individuality. It is also important to make sure that the 

frustration is properly managed in perspective of the actual demographics of the game. 

One problem seen frequently is that designers will give the player a recurring revenue source that is 

constantly giving them in-game currency, whether they are online or not. This can give users huge 

stockpiles of money while not actually rewarding them for actively playing the game. A good fix for 

this problem is to tie the rewarding of in-game currency to specific actions the player performs in the 

game, such as activating a building, visiting a friend or spinning a slot. Developers can also give 

rewards simply for the normal game play users participate in.  

One strategy is to get the player hooked before they feel any need to spend money. For instance, 

NimbleBit's Tiny Tower lets the player do everything for free, but as the game progresses, it becomes 

slower and slower to do things. A few real dollars helps spur things along. Now that the player is 

already highly engaged with the game, it's quite conceivable that they will spend $5 to boost their 

experience. 
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Another strategy is to offer extra packages or expansion-like products to a game. Instead of making all 

game features available initially like with Tiny Tower, a game may tease you with the basics before 

encouraging a player to buy an expansion or the full game.  

 

8.97 Game improvements, Mid-core and Unity 

Games progressed from simple combinations of text/image/html (Mafia Wars) to games with Flash 

and animation in which a quality soundtrack is also a growingly influential factor. Most recently, 

developers have been experimenting on Facebook with 3D games (Cmune’s Paintball 3D was the first 

3D FPS on Facebook). Unity’s 3D engine has been made available to developers for free since 

October 2009 and Unreal and Crytek also made free versions of their 3D engines available in recent 

months. 

There has recently been an uptick in social games that require plug-ins for services like Microsoft 

Silverlight or are built with the Unity 3D game engine, which prompts users to install a plug-in in 

order to play the game on Facebook. Unity appeared on Facebook with Paradise Paintball (now called 

UberStrike) in 2009, and other 3D games have followed suit. As a consequence,  Unity-run 3D first 

person shooter N.O.V.A. Elite, has minimum system requirements of a 1.8 GHz dual-core processor, 

2GB of RAM, a 256MB graphics card and 1GB of free hard drive space; an uncommon concept for a 

Facebook game. Unity being written in C++, the language in which most console video games are 

coded, makes it easier for console developers to work (as opposed to Flash) and may make easier in 

the future cross-platform play. 

Only recently Facebook MMOs have begun to feel like traditional titles in the genre. Junebud AB’s 

Milmo, a synchronous MMOG with a casual play-style, is an attempt to hybridize both traditional 

social and MMOG mechanics with the help of the Unity engine.  Similarly, Dungeons and Dragons 

has come to Facebook with Heroes of Neverwinter, a turn-based multiplayer role-playing game where 

players customize a character and then recruit other characters to form an adventuring party. Heroes of 

Neverwinter encourages players to recruit friends’ characters to their party, which creates unique 

social interactions as players “shop” among their friends for those with the ideal character class and 

level to make up the best possible party. Heroes of Neverwinter monetizes much the same as other 

Facebook RPGs through the sale of premium items, gameplay boosts and shortcuts to advance beyond 

what the player has already unlocked. 

 

 

 

 

 

8.10 Designing game play 
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8.101 The unfinished games 

It has progressively become increasingly easier for publishers to release updates for games post-launch 

making them able to ease at which developers can tweak a feature and observe its immediate impact 

on gamer activity, companies can create more targeted and enjoyable games. In reality, social game 

developers release unfinished games on which they work on while it is online. With social games, 

once the game is launched the real work has just begun.  

When a game has virtual goods in it, there must be a steady stream of new and compelling items for 

the users to want to buy. Otherwise the content gets stale and the users lose interest and leave. One of 

the better ways to keep up with the need for fresh content in the game is to hold back some of the 

content that has been created when the game is launched and keep some items out of the game 

inventory at launch. 

Many developers release games that are worth approximately € 300.000 of development. After 3 

months time, depending on the commercial success of the game, they decide whether they continue to 

invest in development or just discontinue. This way, their risk does not exceed this amount (bearing in 

mind that no marketing has been spent at this step). Similarly, the marketing tactics are decided and 

implemented once the game is already online. A successful game is actually an ongoing work in 

progress or rather a Game In Progress. 

 

8.102 Datamining 

“In [traditional] game development we look for a balance between the producer and game designer," 

who are both creative-led. Meanwhile, web development focuses on a product manager and a designer 

-- one led by metrics, the other creative. Social games is the same split, with a producer/designer and 

a product manager you should have user testing as an integral part of development” said Andrew Mo 

Director of Product Playfish Beijung209, "it's really important to separate your user researcher from 

the game design team, and only feed in data as required.” 

In Mo's view, highly complex problems can't be solved with data; highly simple problems, on the 

other hand, should be tested.  When it comes to metrics, the good news is that "what gets measured 

usually gets done. If you give your team a weekly sales target... Usually you'll find that week on week 

they will improve that metric, because that's the thing they're focusing on day-in, day-out (…) Good 

metrics will drive good behavior.” 

The advantages that data mining can provide are obvious. “I can’t tell you how many design 

discussions I’ve been in during my career. Discussions over what players want, what is the best way to 

spend our engineering and art resources, and what the spirit of our game is. When working on 

                                                 
209 Gamasutra “GDC China Playfish on Metrics vs intuition” by Christian Nutt 5 December 201 
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consoles and retail PC titles, we only had only limited feedback available to make decisions. Playtests, 

surveys, and playing the game ourselves before it was on the shelf were really the only ways to back 

up claims. And once the discs were out the door, then it was all said and done. With social games 

however, it is a much different world. On Facebook or MySpace, the launch of a game title is just the 

beginning. Today the amount of data that developers are able to mine and manipulate is massive.”210 

Few game platforms have the luxury of being able to tweak their game to perfection. Sometimes just a 

few simple tweaks, a few numbers changed, or a few tuning values moved is all it takes to go from an 

also-ran to a blockbuster hit. There are so many numbers in social games that it can be overwhelming. 

But luckily, by being able to tweak different numbers endlessly and monitor the results, social game 

developers are able to optimize the tuning of their game until it’s nearly perfect. If players are making 

too little money, then the developer can just tick up their income a bit and see the results. If players are 

going too slowly, then they can give out a bonus to see the effects. Watching these metrics and 

measuring them against the lifetime value indicators for players is one of the primary uses of massive 

data. 

Ben Cousins, then general manager of EA's free-to-play Easy studio in Stockholm outlined the team's 

experiences launching, tuning, and succeeding with the company's first non-casual free-to-play game, 

Battlefield Heroes. The game launched in June 2009, and July 2009 was the biggest month to date for 

user volume. However, after launch, the team faced a "really big problem ... it was clear we weren't 

making anywhere near as much money as we forecasted. Average revenue per user was targeted at 50 

cents, but the real return was 25 cents in the first month. We'd used Korean benchmarks and were 

even a little conservative." In the July 2009 KPIs, ARPPU was $20.25, but the conversion rate was a 

mere 1.29 percent. "Conversion rate was the issue -- clearly failing one on of the KPIs allowed us to 

really focus our work."EA decided that the game was "too free", Cousins said; metrics showed that 

free currency earned through play allowed players to maintain multiple valid characters for totally 

free. The decision was made to tune the game so that players could maintain one character with one 

weapon if they played a couple hours a day. The team dropped the prices of permanent weapons 

because "we wanted to increase the accessibility of those while decreasing the accessibility of free 

weapons". The team also finally introduced more powerful weapons for cash. Cousins estimated "a 10 

percent increase in power for each of these cash weapons. There was a 100 to 200 percent jump in 

daily revenue overnight with the new guns. DAUs didn't change whatsoever, and while ARPPU 

dropped during this period, there was a "really dramatic increase" in conversion -- three times as 

                                                 
210 Insidesocialgames Eric Heldon : » Big Fish the latest company to add an extra gaming layer on FB” 19/04/2010 
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much. "We were still under a five percent conversion rate daily," says Cousins “but still much 

happier.211 

Tseng, Kontagent’s CEO says that companies developing Facebook games benefit most from granular 

looks at what users are doing on a per-session basis. Many developers now use analytics tools to focus 

on improving monetization by eliminating design bottlenecks. Tools like Kontagent's allow makers of 

Facebook games to observe points in the game where there's significant user drop-off, to better 

spotlight what stages of play need more tuning to allow users to remain engaged. They can also use 

analytics to see the most successful discovery channels that lead users to the game, so that they can 

concentrate their efforts on the promotional tools that are working and discontinue attention to the 

ones that aren't. "Zynga is probably the most advanced analytics company -- because that's pretty 

much what they really are" Tseng says. "They spend more money on analytics than I think a lot of 

companies spend on their game development"212. 

                                                 
211 Gamasutra “Perfecting the free to play BH” by Christian Nutt 4 March 2011 
212 Gamasutra “Kontagent Analytics in the Facebook Space “ by Leigh Alexander “8 July 2011 
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Part C 

          The new fundamentals 

 

9. A change of paradigm 

 

The shift to VaaS - videogames as a service- is impacting, in various ways, the whole videogame 

industry. The content has to be envisaged as unbundled into snack-sized pieces, delivered through 

time, with “meta-gaming” mechanics (leveling up, badges, achievements, social profiles). The 

monetization has to be considered as a multi-stream flow composed of fixed price, subscriptions, 

micro-transactions and advertising. One of the key issues for publishers is now to understand what will 

provide the addictive ongoing engagement to keep users coming back for more. Nothing should be 

taken for granted and it is rather a continuous challenge to deliver the right game to the right audience 

in a true consumer centric approach.  

There is a change of paradigm because online gaming has not just brought alternative business models, 

marketing tools and gameplay features but it showed that “traditional” videogames are only a part of a 

broader definition. It appears that boxed products have been a particular case of video games. The 

model must be redefined not from the traditional point of view but from the online perspective.    

 

9.1 Market segmentation 

The penetration rate of videogames should continue to progress and reach its maximum level in the 

next decade. Videogames have become a widespread form of entertainment accessible to the vast 

majority of the population. The initial step for any game marketer consists in segmenting the market. 

The purpose for segmenting a market is to allow the marketing/sales program to focus on the subset of 

prospects that are "most likely" to purchase the offering. If done properly this helps to insure the 

highest return for marketing/sales expenditures. Classic marketing literature explains that target 

marketing recognizes the diversity of customers that should then be grouped in segments. Segments 

should a- reflect unique needs (each segment must respond differently to the different marketing 

mixes), b- be identifiable (with measurable attributes), c- reachable (through marketing and 

distribution channels), d-substantial and e-durable. Segmentation can be based on demographic, 

psychographic and/or behavioralistic variables. 

Marketers in the videogame industry traditionally segment their market in terms of usage, that is 

ultimately in determining how much time and money each segment is investing in videogames. 

-  The hardcore gamers: those who play 2 hours+ a day or buy 10+ games a year (14 percent) 

-  The regular gamers who play 15mn to 115mn a day or buy 3 to 9 games a year  (54 percent) 
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- The casual gamers who play 15mn- a day or buy 1 or 2 games a year (32 percent)213 . 

Developers tend to use a more psychographic approach. An interesting synthesis of existing theories 

has been published by Bart Stewart214 that shows four main segments: 

 

 
Ex. 51 – Players segmentation - data from  Bartle Types + Krirsey Temperaments 

 

The decisive benefit of online for marketers lies in web analytics.  All actual gamers’ behaviors can be 

tracked. This allows for the development of behavioral targeting that is becoming an extremely useful 

tool to game marketers. 

 

9.2 Roads to market 

 

9.21 Hardware Devices 

To deliver their games to users, publishers need to distribute them through the devices their customers 

own and use. Devices have always formed a moving landscape and publishers have had to adapt to it. 

However, the time when there were only two to three hardware devices to publish on is over. The days 

of dedicated game devices may be counted. The number of available devices and the average number 

of devices owned by each customer has never been so large. Videogame has become truly mass 

market when it started to become available on a large variety of non-dedicated devices. Videogame 

consoles may have to integrate non-gaming features (which they are actually doing with sophisticated 

                                                 
213 GfK/ISL : Etude joueurs décembre 2005 

 
214 Gamasutra “Personality And Play Styles: A Unified Model” by Bart Stewart 1 September 2011 
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accessories like Kinect) to continue keeping a solid market share.  As a consequence, it has become 

critical for publishers to choose the right strategy to reach their customers.  

  in millions 

WorldWide Population 6,898 

Mobile Subscribers 5,113 

Internet users 2,095 

PC Owners 1,27 

TV Subscribers 60 

Smartphone & Tablet owners 400 

HD Console owners 200 

Handheld console owners 200 

Ex.52-Worldwide Device Ownership  - data from RBC Capital Markets Reviews 

 

From the data gathered in this survey, it is possible to predict the following trends in terms of formats 

for the next future: 

a- Static console will make available a lower number of IPs These IPs, in return, will enjoy a 

more permanent existence through multiplayer and DLC. These IPs should generate 

communities - if hardware vendors seize the opportunity. This way, console games may 

somehow get closer to MMOs, 

b- Static console will durably continue to serve as platforms for party gaming. Innovative 

peripherals and game plays should provide entertainment to family and friends who gather 

around the TV to play quizzes, karaoke, dance etc, 

c- Handheld console should not continue to exist in the future. Smartphone manufacturers will 

win the battle against dedicated games hardware. The handheld software will merge with the 

mobile gaming market,     

d- Tablets will emerge as a major playing device, 

e- Smartphones will keep on growing against standard mobile phones and will offer apps and 

browser games in the same way the web does,   

f- Mobile phones gaming will remain limited to simple games, 

g- Web browser games will become the leading format for “PC games”,  

h- Cloud gaming will grow in parallel to the availability of large bandwidth and the 

improvements in server technology. 

 

9.22 Platforms 

In terms of distribution platforms, the dominant ones should be: 

- Retail for static consoles software and pre-paid cards, 

- Hardware vendors online marketplaces for full games and DLC, 
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-  Smartphones and tablet marketplaces, 

- Web games portals, 

- IPTV 

For each hardware device, there may now have more than just one choice of platforms. The time when 

one device means one platform may also be over. The concept of platform is changing; for example it 

may appear that a distinction must be made between monetization and discovery. For example, 

OpenFeint that operates on iTunes is a way to distribute games on the iTunes format which is indeed a 

platform for a developer. In turn, EA (with Origin) and Zynga (with Project Z) are setting up their own 

platforms for their own games as well as for third party games.  

With the possible exception of party games using accessories, videogame distribution must be 

envisaged as a flow and it cannot be the case any longer of standalone finished products. Instead, IPs 

need to be delivered through time in a strategic way. The right choice of platform(s) is essential to 

achieve this. Delivery of an IP via a platform and via a device (or even multiple devices) has to come 

through a time flow. 

The platforms that do allow this smooth timed delivery of content will dominate. “The browser has 

already won on the PC," says Digital Chocolate founder Trip Hawkins. "It'll win on the tablets. It'll 

take longer for it to adapt to the smaller screens, the iPhones and the like, but it will." But it's not just 

any content Hawkins sees succeeding. "What you're going to see is free to play, pay for items in the 

browser," he says. Though it may be only a percentage of users paying the money, they do pay a lot. 

Why? Because as Hawkins says, "$1,000 is a cheap price to pay to be king." People want to pay in 

order to dominate all the people playing for free, he says. "If you had Googled any of our properties 

four years ago, you wouldn't have gotten a lot of page hits," he admitted. "Now we get over a million 

page hits".” You don't have to pay for that traffic either. There are a lot of hardware, software, and 

web companies that are losing now because of the disruption caused by Apple and Facebook”, he 

says215.  

It is indeed the role of platforms to encourage discovery, reduce frictions and provide the necessary 

tools (in the UI and in-app) for developers to optimize their efforts. 

 

9.3 User acquisition 

In the same way as one game is no longer sold once for all, one user is never gained forever. 

Therefore, new user acquisition is an ongoing challenge. To transform someone into an active user one 

needs to have him go through a conversion funnel. 

 

                                                 
215 Gamasutra “Trip Hawkins: the browser will win” by Brandon Sheffield 10 June 2011 
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Ex.53 – The Funneling Process 

 
Recruiting gamers remains the very first step in the conversion funnel. The number one objective is to 

get the largest possible number of installs and/or accounts. Metrics may be: number of boxed games 

sold, number of installs, number of DAUs or MAUs, number of accounts etc. 

 

9.31 Natural recruitment 

9.311 Metacritic  

Press reviews have always been influential in all publishing businesses. Recommendations from 

trusted opinion leaders –whether full time journalists, bloggers or even experts forum and social 

networks posts- help form opinions. However, only the more passionate users look for those critics 

which, in turn, are often addressed to them, forming a kind of a “hardcore bubble”. Game reviews 

include grades that are an easily accessible form of appreciation. Those grades are even combined in 

Metacritic which makes ranking even easier.  

Referral sites reviewing games, sometimes long before release thanks to previews, early videos, press 

studio tours etc also generate leads. 

 

9.312 Charts 
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Platform holders generally publish charts of their best selling games which give an indication of what 

the successful games currently are. Users may be tempted to follow the crowd and select games within 

this selection. 

 

9.313 SEO 

Search engine optimization is also a major tool, especially for established IPs.  

Natural recruitment also includes random search as well as its opposite, brand awareness. Personal 

recommendation has always played a major role in the marketing of entertainment products. Many 

gamers want to play the game they know first-hand or second-hand. Word of mouth remains very 

powerful even if it is difficult to manage from a marketer’s point of view. Community management 

may be viewed as an indirect vector of buzz and of word of mouth. 

 

9.314 Virality 

Virality is a major lever for videogame marketers.  Whatever the platform, marketers should include 

virality in their plans even though not all platforms offer the tools to properly master it. However even 

boxed products potentially can benefit from viral effects (buddy keys).  

Virality is a major source of recruitment. Facebook has shown how strong it can be when properly 

implemented. This is why the implementation of communities is important for all platforms. 

 

9.32 Paid recruitment  

Traditionally, the sources of potential users –beyond natural recruitment are:  

a- Advertising 

b- Paid search and affiliation 

c- Internal or external cross-promotion 

9.321 Advertising 

Advertising campaigns are the perfect complement to virality. The game is recommended by its 

publisher who has to give evidences of the superiority of its offer.  

Targeting is a key variable for all advertising campaigns. Web analytics can provide data for 

extremely detailed strategies, like behavioral targeting or re-targeting. Campaign’s efficiency may be 

adjusted through performance-based pricing services whether it is: CPL, CPA or revenue share. Game 

portals platforms generally bring this within their offer to developers through active affiliation 

programs. 

Mass media should only be used by those mega IPs which are looking for massive awareness, IPs that 

can also be monetized through licensed products 
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In creative terms, the best way to demonstrate the quality of the game is to let the audience play with 

the game through a demo, with the game for a limited time or with the full game itself. 

 

9.322 Paid search and affiliation 

Paid search and affiliation expand the reach in order to convert new users. The key to good conversion 

rates lies in appropriate targeting.    

 

9.323 Cross-Promotions  

Cross-promotions are meant to lever current users of other games; you play this game, you should also 

try this new one. It is actually a behavioral targeting tool. Internal promotions are organized within the 

line-up of a publisher. They are free but are limited by the current publisher’s reach.  

External promotions are done through a third party partner able to gather games from different 

publishers and expand the potential reach to their combined audiences.  

Cross-promotions may also include the more sophisticated personal recommendations, à la Amazon, 

resulting from same user history and from predictive algorythms based on larger database of users’ 

histories.  

 

9.324 Promotions 

Each platform offers its own promotional tools, from POS material in retail store to “game of the 

week” in AppStore. Platform holders all have their set of tools they offer to publishers, for money. 

 

9.4 User retention 

Once a gamer is recruited, the work does not stop, like in the “traditional business model”. On the 

contrary, it only starts. 

 

9.41 Loading times 

Games must be quickly accessible. In today’s world users are no longer ready to bear with loading 

times that “steal” time from their game sessions.  

In addition, gameplay should provide the user with positive emotions and feedback immediately. 

Ideally, the game should be easy to learn and difficult to master. Long tutorials detailing the games 

features should only be reserved to those complex games addressed to a hardcore audience willing to 

invest time in learning. 

 

9.42 Engagement 

The theory is that the longer users are engaged with a game the more chances there are that he spends 

money whether it is for subscription, virtual goods or the full game after a trial period.  
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Retention measures the ability of a game to keep its new users. A typical retention rate, stands 

between 10 percent and 40 percent. This means that acquisition is a perpetual quest  

Limiting frictions to the maximum is an efficient way to push engagement. The purpose of any game 

play should be to get the player satisfied so that he keeps on playing on the same game. Ideally, this 

means frequency (he plays the game several times a week) as well as life time (he keeps playing for 

months). The replay value is essential. Updating content on a frequent basis encourages users to stay 

and replay.  It is also highly probable that user generated content encourage retention. 

However it may be interesting at that stage to remind what Playfish boss was saying:  "To date we've 

had our games installed more than 300 million times, but if somebody has clicked on your game once 

and played it for two seconds, it doesn't really mean anything”. User bases may not be a useful 

metric."What means something is whether you're able to become an indispensable part of someone's 

everyday life because they enjoy socializing with their friends through your product. Those are the 

kind of things we're trying to track more"216. 

Engagement may be viewed as DAU/MAU. It measures the stickiness of a game and shows roughly 

the average number of times an user engages with a game. It is strongly correlated with social gaming 

success. The minimum threshold (according to RockYou’s Lisa Marino) is 0,2, that is the number 

necessary for a game to hit critical mass virality and engagement. 

Engagement must be managed by the team behind the game. At the same time that new users are 

engaged, older users must remain engaged in order to minimize attrition. To handle this, churn rates 

can be applied to logical user groups (demographical, game advancement, player lifecycle). Similarly 

players who stopped playing the game also form a target audience in itself that may be re-activated 

through re-engagement. 

 

9.43 In game mechanisms 

Basically, engagement comes from gameplay mechanics and gameplay should be fitted to its 

audience. Engagement analytics make a distinction between behavioral (no explicit ending, 

punishment for loss aversion, status with rank or level etc), feedback (quests/challenges/missions, 

reward schedules…) and progression (points, life bar etc) features. 

Engagement may also be obtained by gameplay when creating new game play features or additional 

content (DLC), viral community events, free virtual goods offers etc. It can also be obtained in 

creating competition among friends –or co-players- (using visible metrics: leaderboards, friend walls, 

customization, PvP engagements...), or cooperation getting friends –or co-players- to help by sending 

requests. 

 

                                                 
216  GamesIndustry.biz “Playfish: devs without franchises will be in a precarious position” by Alec Meer 
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9.44 Lifetime 

The time a user stay engaged with a game determines the lifetime span. The longer a player has been 

engaged with a game, the more difficult it is for him to stop and quit. Users create their own exit 

barriers. Lifetime varies a great deal since it depends on the game genre and also on the users’ own 

experience and, on average, it can go from 3 to 24 months.   

Engagement metrics include: time spent per user, frequency of visits, number of pages viewed, 

number of interactions with other players etc.  Ultimately, the value lies in the total time a player 

spends with a game. Visits and connections metrics including very short time sessions have a limited 

significance.  

Beyond this, engagement should also lead to monetization.  

 

9.5 Monetization 

Monetization in the “traditional business model” is done once for all when the game is purchased. As 

we have seen, it is less and less the case. Even console games are kept alive with DLC before a sequel 

is released. Therefore monetization should be envisaged within a time frame.  

The equation of monetization can be stated as follows: (nb of installed users) * (viral multiplier) * 

(percent of active users) * (percent of paying users) * (ARPPU). Boxed products are only a particular 

case with viral multiplier = 1, percent of active users= 100%, percent of paying users = 100% and 

ARPPU = retail price.  

The ARPU includes a variety of components: subscription, advertising, virtual goods etc, all 

contributing to the generation of revenues which are no longer limited to the upfront retail price. As a 

consequence, the Lifetime Value of a Consumer, which is the lifetime span multiplied by the ARPPU, 

also varies a lot and may range from $5 to $200. The “traditional” retail price at an average of $60 has 

been decomposed in as many ARPPUs as they are users. The value of a game should rather be seen as 

a factor of engagement primarily measured with time spent on the game. 

 

9.51 Premium model 

Fixed price is typically a heritage of game seen as a product.  Console and many client-based games 

are still sold as premium products even though online elements are more and more frequently included 

in the mix. In return, although initially sold at a fixed price, with price levels going down, mobile 

game publishers are rapidly adopting freemium model, like most browser and social games.  

Charging users upfront with a fixed price encourages: a- procrastination for less motivated customers 

who are asked to engage and commit themselves at a price that can be benchmarked against alternative 

modes of entertainment and b-  benchmarking and price comparisons between games that lead to price 

competitions and ultimately to lower prices. 
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The premium model should rather be considered as an option for passionate players who know exactly 

what they want and may find an upfront fixed price less expensive than a freemium model given the 

use they make of a game.      

 

9.52 Advertising  

In the early 2000’s many thought that advertising revenues could help lower game prices and even 

make them available for free. The price would be paid by the advertiser rather than by the user. 

However, in-game advertising has not lived up to expectations in traditional retail box games and 

companies like IGA and Massive did not perform as forecasted. Similarly, casual games have changed 

their business models (from sponsored to trial-to-pay) when advertising revenues declined. Research 

company Arcadia was predicting in-game ad revenue to be at about $3 billion in 2010217.  Advertising 

revenue from games is now forecasted to be at $800 million worldwide in 2011, according to research 

firm Park Associates. 

Actually, brands have found their way to games in a different manner, as they did in the movies, in the 

form of product placement or contextual “real-life” brand presence (banners in stadiums, posters in the 

streets, liveries on cars) and branded virtual items.  

 In a freemium model, “intrusive” in app advertising for products that may or may not have a relation 

to the game content has became a source of revenue mainly through offer walls. Advertisers pay –with 

in-game currency- the user to watch their ads. With this feature, the user may choose between being 

exposed to ads or paying. It has become his choice.    

Videogames cannot depend heavily and durably on advertising investments that follow economic 

cycles, industry patterns and price variations.  At the same time, advertising has changed a great deal.  

Marketing is no longer a one-way street, where value accrues only to the advertiser’s benefit. To 

succeed with any meaningful degree of effectiveness, it must also serve as a trusted and transparent 

vehicle through which the user ultimately feels he or she achieves some degree of participation in (and 

influence over) the shape of the end-product. In other words, commonality entails community, 

community entails empathy, and empathy entails enthusiasm. Audience empowerment is the key to 

success. 

9.53 Subscriptions                           

The 20th-century economy was rooted in manufacturing: companies were focused squarely on making 

and shipping as many tangible goods as possible. To illustrate this, Paid Content detailed the example 

of the car industry218. Car companies were measured on how many cars they shipped in a quarter. In 

contrast, modern companies focus on their customers, and focus on building long-term relationships 

                                                 
217 Arcadia Investment Corp John Taylor.2005-2006 Home Interactive Entertainment Market Update.May, 1 2006 
218 Paid Content “The subscription economy” by Tien Tzuo 28 February 2011 
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with customers through a set of services. Zipcar, for example, reports on their number of members, not 

on how many cars they own.  And with these long-term relationships come a recurring, predictable 

revenue stream which makes the subscription economy. The implications of the shift from an 

economy based largely on one-time purchases to one based ever more on subscriptions are profound. 

In a time-based subscription model, light users pay for heavy users. It actually encourages users to 

play more since they are paying on a regular basis for it and since it is always available. A variant 

form of subscription is pay for session (like the old arcade machine or pinball system), where one only 

pays for what one needs, for a pre-set number of lives, or as long as one can last. Beginners pay for 

skilled gamers. This encourages users to practice in order to master the game because once properly 

mastered, trained players can play long sessions. There is currently no game monetized this way yet, 

though.                     

However compulsory subscriptions will mainly develop with multigame offers - like in web portals 

and cloud-gaming channels where subscribers may consume as many games as they wish within a 

period of time- rather than with individual games. Revenues from game subscriptions in the USA and 

in Europe have declined (- 5 percent) in 2010 for the first time since 2002, according to IHS Screen 

Digest219. Subscriptions are still a limitation to users who only want constraints if they desire so.    

This is the subscription model that the MMO industry initially embraced but, under the pressure of 

free content, even highly successful games like WoW opted for an alternative formula. Also, with 

competition arising, the n°1 priority for game publishers is to generate a community of players rather 

than generating upfront revenues. Without a community there is simply no multiplayer game. 

Therefore, giving access to the game is what the optional subscription formula allows. Rather than 

preventing people from accessing the game if they don’t pay a subscription, publishers make the game 

accessible but not the complete experience for which a subscription is needed. They restrict the game 

to certain levels or certain features.          

Many free-to-play games are now moving towards the hybrid "convenience model" where players can 

play as much as they want and spend either time or money to advance in the game and get optional 

bonuses. This model allows players to spend whatever mix of time and money is optimum for them to 

get what they want out of the game. "The successful F2P games of the future are going to be 

successful in the same way the bottled water industry is successful: they're going to operate on the 

principle of giving opportunities to people who want to spend money rather than trying to corner 

people into the position where they have to spend money" Ludgate says by way of analogy220. 

9.54 Virtual Goods 

                                                 
219 Gamasutra “Revenue from PC Games subscriptions fell first time in 2010” by Kyle Orland 15 September 2010. 
220 Gamasutra “How the free-to-play model is evolving” by Simon Ludgate 16 August 2011 
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Virtual goods are the primary source of revenue for browser and social games publishers. The strength 

of the freemium model makes that virtual goods have been spreading to MMOs and mobile games, on 

the principle that, if 250,000 users play a free app every day, but only 2 percent (5,000) actually pay 

for it using in-app purchases for an average of $1, the total revenue equals to $5000 which makes no 

difference with 2,000 users buying the app for $2.50.            

Obviously, only a small share of users actually monetizes. This defines the conversion rate. As a 

standard, the conversion rate can range from 1 percent to 10 percent of the base with 3 percent being 

the (high) average on social games and 10 percent being the (high) average on MMOs but the level of 

variation is very high depending on the users’ demographics, on time and on the gameplay. The 

amount spent by converted user defines the ARPPU. The ARPPU multiplied by the conversion rate 

defines the ARPU. ARPU is the total revenue divided by the number of subscribers/active users. It can 

be broken down by day, by country, by demographic.             

The level of financial engagement in a game seems to be decided by gamers early in the life cycle: 90 

percent of paying customers make their first purchase within the 3 first days of play (and 40 percent on 

the very first day). One rule has been established that says that one should capitalize on existing 

customers since a third of paying customers will buy again. As a consequence, it is important to entice 

users to re-purchase. Conversion rates for repeat customers are higher (over 50 percent of total 

revenues are from repeat customers). This creates a situation where a small minority of customers 

generates the large majority of the revenues.                         

The more engaged players, those who spend most are called “whales”. It is acknowledged that 2 

percent of paying gamers generate 40 percent of revenues. These “whales” have to be managed 

carefully. As an example, in a game such as Totally Spies there are several hundreds of players who 

spend over 100€.                                        

On average monetizing social games apps monetize $10-30/1,000 DAU’s per month (Best monetizing 

apps $100+/1,000 DAU’s).  In other words, for every 100 daily active users, a social game company 

averages $3 in monthly revenue. For instance, Kobojo expects their games to generate an average of € 

0.02 per user per day. Therefore a game like FarmVille earns on average $900k a day but could range 

in revenue from as low $300k to as high as $3 million in any given day. A game such as Gardens of 

Time -which is considered as a very good one- has reached 4 million MAUs in 2.5 months. It has been 

estimated that €200 in virtual goods was actually necessary to complete the game. As a consequence a 

fully engaged gamer will spend €200 over time. The point is to predict and track how many players 

will engage at 100 percent, at 80 percent, at 30 percent etc.                    

There are two categories of virtual goods: durable and consumable. Virtual goods can also be 

combined with a subscription model or even a premium model. In a hybrid model ARPU and ARPPU 

may include virtual items as well as subscriptions of any other amount paid by the user or advertisers.      

The revenues from micro-transactions is moving up quickly; it increased by 24 percent in 2010, 
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according to IHS Screen Digest 221.The US-based virtual goods market is estimated at $2.1 billion222. 

21 percent of Americans bought virtual goods on the internet in 2010 and the average spending was at 

$99 a year with iPhone owners appearing to be the biggest spenders with 43 percent of purchases. 

However, these amounts include not just virtual goods in social network games but also in web based 

games, social network apps other than a game, multiplayer computer games, connected console 

marketplaces, subscription based multiplayer games, online virtual worlds223. The European market of 

virtual goods was exceeding €600 million in 2010 with the following split by countries: Germany: 

€159.8 million, Great Britain: €106.8 million, France: €104.5 million, Italy: €60.8 million, Russia: 

€59.2 million, Spain: €55.3 million, Turkey: €34.6 million. France saw the highest average spend on 

virtual goods in 2010, with €32.48, followed by Turkey with €30.54 and Spain on €30.15. The UK 

was sixth on the list with €21.85 spent on average. 

9.55 Virtual Currency and payments. 

Virtual goods may be paid with soft currency or hard currency, depending on their status. The former 

is generated by points earned in the game, the latter by credits purchased with cash. 

Cash payments should be made with methods acceptable and familiar to users. There is a vast range of 

payment solutions available for developers (all with different costs and conditions). Platforms 

generally offer a pre-selected panel of payment methods. 

According to a survey by Today’s Gamers in 2009, the favorite payment method is Credit Card in the 

USA, in the UK and Belgium. Paypal and online accounts come both n°1 in Germany. Telephone 

payments (SMS) are n°1 in France with online accounts coming in n°2. Other methods include: pre-

paid cards and wire transfers. 

 

 9.56 Metrics, analytics and datamining 

The great benefit of online gaming lies in the availability (and the use) of statistics. Looking everyday 

at metrics is a safe way to check the overall health of games. The amount of data can be overwhelming 

and internal or external datamining has become essential to publishers. As an example, 

GameAnalytics, a new company focusing on data mining and monetization of online games intends to 

offer services around "behavioral analytics, predictive modeling and individually targeted in-game 

marketing products" for publishers of products across social networks, virtual worlds and MMOs. IQU 

is a Dutch company which tracks players’ activities across multiple platforms worldwide. The 

information gathered is then used to form connections between gamers, publishers, developers and 

advertisers, in order to establish predictive consumption patterns and to deliver behavioral targeting.  

                                                 
221 Gamasutra “Revenue from PC Games subscriptions fell first time in 2010” by Kyle Orland 15 September 2010. 
222 Inside Social Games “An In-depth look at the social gaming industry’s performance and prospects on Facebook” by Chris 
Morrison 24 January 2011 
223 Survey from Frank Magid Associates for PlaySpan. Nationally representative online survey of 2412 conducted in May 7-
14 2010 (1955 18-64 & 457 8-17 cited by Mike Snyder in USAToday.com 
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Whereas other platforms require developers to adopt a “set it and forget it” attitude towards their 

games, online games spew mountains of feedback to their developers from launch day, allowing them 

to tweak and improve their games based on player behavior. Testing variations of the gameplay, or of 

the monetization methods for a game can easily be implemented to subsets of users. This makes a 

major difference with off-line game development methods. Only limited feedback (qualitative tests, 

generic surveys) was available to make decisions. Many of these decisions were actually made by the 

development team based on their own experience or feelings or taste. And all these decisions were 

final. By being able to get feedback quickly, developers can see how players react and change, tweak, 

or can the feature in no time flat. Releasing a new upgrade system that will give an advantage to 

paying users can be tested to see how it affects their games. “Wondering whether the unicorn fountain 

would sell better as a constructible viral item or a Facebook Credit purchase? Do an A/B test and 

look at the results tomorrow. Designing an experiment, putting it out into the wild, and then looking at 

the results is the best way to rapidly develop a hit title”224. 

Datamining and analyzing plays an ever increasing role in online game marketing. Studios are able to 

develop games that correspond to the tastes and usages of the targeted audience. They can also adjust 

gameplay and monetization to what actually comes out of the observation of actual players. The most 

important thing is to understand what to measure and then to set the right KPIs. “If you measure it, it 

will improve”, says Seth Godin225. 

Marketing and monetization are so intricated with gameplay and the constant measurement of KPIs 

forcing to implement adjustments on a regular basis, data analysis, marketing and monetization staff 

needs to work within the studio and cooperate permanently with development personnel. The time 

with studios exclusively populated with passionate developers delivering a product to business people 

at the head office is over. To achieve maximum return on investment going forward, marketing must 

be deeply embedded into actual product development from day one, and viewed as an organic 

extension of any given title or campaign’s core feature set. Because in its purest essence, video game 

advertising circa 2011 isn’t about just providing a temporary groundswell of support for a specific title 

or brand. It’s about creating a persistent, standalone entertainment experience with real, tangible worth 

unto itself. 

 

9.57 Gameplay 

With a user-centric approach, supported by data analysis, the focus is on gameplay features rather than 

on storyline. The rules of engagement are stronger than the consistency of a script. The game has to be 

                                                 
224 Designing Games with Massive Social Data” 3 February 2011” by Brice Morrison Crowdstar designer on Inside Social 
games 
225 Seth Godin “The Purple Cow” 
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envisaged within a flow channel that keeps the player interested balancing between boredom and 

anxiety. 

The progression of players must be managed properly and carefully. All frictions must be considered 

in detail, ideally erased, possibly maintained in some cases (to keep a challenging edge, for example). 

Some players need constant rewards, others expect a permanent challenge. The level of difficulty may 

be left at the user’s appreciation, in the game settings, or the gameplay may include a variety of 

characters among which the user must select its own one. It is clear that the player’s journey is more 

and more individualized. 

The game design has become an adjustable document describing the users journey, taking them from 

the novice stage to the regular stage and finally to the enthusiast stage. The user is not just the 

consumer who will spend time and take pleasure at playing the game he will be encouraged to spend 

money and to become an evangelist of the game. This is now a system where the player actively 

participates in the monetization and in the marketing of the game. 

Does the player also participate in the game design? Personalization has already been implemented on 

games for some time but it is certain that this may go further. One important feature that has been 

brought by MMOs and social network games is the choice for a user to play a character or a race of his 

choice and/or to focus on a set of specific actions he enjoys.  The player is no longer forced to play the 

lead character and to accomplish missions in an order set by developers. The player must have a 

choice.  

Empowering the player may even go further. The ambition may be to resolve the conflict between the 

player’s desire to express itself and affect the game world in a meaningful way and the practical 

restrictions on the scope and complexity of the game’s story. Providing the player with interesting 

choices, personalizing the game in a way that the player feels the game has been designed to its own 

tastes, feelings and personality, leaving the player free to do what he enjoys most and, at the same 

time, making sure the action takes place in an interesting, credible world with a compelling storyline 

may be the new challenge. Putting the player at the center will automatically set the focus on 

gameplay features, not on the storyline. The story may then come as a result of the players‘ actions 

and interactions rather than from game designers’ ideas. 
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10. Conclusion 
 

The game market is at the beginning of an evolutionary path, moving from purely packaged games 

played on consoles to browser-based free-to-play and hybrid-hosted scenarios. It is obvious services 

like iOS, Steam Games, and Onlive have commoditized video games, reducing the need for 

specialized hardware. 

The crux of the change is in how games are monetized when there is no direct fixed revenue; ads, 

subscriptions, and virtual goods all have a place in the new ecosystem, but thus far, no one method has 

proven to be the best and it may well be that only the combination of them will win, leaving all 

options opened for the user. This has been illustrated by Square Enix USA CEO, Mike Fischer “I don't 

believe that there's going to be any one single dominant model in the years ahead. I think if there's one 

thing that I see now, it's a diversification, and we're a big enough company so that we can't put all of 

our bets all on one business model if we wanted to, anyway (…) And for us, it's not about picking 

winners in the different platforms, it's about having great IP and fitting that to the best platform for it. 

We want all of the platforms to succeed.226"  

The “traditional” videogame industry has failed to conceive the master model that could comprise all 

videogames business models. As Trip Hawkins underlines: "Look at the world wide web and how 

many great companies have been built on that open platform (…) Nintendo is a great, amazing 

company, but how many companies have been built on the back of Nintendo's platform in the past 25 

years?”227 . The dependency of publishers on hardware vendors may have blinded them for a time, but 

this is now over. "What I don't agree with is the implication that we're waiting for the hardware guys 

to transition to help us realize the innovation" said EA CEO, John Riccitiello. "I think the greatest 

innovation in the history of gaming is occurring right now. It is happening in the cross-platform arena 

- where publishers are linking the best IP from console to PC to mobile to social (…) This is hard to 

do, but it will change the way gamers interact with our IP. Five years ago, I said that the industry had 

been making the same five games over and over. That pissed some people off - but it was true”228. In 

another occasion, he added: “The traditional 4-to-5-year console cycle that gave game developers 

ample time to prepare for technology changes is gone forever". He emphasized that, EA is building on 

the strength of its most important IPs, which will be maintained at "about a dozen" substantial 

franchises. "Each of these will be transformed into year-round businesses with major packaged goods 

launches, social launches, mobile launches, downloadable content and micro-transactions"229 he said.  

                                                 
226 Gamasutra «Too Much Social Hype but the Industry is Growing Fast” by Staff  22 July 2011 
227 Gamasutra “Platform holders offers false promises of freedom” by Colin Campbell 12 July 2011 

228 GamesIndustry.biz “ Cross-Platform Publishing is Greatest Innovation”  “by  David Jenkins 15 July 201 

229 Gamasutra “Traditional  Console Dev Cycle is Gone Forever “by Frank Cifaldi 26 July 2011 
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 Online platforms with their new business models have opened videogames to mass-market. At a price 

though. The value of a game is no longer determined by the publisher. The value is determined by the 

user, by the time and money he is willing to invest in a particular game. It is the combination of all 

users’ investments that generates the revenues. Nintendo’s Mr Iwata illustrates how “traditional” game 

companies see changes from their own point of view rather than from a more global perspective when 

he declares: “The objective of Smartphones and social networks, and the reason they were created, are 

not at all like ours. These platforms have no motivation to maintain the high value of videogame 

software - for them, content is something created by someone else. Their goal is just to gather as much 

software as possible, because quantity is what makes the money flow - the value of videogame 

software does not matter to them"230. It is right but it may well be that the value of a video game can 

no longer be decided in advance by its publisher but may come as a result of the daily confrontation of 

its investments with the marketplace. Furthermore, gameplay has to fit users’ patterns on a specific 

device and not all gameplays are the same. Bing Gordon says it: “Free is the new price. Instead of pre-

selling, we build emotionally committed users before we ask some of them to buy from us (…) The 

emotional moments turned out NOT to have correlation with processing power, visual effects and 3D 

graphics. The emotion came from who we played with, not what machine we played on”231   

Empowering the consumer is absolutely central. Delivering content on every available platform in an 

agnostic approach, offering games at every price point and allowing them to share are the new 

possibilities. EA Sports VP Andrew Wilson says it with a great conviction: "We've seen what happens 

when an organization or an entity or a medium resists that consumer driven change. The corporate 

graveyard and the entertainment landscape is now littered with shells and carcasses of those that have 

tried to resist where the consumer wanted to go (…) The transition is today. The radical 

transformation in our industry right now means that no longer are transitions every 5-6 years. No 

longer can we plan for them. No longer can we sit down with Sony, Microsoft and Nintendo where 

they tell us two years down [the line] they've got a new platform coming (…) Those that embrace and 

drive change and are always thinking, even if they have a successful business, are already thinking 

about what next change they are going to institute, what next change they are going to drive, how are 

they going to empower the consumer to drive even further change. They are the companies that are 

going to do well (…) The transition was yesterday, the transition is today and the transition is 

tomorrow. And every other day for the foreseeable future because the rule of creative destruction is 

now driving our industry as it has almost every industry before it”. 232          

The transition already happened. Users have moved and now see videogames as a form of 

                                                 
230 GamesIndustry.biz “Iwata outlines concerns over high value game future” by Phil Elliott 3 March 2011 
231 Bing Gordon says it: “Free is the new price. Instead of pre-selling, we build emotionally committed users before we ask 

some of them to buy from us”. 
232

 GamesIndustry.biz “A year is too long to innovate” by Matt Martin 19 July 2011 
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entertainment that adapt itself to their everyday life, available at any time on the devices they  own, for 

the time they decide and the money they are ready to pay. Passionate gamers remain heavy spenders, 

early adopters, opinion leaders, like in any other market, it is just that they no longer represent the 

whole market for game publishers.                     

Online is broadening the videogame business horizon, bringing a new strategic approach and 

educating millions of new gamers: more gamers, gamers playing everywhere, gamers playing with 

their friends. These gamers’ expectations will keep on rising and their demand for more complex 

games will force the online gaming industry to upgrade their development skills while keeping the 

benefits of the social experience and of the conversion funnel business approach. This may well be the 

opportunity for the boxed products and the online videogames industries to merge and form only one 

major force. 
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Appendixes 

Appendix 1 :  Glossary 
 
ARPU: A term carried over from Telecom companies, Average Revenue Per User (ARPU) is 
measured as total revenue divided by the number of subscribers. This includes revenue from 
subscriber fees, virtual goods, affiliate marketing and ad impressions. Because social games are so 
metrics-heavy, ARPU can be broken down by day, by country, by demographic, or by pretty much any 
other metric. ARPU (average revenue per user) – can be used to cover different periods of time—
daily, weekly, monthly, annually, etc. ARPPU (average revenue per paying user) is a commonly used 
variation of this metric 
ATV (average transaction value): self-explanatory, useful in gauging key price thresholds 

Churn: The turnover rate (or “attrition rate“) of a social game’s active players. The noise level in 
casual gaming is extremely high, which means social games have a user base that is constantly 
changing as gamers abandon the game or delete the Facebook app. Churn refers to this constant loss 
and gain of members. 

Cohort:  A common term in statistics, a cohort is “a group of subjects who have shared a particular 
experience during a particular time span.” In social gaming metrics, cohorts are used for analyzing. 

CPA (cost per action/acquisition): developers are paid by advertisers when a user 
takes an action on the advertiser’s goods, such as a purchase or registration. 
CPI (cost per install): a more specific version of CPA where the action is the 
installation of the advertiser’s service/product 
CPC (cost per click): developers are paid by advertisers when a user clicks on 
the ad in a game. 
CPM (cost per mille, or 1,000 impressions): developers are paid by advertisers 
just for showing an ad in their game. 
CTR (click-thru rate):  used to determine ad relevance. Depending on the CTR, a 
developer may favor a CPM or CPC payment method. 
DAU (Daily Active Users): is just what it sounds like: the number of active users over the course of a 
single day. 
DAU/MAU (a.k.a. stickiness): The DAU/MAU ratio is one of the hot metrics in social games. 
Comparing Daily Active Users to Monthly Active Users shows roughly how many days per month an 
average user engages with one game. With 500,000 daily users and 1 million monthly users, the 
DAU/MAU is .5, translating to the average user logging in ~15 days per month. The DAU/MAU ratio 
is strongly correlated with social gaming success.  

According to Lisa Marino from RockYou, the minimum threshold for DAU/MAU is .2. This is 
necessary for a game to hit critical mass virality and engagement. 

Engagement: Engagement is a measure of the amount of time a user spends on a game. Engagement 
measures how long users spend playing one game. How many features do they access? Are they 
spending hours or seconds? How many pages does the average user view? What percentage are 
returning visitors? 

Entry Event: An entry event is the first action a user performs when they enter the game. Online 
social games can track every action you perform, and the Entry Event Distribution is one of the 
more important metrics to follow. What do your users do first? Which entry events are the most 
effective at bringing people back? 

For example, you might find that a majority of your users log in when they receive a gift, and the first 
thing they do is check that gift. By determining the more popular entry events, you can push more 
resources towards them, thus increasing retention, engagement and re-engagement. 
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Exit Event: The opposite of entry events. Exit events are the last actions a user performs before 
exiting the game. Tracking the Exit Event Distribution helps show why users are disengaging with 
the game. 

K Factor: K Factor measures the virality of your product. K Factor = (Infection Rate) * (Conversion 
Rate). An Infection Rate is how much a given user exposes the game to other players, such as through 
status updates or email invites. A conversion rate, as marketers know, is when that “infection” results 
in a new sign up (or “install”.) 

Put more simply, a K Factor of 1 means every member is bringing you one additional member. A high 
K Factor is treasured by social game publishers, because it becomes a very effective vehicle for 
bringing in new players. 

Lifetime Network Value: The value a user provides to your network over the course of their entire 
“lifetime” on the network. For instance, is the user contributing to viral effects? Evangelizing the 
game? Contributing positively to ARPU? This is compared to the User Acquisition Cost, or how 
much it costs (via marketing and viral efforts) to bring in new members. 

According to Facebook app analytics provider Kontagent, a (very basic) equation is 1/(1-k) * Monthly 
ARPU * User Lifetime. 

Lifetime Value of a User (LTV) – simply put, this is calculated as virality x ARPUx retention. 

MAU: Like DAU, Monthly Active Users (MAU) tracks the total number of users in a given month. 

Re-Engagement: Gamers stop playing eventually. Re-engagement is how to get them back. It 
includes re-engaging gamers who have been signed off for an hour, a day, a month, or more. There is a 
lot of competition out there, so implementing and tracking re-engagement practices is a must. 

Retention: Retention is a measure of the overall lifespan of a user on a game. It is the opposite of 
churn. Retention is how well the userbase is maintained. While any period of time can be used to 
measure retention (7th day, 30-day, 90-day, etc.), Kontagent recently reported that 1st day retention is 
the most accurate predictor of the quality of a user over their lifetime. By organizing users in groups 
such as “everyone that visited on June 10th” and analyzing the percentage that revisit, one can 
pinpoint what promotions are having the greatest effect 

Session: Session length, sessions per user, 

Virality: Viral growth is the name of the social media game. Measured by K Factor, the Viral 
Rate/Virality shows how much users are promoting, evangelizing and spreading a game. Because of 
this, social games are increasingly built around cooperation, competition and the constant addition of 
new features, which increase virality. Every feature is a source for growth, whether it’s “liking,” 
Facebook notifications or tweets. Virality is measured as k, or k-factor. For social games, k ranges 
around 0.05-0.2. 
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Appendix 2 :  Monthly Share of Wallet for US Game Buyer Households 
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Appendix 3  :  Number of Gamers by Platform by Country 
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Appendix 4  :  Best Selling Games at Retail USA 2010 
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Appendix 5  :   Ralph Koster’s List of Social Games Features 

#1: The simplest form of multiplayer is simple advice and assistance. Helping is the building block of 
all social gameplay. Parallel symmetric games: darts, golf, snowboarding. You play alongside each 
other, comparing performance. Measuring progress against someone else is what makes it multiplayer. 

#2: Quantifying achievement. Putting it into a database. 

 #3. Races. The first user to reach a goal, wins. You can use this in a network setting. Social games 
don’t tend to use racing. 

#4. Leaderboards: everyone competes asynchronously, parallel with historic attempts. We see this in 
neighbor bars. 

#5: Tournaments: bracketing users. Social games tend to use bracketing for simple pvp matchmaking: 
it’s under utilised. 

#6: Opposition. A rival good is something that can’t be used by someone else at the same time. You 
have my stuff, I can’t use it. Non-rival is stuff that clones itself: information, etc. 

#7: Dot-eating. I ate it, you didn’t. Zero sum resource consumption. 

#8: Tug of War. A winner and a loser. 

#9: Handicapping. 

#10: Secrets. Fog of War. Hands of cards. 

#11: Last man standing. Deathmatch. 

#12: Bidding. Mediated status. You bid, you take your rival goods (money) and whoever gets the 
thing, wins. Where are the silent auctions in social games?  

#13: Lying. Deception and bluffing. Deception only works against other people; not a computer. We 
depend on quantifying things in our social games; the more we move into psychology the more we can 
leverage things like bluffing. 

#14: 3rd party Betting. Betting is driven by the human brain’s bug at calculating odds. We’re lousy at 
it. This only works on people; you can’t do it vs a cpu. 

#15: prisoner’s dilemma. Players don’t have all the info, they’re on the same side. If either one caves, 
they both lose. If they both hang together, they will succeed. You don’t know if the other person will 
uphold their side. We currently don’t see this in social games. Yet. 

#16: Kriegspiel. Tabletop military strategy, effectively. Creates the dungeonmaster, the gamemaster. A 
referee enforces the rules, a gamesmaster directs the action, directs the game. We don’t do much 
directing in social games right now, but we could. 

#17: Roles. How many multiplayer games can you think of that don’t have positions on a team. We 
don’t use team roles or classes in social games. That’s fascinating. This one is guaranteed to increase 
retention. 
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#18: Ganging up. Being it. Hot potato, Tag. Victim & Hunter. 

#19: Rituals. Role transitions: weddings, cut a cake, levelling, ding gratz. What is the social game 
equiv of attending the wedding? Shared rituals bind community like nothing else. The biggest thing 
that marks rituals is gifts. This one I’m happy to say, we’ve nailed. 

#20: Gifts. This is moving a rivalrous good to another actor in order to increase their status bar. Gifts 
have a whole pile of embedded cultural practice. [note, I think #20 was titled gifts, I was momentarily 
distracted...] 

#21: Reciprocity. Players will send what *they* want, as they know they’ll get it sent back to them. 

#22: Mentoring / Twinking. When a hilev hands a lowlev a pile of stuff. It’s hugely welcoming. It’s 
not cheating, it's powerful social glue. 

#23: Identity. Means of displaying your status inside a social context. 

#24: Ostracism. Group removal. Denial of resources. 

#25: Trust. Does your game call on your to trust someone you don’t know?  

#26: Guilds & tribes. Hugely powerful. Barely present in social games.  

#27: Exclusivity. Velvet rope. VIP clubs. What could this do for your monetisation? 

#28: Guild vs Guild. We know groups like to annihilate each other. Rivalry. Even in a farming game, 
you could have tropical vs temperate, and they will envy each other, and they will develop passion, 
and identity, and then… 

#29: Trade. These large-scale structures become dependent upon each other. They’re less likely to 
quit. We haven’t focused on them selling things to one another… 

You are shaping societies. You are building the things people play in, talk about, take part in. Be 
awake to this. 

#30: Elections. The largest MMO in the world today is American Idol. Politics. 

#31: Reputation, influence and Fame. Rolemodels for other players to follow or imitate. You can 
affect the way players behave by making them famous. Don’t publicis the griefers, publicise the 
wonderful ones. 

#32: Public goods. Parks. Air. Is there an infinite common resource in your game? 

#33: Tragedy of the Commons: can you use up your public good? The price of Facebook ads: the 
prices are going up, we’re driving those prices up, we're all affected... 

#34: Community. Where we start playing games on you, the player. If you don’t have good facilities 
for community interaction, you miss out on the people who set the tone and opinion for everyone else. 
They’re the small squeaky wheel with enormous broadcast reach. 
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#35: Strategy Guide. Players are able to solve insane problems as a group via the scientific method. 
Every player is a fresh experiemtn trial run, they get better, they figure stuff out. But this only works at 
large scale with shared info. 

#36: Teamwork. Groups operating together are more successful than those operating on their own. 
Dragon Kill Points. 

#37: Arbitrage. 

#38: Supply chains. Chain value, interdependence. 

#39: User generated content. Design for this.  

#40: Griefing. Change the rules out from under the players. Sometimes players are reinventing your 
game for you. 
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Appendix 6 :   The Re-engagement techniques: 

• Using timed re-engagement = “harvesting” = “appointment gaming”. 

Mechanic first seen in farm-themed games including Slashkey’s Farm Town. Users pay to 

plant a crop which will mature at a specific time. Potent device for encouraging users to make 

a commitment to playing the game and to returning over and over. They are excited about the 

reward of a successful harvest and concerned about the loss they will incur if they miss their 

appointment. In Playdom’s Social City players make an appointment when they choose a good 

for their factory to produce. Users are highly motivated to return to the game in time to harvest 

their crops. 

• Limiting game-play. 

One of the oldest methods of driving re-engagement with social games is limiting the amount 

of time the user can spend playing in a given session (see Playdom’s RPG Sorority Life). This 

mechanic gives the players a certain amount of “energy” and other similar resources that they 

can expend each day. Each action that the player takes in the game expends a certain amount 

of resources, which slowly replenish over time. The players run out of energy, they have no 

choice but to stop playing for the day or to spend money to refill their energy. This is like the 

downloadable game designer’s familiar trick of making sure that the 60-minute trial is a strong 

enough experience to get the player excited about the game but not quite enough to thoroughly 

satisfy the user’s desire to play. Social game designers need to ensure that their games are 

balanced to deliver on this goal continually. Users should finish their daily session with a 

highly appealing goal in sight but in reach. 

Device also allows players to send each other energy. 

• Letting things decay 

o Variant on the Time Re-Engagement mechanic. 

o It is the game rather than the user that chooses the time period when the user will next 

need to come back. 

o The users main motivation is generally not to claim a reward when a crop matures but 

rather to revive a system that has sunk into chaos. 

o If the users waits too long they will see something they care about looking really 

haggard on their return. 

o This mechanic originated in pet games, as far back as Tamagotchi. The game itself 

determined at what speed the pet’s level of health and happiness would deteriorate. 

o It is important that the neglected entity resonate very strongly with the player’s 

emotions. (Playfish’s Pet Society).233  

                                                 
233

 Designing Games with Massive Social Data February 3rd, 2011 Gamasutra by Brice Morrison, 
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Appendix 7  :  List of Options for Buying Facebook Credits by Country 

Country Payment Methods 

Argentina Mobile*, DineroMail, Moneybookers, Western Union QuickPay 

Australia Mobile*, Moneybookers 

Belgium 
Mobile*, Bank Transfer, Mister Cash, Moneybookers, PaySafeCard, WallieCard, 
Western Union QuickPay 

Brazil Mobile*, Boleto Bancario, Debito Brandesco, DinheiroMail, Moneybookers 

Canada Mobile*, InteracOnline, Moneybookers, Western Union QuickPay 

Chile Mobile*, DineroMail, Moneybookers, Western Union QuickPay 

Colombia Mobile*, Moneybookers, Western Union QuickPay 

France 
Mobile*, Bank Transfer, Carte Bleue, Moneybookers, PaySafeCard, Ukash, Visa 
Electron, Wallie Card, 

Germany 
Mobile*, Bank Transfer, ELV Direct Debit, GiroPay, Moneybookers, PaySafeCard, 
Sofortüberweisung, Ukash, Visa Electron, Wallie Card 

Greece Mobile*, Moneybookers, PaySafeCard, Visa Electron, Western Union QuickPay 

Hong Kong 
Mobile*, MyCard – Card Redemption, MyCard – Pay Via MyCard Member Account, 
Western Union QuickPay 

Indonesia 
Mobile*, Moneybookers, MyCard – Card Redemption, MyCard – Pay Via MyCard 
Member Account, Western Union QuickPay 

India Mobile*, MOLPoints, Moneybookers, Western Union QuickPay 

Italy 
Mobile*, Bank Transfer, Moneybookers, PaySafeCard, Ukash, Visa Electron, Western 
Union QuickPay 

Malaysia 
Mobile*, MOLPoints, Moneybookers, MyCard – Card Redemption, MyCard – Pay Via 
MyCard Member Account, Ukash 

Mexico Mobile*, DineroMail, Moneybookers, Todito Cash, Wallie Card, Western Union 

Phillipines Mobile*, Moneybookers, Western Union QuickPay 

Portugal Mobile*, PaySafeCard, Visa Electron, Western Union QuickPay 

Spain 
Mobile*, Bank Transfer, CashU, Maestro, Moneybookers, PaySafeCard, Ukash, Visa 
Electron, Wallie Card, Western Union QuickPay 

Taiwan 
Mobile*, Gamania GASH – Card Redemption, Gamania GASH – Pay Via 
GASH/BeanFun Member Account, yCard – Card Redemption, Moneybookers, MyCard 
– Pay Via MyCard Member Account 

Thailand Mobile*, Moneybookers, Western Union QuickPay 

Turkey 
Mobile*, CashU, Moneybookers, OneCard, Ukash, Wallie Card, Western Union 
QuickPay 

Great 
Britain 

Mobile*, Maestro, Moneybookers, PaySafeCard, Ukash, Visa Delta/Debit, Visa 
Electron, Wallie Card 

United 
States 

Mobile*, Western Union QuickPay 

Venezuela Mobile*, Moneybookers 
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